




ELECTRONICSSCENE
BRITISH COMPUTER SKILLS
ANIMATE FILM DINOSAURS

By Nigel Hawkes
The successful film Jurassie Park, made
by the Hollywood director, Mr Steven
Spielberg, owes a surprtstng debt to a small
Brtush company lucked away ina London
side street. With the help of computer soft ~
ware wrttten by Parallax, launched just
three years ago. the antmators who worked
on Jurassie Park have achieved a movte
brealrthrough weavtng seamlessly together
sequences filrned in the conventionaJ way
with arurnattons created enlirely on the
computer screen.The result sets newstan-
clards in film special effects and opens a
Pandorra '5 box fuJIoftricks for film-rnak-
ers to explort.
Traditionally. monster movies stnce

The Lost World of 1925 have rehed on mod-
eis to achieve then- effects. In King Kong,
the 1933 classic, inwhich a giant ape seizes
Fay Wray in a hajry embrace and shakes
her over the Empire State Bullding. ani-
mator Willis O'Brien painted his scenery
on glass sheets mounted on a table. and
rnanipulated a model Ktng Kong frame by
frame. creating an illusion of depth and
movement. The results. exciting as they
were, would not satisfy a modern audi-
ence.
Animated models. For Jurassie Park.
Spielberg started out in the traditional
way, commtssiontng sorne magnificentdi-
nosaur models from Hollywood special-
ists. For Ionger shots. he intended to use
animated models in the King Kong style.
buthismind waschanged bySteveWilliams
of Industrial Light and Magie. an anima-
tion company set up inCalifor-nja in 1975
by George Lucas to make special effects
for Star Wars. Williams burted himself in
his subterranean office and in two weeks
created on a computer an animated 10
seconds sequence ofa Tyrannosaurus Rex
lhundering across the screen. Spielberg
was hooked.
What has made realistic computer an-

imation possible is the development of
high-power workstations with crisp, full-
colour graphics, and the software to run
them. The terminals are the products of
Silicon Graphlcs, an American company.
and cost around zzo 000 each. The soft-
ware, which retails at the same flgure, is
called Matador and was wrttten in London's
Soho by a group of young British pro-
grammers working for Parallax.
Sophisticated chips. Parallax isjust one
of a numberofBritish companies making
a success of computer-based entertain-
ment. Argonaut Software, established 10
years ago in North London to produce com-
puter games, now employs 60 people. It
hopes to double the 1993 turnover of 5:4
nullten in 1994. As weil as writing the soft-
ware for a range of games, the company
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has developed hardware in the form of so-
phisticated clups for computer games.
Another London company making a

success in the computer game business
is BITS, based in Cricklewood, which has
so far developed 24 different games Ior
Nintendo and Sega. The firm, started by
Foo Katan, employs 35 animators. artists
and programmers full-time, plusanother
15who work from horne. developing games
lhatare named mostly aftercurrent films.
Valuable skills, Gary Shinewald, devel-
opmentdirectorofBITS. believes he knows
why British programmers are so good.
"Most of us started as schoolchildren in
the days of the first horne computers, which
were not very powerful. So. we had to work
harcl to get anything worthwhile ou t of
them. Then, when the more powerful Sega
and Nintendo machines came along, those
skills turned out to be very valueable",
Paratlax is a relative newcomer. but in

an industry like computingwhat matters
is not age or experience. but whatyou can
deliver. Film companies are convinced that
Matador is the rtght software for them.
More than 400 clients. including televi-
sion companies and leading film studios.
now use the program.
The program has already been used in

more than 10major feature films. mcluding
the Oscar-winning special effects in Death
Becomes Her, where Meryl Streep's head
was rotated on her body in one stomach-
turrnng sequence. CliJlhanger and The
Last Acnon Hero. But. by generar consent,
Jurassic Park sets new standards in unit-
tng antmatton and film.
Wire-mesh image. The animators who
worked on the film used 15separatecom-
puter terrntnals. and each was responsi-
ble for a short sequence whieh were lhen
marned together. The process begins with
the animator creating on screen the out-
line of a dinosaur in the form of an open
wire-mesh Image.
The work is done by drawing wlth a

pencil-Iike tool on a sloptng 'tablet', like a
desk-top. which picks up the movements
ofthe penei.l and transfers them into the
computer as digital signals. At the same
time. they appear on a screen. Matador
provides the animator with a palette of
16.7 million different hues and a range of
special 'brushes' for creating life-like ef-
Iects such as a smearof mud on a dinosaur's
back.
The system also al.lows an anima ted

sequence to be prepared with much less
labour than traditional methods. Films
run at 24 framesa second, so the first car-
toons were created by drawing a sequence
of images of a cartoon character ltke Felix
the cat. each successive image moving on
fractionally.
Fewerdrawings. Filmed frame-by-frame
and then assembled as a sequence, the

eye sees the resultas a smooth movement.
Matador simplifies the process by inter-
polaung bet:ween the cartoonist's images.
so that he no Ionger has to draw them all.
Tlus reduces the number of drawtngs he
mustdobyafactorof 10, butagainstthat
he must set the fact that the dinosaurs in
Jurassie Park are realistic creatures. not
cartoon characters.
The system then allows the computer-

created sequences to be integrated with
earlier filmed shots in which the actors
performed in empty spaee. imagining the
dinosaurs. Images are digitized and fed
into the computer, where they can be com-
btned electronically with the anjma ted se-
quences. Finally, the combined images
are turned back into film.
The resulte impressed both the ani-

mators at Industrial Light and Magie and
Steven Spielberg himself. With the skin of
the dinosaurs moving and their bellies
swaymg. thereisnotmuchdangerofmod-
ern youngsters complaining they are not
real enough.
Powerful techniques. There is a danger,
however, Steve Wil.liams believes. that the
new techniques are so powerful that they
may one day be used to manipulate hts-
tory. Old archive films have a pecultar
powerbecausewe know they tell thetruth:
the camera. as the saytng goes, can not
lie. But soon. tt will be posible to remodel
these Images in the computer. creatrng.
say, bogus fllms. The power of computer
graphtos will eventually allow the use of
computer-generated presidents who have
been dead for some time giving a speech.
When you are Jooktng at the televtston,
you won't know what ts real and what is
not.

DEVELOPERS' KIT FOR PHILIPS
87C750NßCROCONTROLLER

Developersworking with the Philips 87C750
microcontroller can now get a low-cost,
feature-packed tool set in a new software
development kit available fromMicroAMPS.
Included with the 87C750-SDK kit is

MlCRO/EDITOR. a Iull-featured. multi-
window text editor. MICRO/ASM-750, a
robust Macro Assembler.and MICRO
/SLD-750. a simulator/SourceLanguage
Debugger. This DOS-based development
package has been configured especially
to support an 87C750 Target Processor
Environment. including mernory spaces
and pertpheral ports and tirners. Also sup-
ported is a Source Debug Environment
including instruetion stngle step. break-
points, watch windows and over 17 addi-
tional tools.
Applications for the 87C750 include

consumer and mdustrial products that
can benefit from its SOe51 archuecture,
small package atze and low cost.
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The87C750-SDK is available at an in-
troductory price of01:49·95until April this
year. The regular list price is 01:125.For
more Information, contact Micro AMPS
Ltd, 66 Smithbrook Kilns, Cranleigh,
Surrey GU6 8JJ.Telephone +44 (0)483
268 999; Fax +44 (0)483 268 397.

TV MEASUREMENT RECEIVERS FOR
CABLE AND SATELLITE MARKETS

1Wo new models in the Irr Instruments
VX600 Sertes of1V measurement receivers
incorporate a number of features that
make them particularly suited to theneeds
ofsatellite dish/aerial installers and the
cable distribution market.
The new VX600S covers an extended

satellite frequency band up to 2050 MHz
and a satelHte sound capability that is
fully tuneable from 5.5 to 8 MHz to cover
the multiple sound carriers used on sat-
ellite channels.
Also included ts apower supply that

produces a 10-20 V output switcheable
in 2 V steps, as weIl as a variable 0-10 V
supply, thus meeting the needsofalllow-
noise converters (LNCs) now in use.
The VX600SD has a stnular specifica-

tton , but wtth the addition of buil t-In
D2Mac facilities.
All models in the VX600 Scrtcs com-

blne the functions offield-strength mea-
surernent. TV picturey sound monttor .
ing and spectrum analyste in a compact.
easüy portable package werghing less
than 9 kg wirh battertes. The instruments
meet IEC 348 Class I safety standards
and therelevantVDEand IEC EMCspec-
ifications.
ITTlnstruments, 346 EdinburghAvenue,
Siough, Berkshire SL14TU. Telephone
+44 (0)799 520 022.

2ND INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE
ON ADVANCEDA-D AND D-A TECH-
NIQUES AND THEIR APPLICATIONS
Papers are invited for the 2nd International
Conference on advanced A-D and D-A
conversion techniques and thetr appli-
cations. which will be held at Robinson
College. Cambndge. UK, on 6--8 July 1994.
The aim of the conference is to pro-

vide a forum for the dtas emtna ttcn of
knowledge and expenence among a broad
range of people with an interest in the
theory and practice of interfacing "real
world' analogue signals to the digital do-
mall.
Papers should be subm ttted by 7

January. 1994. totheADDA94 Secretarlat,
lEE Conference Services. Savoy Place,
London WC2R OBL.Telephone 071344
5478/5477, fax 0714973633. from
whom details are available.

HOWTO PROGRAM TOSHffiA MICROS
Lloyd Research has produced a practical
solution toan old problem: howto program
low-cost mtcros such as the Toshiba
TMP47PC242VN. After a destgn is com-
plete. it ts usually necessary to use OTP
parts until the destghn is finally proved and
mask parts are avatlable. In addition, with
the lowenng of costs of OTP parts. many
compantes are not using mask parts at a11.
A simple solution is to buy a number of

single socket adaptors and to use a stan-
dard EPROMprogrammer. Such adaptors
are usually wider than a single socket on
the programmer. so it is rarely possible to
fitmorethan foursockets on an eight-gang
prograrnmer. In addition. the programmer
may need to be set up each time for a dif-
ferentaddress range, As ifthis is notenough,
there is always the problem ofthe mechanical
fit ofa delicate adaptor in a production en-
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fited wtth four sockets for shrink dip de-
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ule can be fitted to double the capacity or
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programming systems can be ren ted from
Lloyd Research.
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including that forSurface MountTeclmology,
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fully trained engtneers who specialtze in
OK Industries' products.
A catalogue of all OK Industries' prod-
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AN 8051 SIMULATORSIM
This article describes how to use SIM, a power-packed
program that simulates an 8051 microcontroller on an IBM pe,
providing a perfect complement to the 805118032assembler
course which so many of you have followed with great interest.
The reasons for using a simulator are given, followed bya brief
description of SIM's facilities. A short program is used to
demonstrate how to use the simulator, with commentary on
how each feature is used for program development and
debugging. Finally, a typical program bug is demonstrated.

By David Mockridge

w:iEN programming a microcon-
troller like the 8051, the develop-

ment environment is Spartan.
Developrnent taols are orten command-
line orientect or run only wl th dedt-
cated ICE [ln-Ctrcu it-Ernu lator)
hardware. Although an ICE is an ex-
cellent solutton for embedded system
developers, it is expensive.
On the other hand, those who pro-

gram in high -Ievel languages work in
comparative luxury. When things go
wrang in Baste. C or Pascal, all they
need do is singte-step through the
code with a fly-swatter at the ready. A
host of powerful Features are available.
such as setting watches on variables.
editing data and breakpotnts.
The microcontroller programm er

wtth a smaller budgct has access to
none of these facilities. After the pro-
gram has been written, assembled and
burnt to EPROM (or downloaded to an
ernu la.tor}, the programmer is often left
staring in Irustratton at a smug lump
01' s tltcon , wishing the Ud eould be
taken off with a screwdrtver to see
what is happening inside. (A heavy
blunt objecl will open the chip quite ef-
fectively. but re-assernbly is tricky.)
When confronted with this problem,

the embedded-system destgner may
turn to the fifteen or so vendors of
8051 clevelopment software. This route
is still expensive. even tf the often corn-
pulsory additional hardware is
avoided. SIM provides a solution.

SIM in a nutshell
SIM Is a program that simulates an
8051 mtcrocontroller. H runs on an
IBM or IBM-compatible PC wilhoul
any dedicated hardware. SIM will run
your program either continuously or
by single stepping one instruction at a
time. Like htgn-Ievel language environ-
ments, you can set watches to see the
contents of any register. port or 011-

chtp RAM Iocatton while the program

is executing. If the system being devel-
oped uses an extemal RAM. its data
can be watched, Loo. AB registers and
boLh of the RAMareas may be edited at
any time, Breakpoints can be set to
halt the simulator at selected ad-
dresses, so that the srate 01' the ma-
chi ne can be examined. Breakpoints
and watches are clynamically rnanlpu-
lated with a window-based menuing
system. Context-senstove on-Iine help
is provided Ior a11simulator Iuncuons.
as weil as help for all 8051 mstruc
tions. The disassemblecl mnemonics
displayed by the simulator are Intel-

•

compatible. SIM comes with a com-
mand-Une clisassembler and assem-
bler.

Start, Reset and Run
The short program in Fig. 1 will be
used to demonstrate how SIM works.

COMPLEME«T (= INVERT) LEO BIT
RETURN FROM SUBROUTINE

SNAIL Tiny Assembler, at 22:40:19 on 09-06-1993. Source: "EX_1.ASM"

; EQUATES
LED_l EQU 90H

SIH DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM 'EX_l
; FLASH ES AN LEO ON PORT 1 BIT 0

Statistics after assembly (22:40:20 09-06-1993)

14 Bytes of object code were written. (OH ..DH)

Object file: EX_1.0BJ

START:
MOV A,#FFH LOAD ACCUM. WITH DELAY CONSTANT

CONTI!fUE:
DEC A SU8TRACT 1 FROM THE ACCUMULATOR
MOV R5,A MOVE ACCUMULATOR TO REGISTER 5
NOP ; NO OPERATION, 00 NOTHING
JNZ CONTINUE ; DOWN TO ZERO YET?
ACALL TOGGLE_LED i CALL FLIP LEO ROUTINE
SJMP START

Pound 1 equate:
1: "LED_l" equates to "90H"

Found 3 labels:
1: , "START" was at address OH
2: "CONTINUE" was at address 2H
3: , "TOGGLE_LED" was at address BH

Source file: EX_l.ASM List file: EX_1.LST
1561 Bytes of listing file were generated.

1
2
)

4
5
6

0000 7
0000 74FF B

9
0002 10
0002 14 11
0003 FD 12
0004 00 13
0005 70FB 14
0007 110B 15
0009 BOF5 16

17
OOOB lB
0008 8290 19
0000 22 20

21
22

TOGGLE_LED:
CPL LED 1
RET

Fig. 1. LST (list) file produced by asembling EX_1.ASM.
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While symbolic names are shown in
the assembly listing. SIM disassembles
the raw object ftle. and wi.ll not display
these. Start the simulator by typing
·SIM· at the DOS eommand !ine. Seleet
the menu bar 'Ftle' option by typing T.
followed by the filename 'EX_l.OBJ·.
As SIM loads this ftle, it will displaya
screen of dtsa.ssembled instructions.
with a highlight bar over the next in-
struction to be executed. which wil1 be
'CLR A' (clear accumulator).
Once the file Is loaded, single-step

through the code one instruction at a
time by pressing 'S' repeatedly. or run
continuously by pressing 'N' for lhe
menu 'Run' option. Once you have
tried botb methods out (use the spaee
bar to stop running). type 'R' to reset,
Thts option performs a CPU re set of
the simulator (not the PC!), When your
program jumps into uncharted ad-
dress space (outside your program
area) , the simulator will not budge
unti l it is reset in this way. After your
CPU reset, no tice that the htghltght
bar has returned to address 00.
Now type 'B· to seleet the

Breakpoints optjon. Menu options in
windows like these are selected by
moving the htghhght bar over your
choice wtth the arrow keys, followed by
the enter key. Seleet 'Add brcakpotnt'.
then enter '5' to set a breakpoint at this
address. Now that a breakpoint has
been set. when you set SIM running, tt
will only ga as far as address 5, where
it will wart for you to stngle-step or run
further onwards. Breakpoints have no
effect when stngle-steppmg. since you
slap on every instruction anyway.
Breakpoints are Invaluable when yau
want to debug portions of program
code that ean only be properly tested
by running through initial processing.
When initial pracessing is unnecessary
for tcsüng. then the 'Coto option may
be used. The 'Clear all option on the
break potnts menu will rem ave a1l
breakpoints. irrespective of how many
are set. If you want to set a breakpoint
at your current locaüon (wherever the
highlight bar is loeated). you ean use
the 'Set Brkpt here' menu optton.
Breakpoints (like edit quantities and
goto aclclresses) are always entered in
hexadecimal. Use 'List breakpoints' to
review the breakpoints that have been
set. and 'Delete breakpomts to remave
thern tndtvidually.

Adding a watch
Next we will add a watch so we can see
what is happening tnsrde the accumu-
lator. Choose tbe 'Watch menu from
the menu bar with -W'. Select 'Add
warch followed by ·SFRs / CPU·. All
the SFR (Special Function Registers) in
the 8051 are displayed in this window
[see Fig. 2). The cursor will be parked
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on the accumulator ('A) register by de-
fault. When you move over other regis-
ters (use the arrow keys). you will see
the direct address of each one dis-
played at the upper right of the wi n-
dow. Return your selection to the
accumulator, and press Enter. Selecl
the first binary format ('Binary I') to
watch the accumulator in bmary. You
can set several watches on the same
plece of data using different formats
Ior each one. For exarnple, tf you want
to watch the accumulator in hexadeci-
mal as weIl as in blnary. all you need
to da ts repeat the previous actions,
only selecting the format 'Watch as
hex' instead of 'Btnary I'.

SIM SYSTEM REOUIREMENTS

IBMor IBMcompatible pe. 640 K
RAM, monochrome er EGA or better
screen adaptor. DOS 3.2 or later.

Choose the 'Default narne' option für
now. When you htt Enter. the accumu-
lator will appear in the watch window.
If you stngle-step or run through

the program at this stage. you will be
able to see inside the accumulator as it
is ehanged by the program .
The 'New narne' option in the add
watch menu allows you to enler your
own names for watched data. For in-
stance. if you had a DIP-switch at-
tached to apart, you might prefer to
name lhe port 'DIP switch' instead of
using the default watch name of ·PI·.

SIM - AN 8051 SIMULATOR

In a tirner program, you may want to
name an on-ctup RAM loeation or reg-
ister as 'Scconds count' instead of
ustng an address. Another add watch
option 'Join wtth prcv' allows you to
stnng watched pieces of data together
by omitting the text descriptor adja-
cen 1 to the watch data. Since watches
are byte-onented. this allows you to
watch a set of (not necessarily conttgu
ous) bytes as if they were astring.
Naw lhat you have added a watch

on the accumulator. try adding a
watch on R5 (regtster 5). whtch is at dt-
rect address 5. Select 'Add watch.
then the 'Direcl RAM· option. Speeify
address 5 Ior regtster five in address
bank zero, and type in 'R5' for the 'New
name option. If you add the stack
pointer too (SFR/CPU window regtster
SP), you can now watch the aceumula-
tor. stack pointer and regtster 5.
Nouce how lhe stack pointer goes up
by two as the source address is
pushecl on to the stack. evcry time the
subrou ttne call at acldress 7 ts made. lt
falls corresponclingly by two whenever
the return address is popped off by the
subroutine return rnstrucuon.

Default watches
There is a special watch optton to add
a convenienl default set of watches at
once. These consist of the accumula-
tor, rcgtstcrs 0 to 7 (from reglster bank
0), the data potnter (DPTR). port 1. the
program status word (PSW) and the
stack pointer. Ta do this, selecl the
'Add defau lt' watch menu option. The

Fig, 2, The Watch menu enables you to peek inside the 8051, and see what is happening to
the SFRs and the CPU.



COMPUTERS AND MlCROPROCESSORS

SNAIL Tiny Assembler, at 22:37:06 on 09-06-1993. Source: "EX_2.ASM"

0000
0000 1109
0002 1106
0004 BOFA

0006
0006 8290
0008 22

0009
0009 78FF

0008
0008 ES
DODe 60De
QODE 74FA

0010
0010 00
0011 00
0012 00
0013 00
0014 D5EOF9

0017 18
0018 BOFl

001A
OOlA 22

5IH DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM EX_2
FLASHES AN LED ON PORT 1 BIT 0
BUT OSE A NESTED LOOP Ta KAKE FLASHING
SLOW ENOUGH Ta BE VISIBLE.

1
2
3,
5•
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

"15,.
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
2'
25
2.
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
3.
37
38
39
'0
41
'2
43

EQUATES
LED_l EQU 90H
TIMEDLYl EQU IFFH
TIMEDLY2 EQU #FAH

CARRYON:
ACALL DELAY
ACALL TOGGLE_LED
SJMP CARRYON

LONG DELAY SUBROUTINE
FLIP LED SUBRODTINE
00 THIS ENDLESSLY

SUBROUTINE TC TOGGLE THE STATE OF LED BIT
TOGGLE_LED:

CPL LED_l COMPLEMENT (= INVERT) LED BIT
RET RETURN FROH SUBROUTINE

SUBROUTINE FOR LONG DELAY
DELAY:

MOV RO,TIMEDLYl PRIME OUTER LOOP

FINISHEDYET?:
MOV A,RO
JZ DONEDELAY1NG
MOV A,T1MEDLY2

CHECK IF OUTER LOOP DELAY DONE
GET OUT IF IT 1S
ELSE START ANOTHER INNER LOOP

1NNERLOOP:
NOP 00 NOTHING TO 1NCREASE DELAY
NOP
NOP
NOP
DJNZ EOH,1NNERLOOP EOH IS ACCUMULATOR D1RECT

DEC RO
SJMP F1NISHEDYET?

DONEDELAY1NG:
RET

Statistics after assembly (22:37:09 09-06-1993)

Found 3 equates:
1: ..........•. "LED_1" equates to "90H"
2: "TIMEDLYl" equates to "#FFH"
3: "T1MEDLY2" equates to "#FAH"

Found s labels:

" .......... "CARRYON" was at address OH
2' ....... "TOGGLE LED" was at address 'H
3, ............ "DELAY" was at address 9H

" ..... "F1N1SHEDYET?" was at address 8H
5, ........ "INNERLOOP" was at address lOH., ..... "DONEDELAY1NG" was at address lAH

27 Bytes of object code were written. (OH..lAH)

Source file: EX_2.ASM List file: EX_2.LST
2727 Bytes of listing file were generated.

Object file: EX_2.0BJ

Fig.3. lST (listing) file 01 EX_2, an example program that flashes a LED at a visible rate.

results of thts acuon are shown in
Fig. 2. Since maintaining a large num-
ber of watches can slow the simulator
down, you may wish to delete sorne
watches. 00 this by selecting the
'Delete option frorn the watches menu.
Page up and down through the list if
necessary, until you have placed the
highhght bar over the watch to be
deleted. Press Enter to delete the se-
lected watch , and use the Escape key
to qutt out when you have finished
delettng. Use the 'List' watches option
to rcvtow the watehes set without
deleting any. The list, delete and add
functtons of the breakpoints menu are

operated in exaet1y the same way.

Goto, Help and Escape
The 'Goto' option will allow you to start
executing from any address in your
program. If you go to a data address,
the simulator will Interpret the data as
an tnstrucnon. with unwanted results.
Use the Goto option with care, al-
though if you da get lost by branchtng
into a data area by mistake, you can
always reset and start over. To practice
a Goto eommand. do areset. seleet
menu option 'Ooto' and enter ad-
dress 7, the address of the subrouune

call. The highlight bar will ju mp to ad-
dress 7, from where you ean now stn-
gle-step Ior run). 'Goto is useful for
skipping past portions of code that you
know are working, and for testing sub-
routines in isolation.
Wherever you go in the menu sys-

tem. context-sensttive help Is at hand.
Seleet the watch menu agatri. and
make a few random choices. Press FI
to pop up lhe help wtndow. followed by
Enter agam to get contcxt-senstttve
help for the watch sub-menu you are
at. When you have finished reading,
use the Escape key to quit out of help.
Pressing Escape repeatedly will back
you up through the sub-menu win-
dows chosen up to this point. Another
option in the help window provtdes
help for each op code in the 8051'5 in-
struetion set. The help descriptions
are no substitute for trying the tn-
structrons out wtth the simulator.
whtch is more fun than merely reading
about them.

A bit at a time
The 8051 has a dedicated Boolean bit
processor and aecompanying bit-ori-
ented instructions. SIM allows you to
set watches on bits and edit thern indi-
vidually. Add a watch as before, but
select the 'SFRsjCPU bits option to
see a window wtth a11bit-addressable
regtsters and their bits (also shown in
Ftg. 2). When the bits have special
narnes. Icr example CPU flags. these
are shown. The btts eovered with as-
terisks which the cursor sklps are not
bit addressable. Bestdes the SFR bits,
all the directly addressable bits in the
chip are Indtvidually selectable in a
special window for single-btt editing
and watehing. Watches may be sct on
individual bits of ordinary direct RAM,
but these may only be edited at a byte
level. Try setting a watch on port 1
blt 0, and then use 'Edit' to change its
value before the program does. The
watch window is updated immediately
as you complete the edit. Editing ean
be used to stmulate external events
like switch depressions or A/D (ana-
logue-to-digital) inputs, by setting data
at ports.
Another use for editing is escaping

from a loop (or nested loops) that rely
on a counter reaching a parttcular
vaJue before movtng on. In the test
program. we have to wert for the stmu-
lator to count down from 255 (FFH)'
Onee the loop has been ente red , this
longish wart can easily be cut short by
editing the aeeumulator down to a few
cycles away Irorn eompletion.

Interrupts
The mtcrrupt menu lets you choose a
hardware interrupt to trtgger. Like the
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; Staek-destrueting demonstration
Start:

ACALL SubroutineOne
SubroutineOne:

SJMP start

SNAIL Tiny Assembler, at 22:41:29 on 09-06-1993. Souree: "EX_3.ASM"

0000
0000 1102
0002
0002 SOFC

1
2
3
4
5
6

; STACK-DESTRUCTING DEMONSTRATION
START:

ACALL SUBROUTINEONE
SUBROUTINEONE:

SJMP START

Statistics after assembly (22:41:29 09-06-1993)

No EQU(ate) statements were found in this souree file.

Found 2 labels:
1: "START" was at address OH
2: IISUBROUTINEONE" was at address 2H

4 Bytes of object code were written. (OH..3H)

Souree file: EX 3.ASM List file: EX 3.LST
773 Bytes of listing file were generatect.

Object file: EX_3.0BJ

Fig.4. Assembler (ASM) and listing (LST) file of a stack-destructing program, EX_3.

phystcal 8051, interrupts are ignored
unless they are properly enabled with
the interrupt prtority regtster. SIM also
traps attempts to vector to an inter-
ru pt past the end of your program. and
displays a warning. Try a sertal port
interrupt ünterrupts menu, option 'Rl
& Tl ') to do thts intentionally. 00 not
torget that whenever you are con-
fron ted with a warning message box
like this. you can always use help to
get more details on the condition that
caused it.
The tiny dernonstratton program

was chosen for stze and simplicity.
With a 16-MHz clock the flash rate is
tnvislbly fast. See the program
·EX_2.LST in Fig. 3 for a nested-Ioop
flasher that is slower. and which
flashes visibly. While each example
prograrn ftts on one screen. SIM han-
dIes programs that span several
screens, displaying only the current
screen. When a jurnp is rnade off the
screen, a new screen is disassembled
from the dcsttnatton address onwards.

Catching a bug
The program in Fig. 4 demonstrates
an jnteresttng bug. A subroutine call is
made repeatedly wtthout ever execut-
ing areturn. One would expect the
stack pointer to wrap around (SIMwill
trap this event and issue a warning),
bu t it does not. The stack polnter itself
is located at address 81H. above the
top of the stack. This means tt points
to itselfwhen It grows too high, wrtttng
pushed address data over the polnter
before it grows htgher still. The fault is
obvtous in such a tiny program, but a
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larger program mtght well have the
same problem, only buried in hun-
dreds or thousands of llnes of code.
Try loading and running program

·EX_3.0BJ'. to see it self-destruct. The
results make it clear how important It
is to return from subroutines.
External RAM consists of RAMehips

physically external to the CPU. Since
external RAM can take up 64 KBytes
mernory. SIM only allocates storage for
external memory if It is referenced.
When any action (edit, watch or move)
is performed on an extemal memory
location, that Iocation ts created and
maintained by SIM. This approach
saves memory space but imposes an
increasing processing time overhead lf
many external memory locattons are
used. SIM is not recommended for pro-
grams needing large amounts of exter-
nal memory.

Object file edit facility
SIM tncorporates a File edit functton.
This facility allows changes to be
made to the file you are running in the
simulator, without exitting SIM.
lnslead of quitting. changing your as-
sembler source code, reassembling it
and then starting the simulator agam
(assunung you had no assembly er-
rors), the file edit facility allows you to
change values in the object file you are
runntng, while you are running it. If
you change an instruction dtsplayed
on-screen. the screen will be re-disas-
sembled to reflect your change.
Changes may be made to any instruc-
tion or data, mcludtng the highlighted
(next to be executed) tnstruction. This

SLM - AN 8051 SIMULATOR m
does mean that your assembly source
code is no Ionger in step, but fresh
source code can be generated by run-
ning your changed object Eilethrough
the di.sassembler. The disassembled
code will not, of course have any com-
ments or labels in tt, so changing your
assembler source will usually be a bet-
ter option.

SNAIL,DISASSand SIM
All example programs referred to in
this arttele are provided wtth SIM, in
source and compiled form. A tiny hut
fully-functional 8051 assembler called
SNAIL ts provided with SIM for those
who have not yet got one. SNAIL and
DISASS are limited 10 smal! (around
15 KBytes maximum) source files.
DISASS is a full 8051 disassembler.
useful for picking up bugs. DISASS
comes wtth SIM. Brief documentation
and sam pie programs for the disas-
sembler. assembler and simulator are
provided on the diskette. Add your
favourite edttor or word processor, and
you have a11the tools required to de-
velop 8051 programs.
The example programs used here

were the simplest possible demonstra-
ttons. SIM ts capable of much more ,
mcluding responding to software inter-
rupts, regtster bank switching, power-
down modes, relative address
decoding, running object files of up to
65 K and use of the fu11instruction
set.
Ftnally I would like to mention the

little-known software destgn phase
known as bugging. This occurs sorne-
where between the destgn and coding
stages, and is inversely proportional to
the ume required for the better known
phase of debugging. Cutting down on
bugging time is difflcult. bu t by using
SIM I hope you will lessen debugging
time consrderably. •

For further reading:
8051/8032 assembler course (8 instal-
ments), Elektor Electronics February
through November 1992.

Program ordering information
The programs SIM. SNAlL, DISASS.
explanatory text Itles. and the three
example Iiles discussed here are con-
tained on a single 3:>-inch MSDOS for-
matted diskette which may be ordered
through the Elektor Electronics
Readers Services. The order code ts
1931. Pr-teeand ordering details may
be found on page 70.

The courseware diskette and the sys-
tem monitor EPROM Ior the
8051/8032 Assembler Course are also
available through the Readers
Services. The order code is 1661.



There can be no doubt that the 12Cbus has become the de
facta standard for communication between ICs in audio and
video equipment. The three wire bus, invented by Philips,
provides an intelligent way of exchanging data between the
increasingly complex ICs in such equipment. Normally, an
oscilloscope or a logic analyser is used to test the functions in
an 12Csystem. Since an oscilloscope is sometimes inadequate,
and a logic analyser costly or not available, a good, low-cost
alternative to these instruments is described in this article.

--.
Design by W. Foede

THE 12Csystem has been wtth us for
several years now, and has been

the subject of a number of articles in
Elektor Electronics. Following the de-
scription of an interface circuit that
enables a PC to take control of an 12C
bus, a number of extension circutts
were published for vartous applica-
tians (see the I2C publications
overview at the end of this article).
Nowadays, there extsts an 12C corn-

patible IC for almost any application in
consumer electrontcs equipment. Ir a
fault occurs in a piece of equipment
fitted with 12CfCs, It ts often necessary
to test the bus and the components
connected to n. In most cases. It is
possible to use an oscilloscope for a

basic test. Unfortunately, the scope
will only tell you if there are signals on
the SDA and SCL Iines (high level: bus
Is free; alternating voltage: data
and/or clock present), DO more, no
less. For a more extensive test you
need a spectal tester. and that is de-
scribed here.
The present 12C bus tester has a

number of LEDs and DIP swttches that
tell you exacUy what is happening on
the I2C bus. The instrument allows an
JC address to be set, and can be
'armed' to see if this address appears
on the bus. Further. it allows the gen-
eral data traffic to be monitored. There
are six LEDs which provide the follow-
ing indications:

SDA/SCL: data present on SDA or
SCL:
START: valid start condition is being
transrrutted:
ACK: hexadecimal address set on the
tester is confirmed by the relevant
slave IC (with an ACK pulse);
ADDRESS: hexadecimal address set
with the aid of the DIP switches is Prc-
sent on the bus;
LOGIC: statie logic level on a line; in-
dependent of the 12Cbus.

In principle, such test data could be
made visible on a Iogic analyser, but
that soon becomes problematic tf there
are several slave ICs on a bus.
Moreover. the legte analyser is a costly
instrument which is rarely seen in a
hobbyist's workshop. None the less, tf
you are the fortunate owner of a logtc
analyser, the 12C tester offers an addi-
tional output supplying the ADDRESS
stgnal, whtch enables the legte
analyser to be tnggcrcd on certain ad-
dresses. Since only two relattvely slow
data streams are to be visualized, an
alternative would be to useu digital
oscilloscope (whose external synchro-
ruzaüon input ts connected to the AD-
DRESS output on the 12Ctester).

Heart of the circuit: a GAL
At the heart of the ctrcutt is a GAL
(generic array legte) Type 6001. It con-
tatns a large number of legte functions
needed for the 12C tester, and thus
keeps the component count in the cir-
cutt to a minimurn. Although the 6001
looks similar to the 20V8 which has
been used before in Elektor Electronics
projects, us internal structure is far
more intricate, offering more posstbtlt-
ttes. The most important extra features
are:
- 10 instead of 8 In/Out macro cells
IOLMC (pins 14 through 23). Etght
'hidden macro cells BLMC (not
bonded out to pins).
- The number of product tenns allowed
on one output is only restricted by
the total nurnber of 74.
- Each macro cell can be clocked indt-
vidually wf th a product term (asyn-
chronous c1ocking).
- All macro cells can be reset slmulta-
neously (asynchronous reset).
- Eight IN macro cells ILMC (pins 2
through I I] (not used here).

The above additional features are fully
exploited in the present destgn, hence
the choice of the 600 I in favour of the
20V8.
Defining the dealred GAL functions
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Fig. 1. Not much of a circuit diagram, really, this one of the 12C tester, but bear in mind the complexity of the circuitry contained in the GAL,

circuit IC1.

with 'bare hands' is a pretty arduous
task. Fortunately, a number of afford-
able computer programs are available
these days that come to your rescue.
In thrs case, the author made use of
the program 'easy ABEL'. This program
allows you to descrtbe the destgn in
general terms with the aid of a
Hardware Description Language.
whereu pon the program compiles the
optrnuzed functions, and in addition
suggests ICs for that purpose. After
the Ie selection, pins are automatically
asstgned to the different functions.
The resuit is a JEDEC programmlng
fiIe whtch can be read by most GAL
programmers to burn the dcstgn into a
GAL.Nol to worry if you do not have a
GAL programrner. because the GAL
used in the present circuit comes
ready-programmed through our
Readers Services (see p. 70).

Two ICs and apower
supply
Looking at the circuit diagram of the
12Clester. Fig. 1, you may feel a little
disappointed because it ts so simple.
Weil, that is because so many func-
ttons are implemented in the GAL.
Apart from the 6001, only a few buffers
are required to complete the circult.
The buffers betng ccntatned in a single
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CD4050, lhe total number of legte ICs
in the circuit is ... two!
The Interrial diagram of the pro-

grammed GALused in the present ctr-
cult is gtven in Fig. 2. Obviously, the
circuit would have been a lot more

1 14
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Fig.2. Block schematic representation of the functions contained in GAL Type 6001.



GENERAL INTEREST

complex and difficult to build if all the
functions shown were realtzed ustng
standard legte ICs.
The operation of the ctrcutt will be

explained wtth reference to the ctrcutt
diagram (Fig, 1) and the ttming dia-
gram shown in Fig, 3. Signals SDA
(serial data) and SCL (serial clock) ar-
rtve on connector Kl. Zener diodes DJ

and D2 reduce any ex:cessive Input
voltage levels to about 5.6 V (the nor-
mal supply voltage in an I2C system 15
5 V). Next, the stgnals are 'cleaned' by
buffers Ie2a and IC2b. whereupon they
are taken to pins 1 and 14 of the GAL.
Inside the GAL, the SDA and SCL sig
nals are buffered again, and then sent
La two LED drivers. Tl and T2. via
pins 17 and 18. Capacitors C5 and C6
ensure that the LEDs light on the pos-
itive SDA and SCL signal edges only.
Astart condition on the I2C bus 18

recogntzed by a 8111all Iogtc ctrcutt
shown at lhe rtght in Fig. 2. This sub-
circuit supplies the stgnal called 'edge',
which 15genera ted the moment SDA
goes low when SCL is high. The 'edge'
stgnal starts the read cycle of an 8-bit
shift regtster, and rescts a 4-bit
counter. It ts also used to reset an S-R
bistable. Clocked by the SCL stgnal,
the shift regtster turns the serial ad-
dress transmitted via the SDA line (7-
btt address + R/W btt) into an 8-bit
parallel word. In the block diagram.
the most stgmflcant btt (MSB) ts at the
far left on the shift regtster outputs.
The first seven received bits form the
address. while the eighth bit i.ndicates
the data direction. A '0' means: master

STAAT

SCL

SDA 4211 (WAlTE)

SDA a 'L __ ..JIIL -.lr---1

930126-13
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Fig.3. This timing diagram shows what happens to the signals that enter the GAL

ready to send data (write). ATmeans:
master ready to receive data (read).
The shift regtster outputs are con-
nected to an 8-bit comparator circutt
whtch also reads the bit cornbtnation
set on two 4-way DIP switches. Sl and
S2' When the received address
matches that set on the DIP switches.
the comparator supplies a 'match' sig-
nal to the logic seotion shown in the

lower right-hand corner of the block
diagram.
The bistable anel the 4-bit counter

are added to ascertain that the byte
detected by the comparator is actually
the address byte. This double check is
necessary because the same bit pat-
tern may be conveyed while data is
being wrttten. The bistable and the
counter are reset by the 'edge stgnal
(which appears after the start condi-
tion). whereupon the 4-bit counter is
clocked by the SCL signal. The bistable
is set agam by the legte during the
nine pulses following the start condt-
tion. The three outputs 15. 16 and 19
are connected to three buffers (IC2d,
IC2e and IC2r) which are 'shunted' by
capacttors to make them Iunctton as
monostable mu lttvtbt-atot-s. This is
necessary because pins 16 and 19
supply 'short' pulses. 1n this way. the
LEDs connected to the ctrcutt outputs
light long enough to ensure a clear in-
dication. On output 15. Cl and D5 en-
sure that rising (positive) pulse edges
are made visible.
Correct reception of a byte ad-

dressed to a particular JC is acknowl-
edged by that IC returning an ACK
pulse. The transnuttcr (in this case the
master IC) pulls the SDA line high. and
waits for the slave IC to pul! it low
again. lf that does not happen, the
cornmuntcatton between the two ICs is
stopped. The ACK LED Iights if the ad-
dress byte is acknowledged by the
slave JC. In that case, you may safely
assume that the slave TC is functionaJ
(that is. the I2C communication sec-
tton in the IC).
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COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
R1;R3;R5 = 100kQ
R2;R4;R6;R12 = 22kQ
R7;R9;R10;R11 = 390Q
R8 = 8-way resistor array 10kQ

Capacitors:
C1 = 22nF
C2-C6 = 10nF
C7 = 100~F/16V
C8;C9;C10 = 100nF

Semiconductors:
01;02;03 = 5V6/400mW zener diode
04;09;011 = LEO red, 3mm
05;06;08;010;012;014 = 1N4148
07 = LEO green, ~mm
013;015 = LEO yellow, 3mm
J1;T2 = BC550
IC1 = GAL6001 (order code 6341; see
page 70)
IC2 = 4050
IC3= 7805

Miscellaneous:
K1 == 10-way straight boxheader.
51;52 = 4-way DIP switch.
Printed circuit board and programmed
"GAL. Set code: 930128 (see page 70).
1 off Malns adaptor 9-15V/250 mA.

The remaining buffer, IC2c' is used
to make a simple loglc tester that al-
lows logic levels to be made visible. As
on the SDA and SCL inputs, a protec-
tion is provided that limits the input
voltage to about 5.6 V.
The power supply is conventional,

consisting of a 7805 three-pin fixed
voltage regulator and the usual decou-
pling capacitors for noise suppression.
The mains transformer is connected
externally. In fact, it is contained in a
mains adaptor with an output voltage
of 9-15V a.c. This is a safe as well as
economical solution to the mains
transformer problem.

Construction
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Fig. 4. Artwork for the printed circuit board designed for the 12Ctester.

The tester is simple to build on the
printed circuit board shown in Fig. 4.
This board is available ready-made
through our .Readers Services.
Construction is straightforward using
the component overlay printed on the
board. The GAL is best fitted last, so
that it can not be damaged when the
other components are soldered.
The front panel (Fig. 5) is designed

such that the function of the LEDs and
the switches are clearly indicated. Pay
attention to the depth of the enclosure
you are using when mounting the
LEDs, the DIP switches and the lO-pin
header, Kl. Obviously, the LEDs must Fig.5. Suggested front panel layout of the 12Ctester.
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GENERAL INTEREST

be fitted just behind the front panel,
while the DiP switches and the header
should be accessible. which means
that they are mounted at least level
with the top side of the front panel.
Fortunately, that is easy to achieve by
mounting the printed ctrcutt board be-
hind the front panel, ustng PCB spac-
ers (stand-offs) of the rtght length.
The power supply socket ts fttted

into a side panel of the enclosure. The
type of socket depends on the mains
adaptor used.
Ftrially. make a 'test cable. This

consists of a piece of lO-way flatcable
(about 50 cm long), filted with a 10-
way IDC (press-on) socket at one stde,
and miniature test clips at the other.
The test clips should be labelled to
avoid confusion about thetr connection
in the ctrcutt under test.
The tester is then ready for mea-

surements on 12C circuits of almost
any complex.ity. One problem you may
be faced with du ring such measure-
ments ts that the addresses of the les
on the bus are not known. Although
the base addresses of most 12Cles are
Itxed by the manufacturer, the de-
signer of the circutt still has the free-
dom to determine part of the actual
address with the aid of certain Je pins.
It is. therefore, desirable to have handy
as much data on the ICs as posstble,
and, preferably, also a crrcutt diagram
of the equipment under examination.
To help you on the way, the addresses
of a wide range of 12C ICs from Philips
Semiconductors are shown in Table 1.
Unfortunately, when you encounter
les whose address is not clearly recog-
ntaable. there is no other alternative
than to try a couple of different devtce
addresses ustng the DIP switches. to
see tf the Je responds at all to master
read/write operations. •

Previous I2C projects in this maga-
zine:
Intcr-K; communications, September
1990
Video dtgttlzer, July/August 1991.
12C interface for PCs, February 1992.
12C LED display.June 1992.
Speech/sound memory, December
1992.
12C a1phanumerical display,
July/August 1993.
12C bus fuse, July / August 1993.
12C optoyrelay card, February 1993,
12C power switch, December 1993.

Type Function Address

n.a. 'general call' address 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X

n.a. reserved addresses 0 0 0 0 y y y x
1 I I I y y y X

PCD3311/12 DTMF/modem/tone generator 0 I 0 0 I 0 Al X

PCF8200 speech synthesizer 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 X

PCF8566 universal LCD driver 0 I I I I I AI X

PCF8570/71 static RAM (256x8/128x81 I 0 I 0 A3 A2 AI X

PCF8570C static RAM (256x81 I 0 1 I A3 Ä2 Al X

PCF8572 EEPROM (128x8) I 0 I 0 A3 A2 AI X

PCF8573 realtime clock/calendar I I 0 I o A2 Al X

PCF8574 remote 8-bit I/O-expander 0 I 0 0 A3 A2 Al X

PCF8574A remote 8-bit I/O-expander 0 I 1 1 A3 A2 Al X

PCF8576 universal LCD driver 0 1 1 1 0 o Al X

PCF8577 LCD direct/duplex driver 0 1 1 I 0 I 0 x
PCF8577A LCD direct/duplex driver 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 X

PCF8578 LCD-driver for dot matrix 0 1 1 1 1 o Al X

PCF8579 LCD-driver for dot matrix 0 1 I I 1 o Al x
PCF8582A EEPROM (256x81 I 0 I 0 A3 Ä2 Al X

PCF8583 clock/calendar w. static RAM I 0 I 0 0 o AI X

PCF8591 8-bit A/D and D/A converter I 0 0 I A3 A2 AI X

SAA1064 4-digit LED driver 0 I 1 1 o A2 Al X

SAA 1136 PCM audio interface 0 0 1 I I 1 0 x
SAA1300 tuner switching circuit 0 1 0 0 o A2 Al X

SAA3028 IR transcoder (RC-51 0 1 0 0 1 I 0 X

SAA4700 VPS dataline processar 0 0 I 0 0 o AI x
SAA5243/45 camp. controlled teletext circuit 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 X

SAA9020 memory controller 0 0 1 0 1 A2 .~I X

SAA9050/51 dig. multistandard TV-decoder I 0 0 0 I 0 1 X

SAA9055P/8A dig. SECAM decoder I 0 0 0 I 0 I X

SAA9055P/8E dig. SECAM decoder I 0 0 0 I I I x
SAA9062/63/64 dig. deflection controller I 0 0 0 I I 0 X

SAA9068 picture-in-picture controller 0 0 I 0 0 I AI X

SAB3035/36/37 camp. tuning interface 1 I 0 0 o A2 Al X

SAF1135 data line decoder 0 0 I 0 o A2 AI x
TDA8370 TV sync processar I 0 0 0 1 1 0 x
TDA8400 camp. interface prescaler synth. I I 0 0 o A2 Al X

TDA8405 stereo TV sound pracessor I 0 0 0 0 I 0 X

TDA8420/8421 stereo audia processor I 0 0 0 0 o AI X

TDA8425 stereo audio processor 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 X

TDA8440 videojaudio switch 1 0 0 lA3A2AI X

TDA8442 colour decoder Interface I 0 0 0 I 0 0 X

TDA8443A YUV/RGB interface I 1 0 I A3 A2 AI X

TDA8444 B-fold 6-bit DAC 0 I 0 OA3A2Al X

TDA8461 PAL/NTSC decoder 1 0 0 0 1 o Al X

TDA8440 switch for TV receivers 1 0 0 lA3A2Al X

TEA6000/6100 FM/IF system and ~P tuner 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 X

TEA6300(T)/10T sound fader circuit 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 X

TEA6330T control amplifier 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 X

TEA6360 equalizer 1 0 0 0 0 I Al X

TSA5510(TI 1.3-GHz frequency synthesizer 1 I 0 0 o A2 Al X

TSA6057(TI radio PLL frequency synthesizer 1 1 0 0 0 1 Al X

UMA1000T data pracessor for cordless tel. 1 I 0 1 1 A2 Al X

UMA1010T unosynthesizer for radio comm. 1 1 0 0 0 o Al X

A3, A2 or A1 = user-programmable address bit.
X = R/W bit (1 = read; 0 = write).
Y = don't care.

Table 1. Overview of 12C integrated circults and their bus addresses (courtesy Philips
Semiconductors).
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VIEWS OF THE BRIDGE
Part 2: Instrumentation applications

ByBryan Hart

Instrument rectifiers
The diode bridge, inccnjunction with a mov-
ing-coil meter, enables us to measure the
peak value, Up, of a sinusoidal signal volt-
age, or alternatively its root-rnean-square
(r.m.s.) value, Up/,)2.
Consider Fig. 13. The arrowed full-line

sections show the path of current flow for pos-
itive-going half cycles (i>O), and the arrowed
dotted-lines that for negative-going half cy-
cles (i<O). For ideal diodes, the rectified cur-
rent waveform is shown in Fig. 14. The
meter movement can not follow rapid vari-
ations in current because ofmechanical in-
ertia. The net resu1t is that the pointer in-
dicates a mean value l.This corresponds to
that constant level ofi for which the area of
the hatched region above it i5 equal to that
ofthe hatched region below.
Tis related to Up by the relationship

T~ 2UplnR ~ 0.636 (UpfR).

Makingthe design choi~R ~6.36 kQ, fot-easy
current-scaling.gives Z= 1mA.for Up = lÜV.
Alternatively, for R ~ 63.6 kQ, I ~ 100 ~A for
Up~ 10 V.
R can be range-switched to suit the sig-

nal amplitude being measured.
Connected aeross the secondary of an .iso-

lation transformer having a turns ratio 1:1,
the circuit afFig. 13 is capable ofgiving an
accurate indication ofmains voltage ampli-
tude (Up~ 340V). However, thecircuitis clearly
limited in the measurement of smal1 am-
plitude signals because ofthe finite voltage
drop of real diodes.
A solution to the problern ofrneasuringvolt-

ages in the milJivolt range is provided by
the use ofthe eircuit in Fig. 15. In thia, R is
made the input arm ofan opamp inverter eon-
figuration that has the diode quad as the
feedback network. Note that the drawing of
the bridge is rotated anti-clockwise through
a right angle compared with that shown in
Fig.13, for ease in explaining circuit cper-
ation, but the load is still connected between
terminals X and Y.
The action of negative feedback forces A

to bea 'virtual-earth' point. Hence, the whole
of U, appears across Rand the conducting
diodes and meter (M) are forced to pass a cur-
rent, UsIR, that is independent ofthe mag-
nitude ofthe diode drops. Figure 14 again
applies to i and Fig. 16 shows circuit volt-
age waveforms. When Us goes positive, Aat-
tempts to rise but the amplifier output switches
sufficiently negative(approx. -1.4 V) for D2,
D4 to eonduct the current i (= Us/R) neces-
sary to keepA atearth potential. Similarly,

Uo switches to 1.4 V when Usgoes negative.
An upper Iimit to signal frequency is set by
the slewrate ofthe operatiönal amplifier, be-
eause itdeterrn.ines the time taken for Uo to

w------,
+

ditional gating diodes, makes a versatile
switch for generating and processing wave-
forms.
Figure 18 shows a basic arrangement. In

this application, the bridge ofFig. 13 i.sro-
tated clockwise through a light angle. Also,
the input is now at Band the output at A.
Control waveforms for switchingthe bridge
on and off are applied to terminals Y and X
via gating diedes Dg, D6.
The constant-bias currents.Z; can be the

outputs of current- mirrors 01' grounded-base
stages. The operational amplifier, strapped
as a unity-gain voltage-follower, provides a
buffered output so that impedance Z is not

x
T/2 T

Fig. 14. ldealized current wavelorm lor Fig. 13.

930118·11·16

930118 ·11·11

Fig. 13. Basic instrument recli-
lier. Arrowed luillines are lor
i» 0; dashed lines lor i « O.
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Fig. 15. Precision instrument rectifier.

switch from -1.4 V to +1.4 V and vice versa.
The popular 741 operational amplifier is
acceptable forsignals in the lowkilohertz range.
The input resistance ofthe circuitofFig.15

is R. To minimize loading of a circuit being
monitored, the alternative high input-im-
pedance circuit afFig. 17 can be used. The
opamp now operates in the non-inverting
mode. By'fol1ower' action UA =Us so the cur-
rent forced through M ie Us/R. Onee again,
Fig.14 shows the time variation ofthis cur-
rent and its mean value.

Thediode-bridge gate
The diode bridge, usually with a pair of ad-

~--------4---------~--..

930118 ·11·14

Fig. 16. Voltage wavelorms lor Fig. 15.

x

R
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930118 ·11· 12

Fig. 17. Instrument reclilier with high
input impedance.
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Fig. 18. Diode bridge gate.
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Fig. 19. An idealized ; vs (us - ud plot, with lettered conduction
states, lor Fig. 18. Dashed line shows actual characteristic d.
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Fig. 20. Analogue gate wavelorms.
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VIEWS OF THE BRlDGE - 2
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!U0118·1I·2Q

Fig. 21. Transler characteristics 01 analogue gate.
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Fig. 22. Operation 01sample-and-hold (8tH) gate.
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Fig. 23. Bridge with matched 'diodes' using le array Type 3046.
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Fig. 24. Symmetrieal triangle volta ge generator using a bridge.
Note that Os and 06 are not neeessary here.
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Fig. 25. Waveforms for Fig. 23 with lette red diode eonduetion states.
The 'start-up' phase is not observed on an oseilloseope traee.

DIode Conditlon •

Mod. er oa oa " 05 oe

• • •
b • •, • •, • • • •

• DQI kldlcates diode on

930118-"-17

Table 1. Operating mode and diode
eonduetion states for Fig. 18.

loaded.
Possible operating modes a, b, C, d, that

arerelatedtntheconductingstatesofthediodes,
are shown in Table I. The characteristie re-
lating the current i in Z to the differential
voltage(Us- Uo) is shown, correspondingly
labelled, in Fig.19.
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For a, the 'off' state, UGJ and Ua2 of
Flg, 15 have the polarity and amplitude re-
quired to hold the bridge diodes reverse-
biased forthe maximum Us, so Uo= O.Hence,
the characteristic is the axis ofeus - Vo).
In the 'on' state, tbe idealized character-

istic ofFig. 19 comprises the three straight
line sections. Departure from the ideal, when
real diodes are used, is indicated bythe dot-
ted line.
There are two basic gate applications of

the bridge: the 'linear', 'analogue' or 'trans-
mission' gate for whichZ, inFig. 18, is a re-
sistor, R, and a sarnple-and-hold (SIH) gate
in which ease Z is a eapacitor, Cs.
Consider, first, the linear gate. The wave-

forms ofFig. 20 illustrate a typical applica-
tion in the field ofnuc1ear instrumentation.
A pulse, PI, from a partic1e detectoris time-
selected from aseries of such pulses so that
its shape and amplitude can be examined in
detail.
The relevant transfer characteristic

(Fig. 21)is derived frornFig.19; thus, points
L1,M 1ofFig. 21 correspond, respectively, to
L, M, ofFig. 19. For the output to be an ac-
eeptable eopy of the input when the gate is
on, it is necessary to operate on section d

(Fig. 21) only.Furthermore, ifthernagrritude
ofthe maximum output voltage required is
Uom,then, tominimize distortion, itis desirable
that

Thus, for Uom= 1V,IoR?lO v: Thisdoes not
fix the individual values of 10 and Rand it
might see rn that the choice 10 = 2 mA,
R = 5 kD:,would be as good as an alternative
such es I; = 10mA,R = 1lill.
However, the second choice would often

be preferable because it offers faster opera-
tion. More current is available to charge un-
avoidable eircuit stray capacitances (not
shown) when the gate switches from the off
to the on state and vice versa. A greater
speed potentiality is what makes the diode
bridge superior to currently available CMOS
transmission gates (e.g., 4016 range).
Consider, next, an S/H gate. One of its

many uses is with an analogue-to-digital
converter (ADC) when a speech signal is to
be transmitted digitally over a link.
Figure 22 shows what happens when

the bridge is switched on at t1 by a sampling
pulse ofduration r. Z is now a capacitor, Cs,
which charges up to Ul.This is stored until
a further sample is taken because there is
(ideally) no discharge path when the gate is
switched off. During the 'hold' phase there
is adequate time for an ADC to digitize Ul.
In the worst case, Cs may be required to
charge from its maximum permitted nega-
tive value -Uom to its maximum allowable
positive value Uom,and this requires acharge
2CsUom.ABthe charge available in the interval
t is lot, this leads to the condition

A second condition involves the ampli-
fier slew rate, S (V I1s-1).If/o isexpressed in
ma and Cg in nF, then we require Sc-Jg/C, so
that the arnplifier output can follow the
charge and discharge of'C; Suppose, for ex-
ample, tbatlo = 10mA and Cs = 1nF. Then,
S>(10V~s-1). ThismeanstheuseofanFET
operational amplifier such as the 351. FET
opamps also have a very low input current
so capacitor discharge in the 'hold' state is
minimized .
For optimum circuit performance, the

linear gate and the SIH gate should both
employ bridges in which the diodes are
matched in their respective static and dynamic
parameters. Matehing by selection is a tedious
and costly procedure. Fortunately, there is
a way ofavoidingit that may be applicable
in some cases. It entails using a matched IC
transistor erray with the transistors strapped
as diodes. Figure 23 shows the connection
pattern for the popular, low-cost CA3046
array.
ABa final instrumentation application of

the bridge, consider the waveform genera-
tor outlined in Fig. 24. The bridge, a buffer
amplifier and a Schmitt trigger are con-
nected together in a loop. Diodes D5and D6
are not required in this circuit,
The Schmitt has trigger levels of±UT and

it swings between the limits±UM. Circuit wave-



formst lettered according to the diode COD-
duction state of Table 1, are shown in
Fig.25. Thecapacitorchargesandisdischarged
at a constant rate, set by 101 during a time
interval T/2. The change in charge is 2CsUT
and this must be equal to IoT/2. If we write
fp (pulse repetition frequency) = lJT, then

Regarding.Les a variable, under the control
ofan extern al input signal, leads to the idea
of a current-controlled oscillator. Using a
voltage-to-current converter, we obtain a
voltage-controlled oscillator, which is im-
portant in signal transmissten and phase-
locked loops. END
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RADIO DATA SYSTEM (RDS) DECODER
WITH CLOCKj ALARM FUNCTION

This article describes a compact radio data system (RDS)
decoder based on two extremely powerful, yet affordable, ICs,
the Philips Components SAA6579T RDS demodulator and the
Motorola MC68HC05EO microprocessor.

[----

By Peter Topping

THE Radio Data System (RDS) adds
digital data capability to the VHF

FM broadcasts on band 1I1 (87.5 to
108 MHz}, and is in use in most of
Western Europe. The specification is
defined in EBU technical document
number 3244 (see ReL 1). A descrip-
tion of the capabilities of RDS can be
found in previous Elektor Electronics
articles (Refs. 2 and 3), but abrief
recap ts grven here.
To trans mit the data. a subcarrier is

added at 57 kHz. three times the
stereo ptlot tone. This subcarrter is
amplltude-rnodulated with a bt-phase
coded stgnal. The subcarrier itself is
suppressed to avoid data-rnodulated
cross-talk in phase-Iocked loop stereo
decoders. and La maintain compatibil-
ily with the German AR! (Autofahrer
Rundfunk Information) system, which
uses the same subcarrter frequency.
Information ts sent in groups of four
26-bit blocks. Each group of 104 bits
Is one of several types containing dif-
ferent information. It ts up to the
broadcaster which features are trans-
mitted as long as the specified format

-
ts adhered to, and PI. P1Y and TP are
included. Each group contains a differ-
ent sub-set of the RDS Ieatures, A list
of all currently deftned RDS features ts
shown in Table 1.
The retrieval of data Is carrted out

by demodulation hardware whtch gen-
erates clock and data signals that can
be used by a mjcroprocessor. Suitable
devices that can perform this furienon
include the SAF7579T, SAA6579.
TDA7330 and LA2231. The Elektor

Electronics RDS demodulator board
(Ref. 2) is based on the SAF7579T. The
SAA6579 used in the present decoder
ts a stmilar device that integrates the
filtering, and thus requires fewer ex-
ternal components (Ref. 4). Those of
you who have already built the
SAF7579T-based demodulator will be
pleased to know that this unit may be
linked to the present decoder via con-
nector Kl.
The block diagram of the RDS de-

coder ts shown in Fig. 1. The MPX
(multiplex) stgnal needed to drive the
RDS decoder is 'tapped' from the FM
tuner. In most cases, it can be found
straight after the FM demodulator, t.e.,
ahead of the stereo decoder and Zor
any low-pass filter(s) that may be fit-
ted.
The microprocessor. in this ca se a

Motorola MC68HC05EO. decodes the
RDS data using the clock and data sig-
nals from the demodulator. and sends
selected data to a dot-matrix module.
which ean be an LCD or a vaeuum flu-
orescence type.
The decoder incorporates an alarm

clock which, if permanently powered,
can be used to swttch on the radio
supplying the RDS data at the re-
quired alarm ttme.Thts is achieved
with the aid of a relay contact on con-
nector K4.. The relay contact could con-
trol the power supply of the radio. 01'

only the audlo stage. If an audio mute
is used, RDS data can be updated even
when the radio is 'off". The radio Is
then always swttched on at the rtght
time, even when a change Irom sum-
mer to winter time [ö r vice versa) has
oceurred. Alternattvely, the decoder
can be used to simply display RDS
data with lts power being supplied
from the radio. and manually switched
on and off.
There ts a second output intended

fJJ
R'D'SRADIO D",r", srsrfM

MAIN SPECIFICATIONS
e Permanent display of PS name and time or date and time (depending on
mode).

• Optional display of PI code and secondary RDS features (RT, PTY, PIN, MS, DI,
TA, TP, MJD and EONI on demand, including the principal
frequencies of up to 11 other networks.

e Full use of CT providing auto-setting, aceurate clock with au-
tomatie date and summertime adjustment.

elmplemented as an alarm clock wh ich can contral the power
to the radio and/or sound an alarm.
• Sieep timer.
• TA~TP~l (traffic announeement taking place) output.
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RADIO DATA SYSTEM (ROS) DECODER
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the RDS decoder.

to sound a beeper. This output is can-
celled when any key is pressed. leaving
lhe control output ac live.

RDSfeatures supported
The present decoder supports PI, PTY.
PS, RT, CT, TP. TA, MS. DI. PIN and
EON. It facilitates permanent display
of the B-digit statton name (PS) and
lime (CT) and. cn rcqucst. can display
program type (PTY), radiotext data (RT)
and the status of the other RDS fea-
tures. EON data can be displayed, but
the retuning features associated wiLh
AF and EON are not supported as
there is no capability to control the
tuned frequency. In a car radio. EON
data ts used to switch the radio to a
station wh lch 15 broadcasting local
traffic information. while AF data is
used to tune the radio ta the strongest
stgnal carrytng the selected device.

Program identification (PI) is a two-
byte number which identifies the
country. coverage area and servtce. It
can be used by the control rntcro-
processor. but is normally intended for
dtsplay. A change in PI code causes the
initializaöon of all RDS data as it indi-
cates that the radio has been detuned.
This decoder facilitates the display of
the currcnt PI code on request.

Program type (PTY) is a 5-bit number
which indicates the type of program
being broadcast. At present, 16 of
these types are defined. Examples in-
clude 'no programrne type'. 'current af-
Jairs' and 'pop mu stc', although lhe
actual syntax which is displayed is de-
termined by the software of the con-
trolling rnicroprocessor. In this
example, P1Y can be displayed on re-
quest - Table 2 shows the display
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used for each PTY code.

Program Service Name (PS) is the
etgbt character name of the station.
and ts permanently displayed {except
in standby mode}.

Radiotext (RT) conslitutes astring of
up to 64 characters which gtve addi-
tional tnformatton regarding the ser-
vice or programnie bemg transmitted.
In this appltcauon. RT ts displayed on
request on the 16-digit dot matrix
using scrolling. The data often COI1-

tains extra spaccs to centre the text on
a 2x32 character display. As these are
not appropriate for a 16-charader
scrolling display. the softwäre reduees
all sequences of two or more spaces to
a stngle space.

Clock Time (CT) data is transmitted
every rrunute on the minute. and pro-
vides a very accurate clock, traceable
to national standards. The (modified
Julian) date and Iocal Urne variation ts
also transmitted. Time is permanently
displayed. In standby mode (see
below). the date is displayed instead of
the PS name. The MJD number. which
is the form in which the date ts trans-
mitted. ean also be displayed. The ml-
croprocessor converts thts number
into day-of-week. day-of-month,
month -of-year.

Alternative Frequencies (AF)would
be used by a car radio to retu ne to the
strengest srgnal carrying the selected
service. AF data, along with TDC and
INH. is not used in thts application.

Traffic Announcement (TA) and
Traffic program (TP) are Ilags. TP Is set
tf the transmitter norrnally earries traf-
He information. and TA ts set if a trafftc

Feature

PI
PTY
PS
RT
CT
AF
TA
TP
MS
DI
PIN
EON
TDC
INH

Information

Program identification
Program type
Program service name
Radiotext
Clock time and date
Alternative frequencies
Traffic announcement
Traffic program
Music/speech switch
Decoder identification
Programme item number
Enhanced other networks
Transparent data channeI
In-house data

Table 1. RDS features.

PTY

o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16-31

Display

no programme type
News
Current affairs
Information
Sport
Education
Drama
Culture
Seienee
Varied
Pop music
Rock music
Easy listeninq
Light classics
Serious c1assics
Other music
No programme type

Fable 2. PTY types.

announcement is in progress. The
combination TA::::::land TP=Qis used to
Indicate thal EON data is being used
to supply inforrnatton to other net-
works. including trafftc announce-
ments. The status of these flags can be
displayed, and the combination
TA=TP= 1 is brought out to microcon-
troller pin 68. and is used to control an
LED or external hardware. whrch
could demute the radio, or switch from
cassette when a trafftc announcement
is taking place.

Music-Speech (MS) is a single bit indi-
cating either muslc or speech. and is
intended to be used to make a tone or
volume adjustrnent to a radios audio
stage, The MS bit ts displayed on re-
quest.

Decoder Information (DI) constttutes
four bits tndicaung the type of trans-
mtsston (mono, stereo, binaural. ete.).
lt is not essenually in use in the UK.
but can be displayed as a number be-
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Fig.2. Circuit diagram of the RDSdecoder.

to swttch to trafftc announcements on
other stations in a radio in which the
microprocessor can control the tuned
frequency.

tween 0 and 15. allowed on this stgnal. so be eure to
Jtnd the rtght potnt to 'tap' in your FM
radio.
A remarkable feature of the

SAA6579T ts that it has an on-chip
eighth-order 57-kHz band pass filter
wtth a bandwidth of only 3 kHz. The IC
automatically regenerates the 57-kHz
subcarrter, and extracts the RDS data
with the aid of a synchronous modula-
tor. After some more processing, the
data and clock stgnals that belang with
the RDS stgnal are output via pins
RDDAand RDCL respectively. The mi-
croprocessor uses these two signals to
decode the actual information eon-
veyed via the radio. A thirs signal,
QUAL. is used to mark good
(QUAL=high)or bad (QUAL=low)recep-
tion of RDS data. The processor does
not use this stgnal. However, a LED
(D,) lights when reception ts tao paar
to warrant valid RDS data.
The circuit of the decoder rs very

simple as the MC68HC05EO uses a
non-multiplexed bus, and includes its
own chip seleets. The only other chip
required ts an 8-KByte 27C64 EPROM

Programme Item Number (PIN) is
used to identify the programme cur-
rently being broadeast. The format Is a
2-byte number which tncludee the
scheduled time and date (day-of-
month) of the start of the prograrnme.
It can be displayed as four hexadeci-
mal digits, or fully decoded to day-of-
month and time. Onee tt is fully
implemented, PIN information will be
able to facilitate automatie switch-on
or recordtng of a pre-selected pro-
gramme when it actually starts, even if
thts is not at the scheduled time.

Circuit description
Figure 2 shows the circuit diagram.
An extemal RDS dernodulator, if used,
may be connected to Kl• when the cir-
cuit around IC3 is, obvtously. omitted.
Here, it ts assumed that you use the
SAA6579T from Philips Compo-nents.
which ts accomrnodated on the board.
Only a handful of passive parts, in-
cluding a 4.332 MHz quartz crystal,
are needed to get going with the
SAA6579T, of which the block diagram
ts shown in Fig. 3. The dernodulated.
but unfiltered. MPXstgnal Is applied to
the demodulator via the MUX input
pin. This slgnal has a bandwidth of
about 60 kHz. and is supplied by the
FM radio. As regards the bandwidth. it
ts essential that the MPXstgnal arrives
unfiltered, i.e., it must contain the 57-
kHz component which carnes the RDS
information. No filtering of any kind is

Enhanced Other Networks (EON) re-
places the older Other Network (ON)
format. lf type-14 groups are used to
provide EON data. then type-3 groups
(ON) will not be used (Table 5 shows
the currently defined group types).
Type-l4A grou ps are used to send in-
formation about other networks. The
PS name and princlpal frequency of up
to 11 other networks can be displayed
on request. Type-14B groups are used

ELEKTOR ELli:CTRON1CS JANUARY 1994
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Fig.3. Internal diagram and typical external parts connection of SAA6579T (courtesy Philips
Components).

KEY
MODE

On/Off Sieep Alarm RDS

Standby (Off) mode normal (On) -
mode alarm

RT

Normal (On)
PTY
PI

mode stndby (Off) mode sleep (On)
T/VTP
PIN(hJ

Alarm OFF mode alarm ON PIN(d)
MJD
MS/DI
EON 1

Alarm ON mode alarm set-up

mode alarm OFF EON 11

Alarm SET UP t099le hr/min dec. hr/min inc. hr/min

Table 3. Key functions.

of wh ich about 410 K is used. The
EPROM is available ready-pro-
grammed through our Readers
Services (see p. 70).
In order to facilitate a chotce of dis-

play technology, the decoder Is capable
of dnvtng both a parallel LCD module
(based on a HD44780 controller, wtth
or without an HD44100 drtver] and a
sertal WD module (based on an
MSC7128 drtverl. The displays show
the same data [wtt.hi.n the limitations
of their character ROMs). Etther or
both modules can be connected ~ the
choice ts UP to you.
LCD modules using only the

HD44780 use divide-by-16 multiplex-
ing. The software ts written for this
type of display, and will also work wtth

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JANUARY 1994

modules tncorporatrng the additional
HD44100. Modules wtth both chips
are capable of higher contrast, by em-
ploytng divide-by-8 multiplextng. To
use thts capability, fit jumper Jp[ as
requtred: position 'A' for +8 multiplex-
ing, for which a HD44 100 must be pre-
sent in the LCDmodule; or posttion 'B'
for 1+16 multtplextng (no HD44 100 fit-
ted).
It is also posstble to connect a seri-

ally driven WD module, which shows
the same data as the LCD module. The
display driver used has a different
character set from the standard ASCll
set used by the LCD mod ule, and a
table is used to convert ASCII data into
the required characters on the VFD
module. lf a WD module is connected,

Di~l·vmod. Format

Slandby Alarmolf Th\.l )0 Apr 18: 05

IOffl Alarm oft. no er Mo" c Inv 0:00

Alarm en 0659 ALAAM18:05

Normal With RDS PS name BBC JU 18:05

!Onl Without RDS ------- 18:05

",= Alarm off Alarm - OFF
Alarm on Ala:rm - 6;59

Sieep sleep 60 min.

ROS RT BBC Radio 4 ...
PlV N~'
PI PI code - C204

TA&TP TP - 0 TA - 1
PINlhexl PlI' no. - F480
PfN{decod) 30th ac 18:00

WO KJ day - 48742

MS&Dl MI' M D1 15

EON 1 BBe aa 92.10

2 BBC R.Se 10).60

a BBC Nwcl 96.00, B8C scot 94.30

5 B8C Mtme 92.50

6 BBe""" 93.50

7 .BBC R5 909kHz
B 8BC Eng. 100.00

9 BBC Rl 99.50

10 BBe R2 89.90

11 -------

Table 4. Display formats.

R7 should be connected to bit 7 of port
C. Thts bit is read by the mtcroproces-
sor to check that the controller in the
module ts ready to recetve a command,
and may cause the software to hang
up if it ts left open-circuit.
The only other components required

are a crystal, the 4-key keyboard, two
switches, and a few passive components.
Correct operation of the clock in the ab-
sence of an RDS stgnal requires that a
4.000-MHz crystal be used (trimmer C3
on pin 6 should be adjusted for accurate
limekeeping).

Principle of operation
On power-up. the software initializes
the display modules (the display shows
'- - - - - 00:00' until a valid group 4A
is recervedl and an idle loop regularly
checks the local keyboard for a key
press. compares the current time with
the alarm time, and performs other
time-dependent functions related to
the display modules and the sleep
timer.
The keyboard software scans the 4-

key matrix for a key press every 16 ms.
If the same key is pressed on three
successrve scans, it acts on this key
Iunctton by calling the relevant sub-
routtne. These routtnes also control
the rcpeat rate of the SLEEP and RDS
keys. Thts rate is set at 6 Hz (after an
initial 750-ms delay) when the keys
are used to change the alarm time. and
1 Hz for their normal function. The
other keys do not repeat tf held down.
Table 3 shows the vartous functions
avatlable in each mode.
The On/Off key toggles between ON

and standby modes. A port ptn (3, Port
E) can be used to control the power to
the VHF radio and Zor other external
hardware. It is active high (low in
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RADIO DATA SYSTEM GROUP FEATURES

Groups handled version of Ihe MJD number into a recognizable
lf a camplete group has been received, the data date.

Group Featurescan be proceesed. The PI code is checked 10 see if it The broadcast time is Universal Coordinated
has changed. If il has, tbe displays ere initialized.ln Time (UTe, eftectivelv the same as GMT). Time dif- All PI. PTY. TP
an application using the AF capabftttv of RDS, ferences from UTe, including summer (daylight

0 TA. DI. MS. PS. AFmore use would be made of the PI code. All RDS saving) time, ace sent as an offset of "P 10
data, exceot oate and time, ls cleared if no valid ±12 hours in half-hour increments. 1 PIN
RDS data is detected for aperiod of 10-seconds. The software includes 4-funclion 9-digit irrte- 2 RT

Next, PTY and TP are updated, and the group gral BCD artthmet!c wh ich is usec to decode the 3 ON Ireplaced by EONItype identified. Group types OA, 08, lA, lB, 2A, 4A, date from the MJD number using the formulae:
14A and 158 are hand\ed. Table 6 shows the type 4A CT
of information contained in each group, end V' = int [(MJO-15078.2) /365.25] 5 TDC
Table 7 shows rhe detailed structure of these M' =:- int [(MJO- 14956. 1-int{Y'x365.25)) /30.6001] 6 INH
groups. Day ~ MJO-14956-int[Y'x365.25)- 14 EON

int(M'x30.6001 )
158 TA. DI. MSGroups 0 and 158 If M'=14 er M'=15 then K=1; else K=O

As AF data is not handled, there ls no differenee in Year = Y'+K
the treatment of groups OA and OB. PS data is ex- Month =: M'-1-12K Table 5. RDS groups
traeted and plaeed in RAM aeeording 10 the ad-
oress bits in block 2 (see Teb!e 6). TA, 01 and MS Group 14A quency of up 10 11 networks, although more net-
data are then read, 01 ls se nt a single bit at a time This group conteins EON data. A large amount of works, each with many frequencies, and other data
and uses the same address bite as the PS name to information can be sent using this group, and it [e.g., PTY(ON), PIN(ON), TA(ON), etc.. may be sent.
determine whieh of the four btts ls being updated. ean take up to two rntnures for all the data to arrive Teb!e 4 shows the format of the EON display. All
Groups of type 158 also contaln all this switching after the radio has been retuned. This application the information shown in lable 4 is real data from
information. They are used 10 lncrease the repeti- saves the PI code, PS name and principal fre- the Black Hili transmitter in Central Scotland.
ttcn rate of this data, but contain no PS or AF infor-
mation.

810ek 1 810<k2 Block 3 Block 4

Group 1 bllisl ""
Group tvpes 1A and 18 are again treated identi- 15-12 ; o.oup rIO

cally as they contain the same data except for the ". o'oup Iype chdic Ar PS name
repetition of the PI code in type 18. The PIN data is Group O.nd " TP flog C ehe'<

''" ,", chef< A 0-5· PTY "ode ohok B
0 Drecovered and seved in RAM. " TA ne~ IPI tode In Tvpe OB and 15BI C I•• block 2 lot 15BI

At present tbe decoder simply allows the dis- a: MIS bll

play of PIN oata both in its rew hexadecimal form, z : Dlbtl
,-' . PSIOI add,e~

and fully decoded to day-of-month and time. Full
15--12 00" ,'" PIN dat.

use of PIN data would require continuously com-

" " g'''''p type nOI uS<!d C
chckparing the PIN dev-ot-moruh and time with the cur- G,ouP 1

code
chok A ro TPHag chok B 0 15--11 d·Y-<lI-month

0
re nt day-of-month and time, and switching on 9-5 PTY code IPI code In Iy~ 1BI C' '0-0 MO.

external hardware (radio and/or casserte recorder)
.-' nOT used ;-0 mlnule

15--1. ""'"when there ls a match. " 0

" ro TPfI.g " ,'" " "'"G,OuP 2A ehck A """Group 2A code 9-5. PTY code
] ASCII cha'aClel~

C 2 ASCII cha'acte,s D
• le>! A,lB 118g

RT data from blocks 3 and 4 is written to RAM ac- ,-' le>! .dd,cs"

cording to the address included in block 2. There 15-12 . "00 er ct
ace four address bits and four ASCII encoded " 0

bytes, giving the possibility of 64 characters. If the G,oup~A " ~hokA
io TPllag

ohd.B
,"-, MJD 114-01 ,'" 15-12 hou. 13-01 ,,,.

Text AlB flag changes stare. the RT area in RAM is
<000 "-5 PT'( code 0 hou< 141 C 11--6: m,nute 15-0~ 0

'-2 eöt used 5 ojl~t sense
oleared as this indicates that the message has ,-' MJD (16-151 .-' ol1sel14-01

changed. Group 28 te not handled as it is rarely if 15--12 . 1110 EON ,nlo,matlon

ever used. 11: 0 code_0--3 es
GrCI.IP 14A " chokA

to TPfiag
ehd B • Ar ,'" Pf 10ni

thck
code 9-5' PTY code "-, AF IrTlilpl C 0

Group 4A , TPIOnl fI"~ 10--11 not uS!!d
lwo of the more complex tasks to be performed 3-0: usage code 12-15 not Imp.

are required by the CT ca!culations for group 4A.
Fable 6. Detalled structure of RDS groups handled.These are for the local time difference, and the con-

stand-byl. In stand-by mode, with the
alarm disabled. the time and date are
displayed. If the alarm is enabled. the
alarm time is displayed along with the
current RDS PS-name. Table 4 shows
these display formats.
The Alarm key enables the current

alarm status to be displayed. A second
press changes tbe alarm armed status.
When armed, the alarm time is dis-
played. In thts mode, the On/Off key
can be used to select either hours or
mtnutcs (indicated by flashmg}, and
the Sleep and RDS keys to tncrcasc
and decrease the settings. If the alarm
has tnggered. the first press of any key
cancels It. The alarm display has one
of the two alarm formats shown in
Table 4, accordtng to whether or not
the alarm is arrned. As all the keys
have a special function in the alarm

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JANUARY 1994
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Fig.4a. peB component side and solder side copper layouts (direct reading).

set-up mode, the only way to exit this
mode is to wait for a time-out. If no
keys are pressed for five seconds, the
mode returns to normal.
The Sleep key controls the sleep

timer. If the decoder is in the standby
mode, the .first press of SLEEP
swttches it on, and initializes the sleep
time to 60 minutes. Subsequent
presses of the SLEEP key decrease the
time remaining by 5 minutes. When
the sleep timer is running, this is indi-
cated by a flashing decimal point in
the right-most character of the display
modules. When the sleep time has
elapsed, the decoder returns to stand-
by. In the alarm set-up mode, this key
decreases the alarm time.
The RDS key steps through the var-

ious RDS data displays. Holding down
this key steps through the displays at
1 Hz. The displays are RT (scrollmg),
PTY, PI, TA/TP, PIN (hex), PIN (de-
coded}, MJD, MS/DI and EON (11 net-

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JANUARY 1994

works) as shown in Table 4. In the
alarm set-up mode, this key lncre-
ments the alarm time.

Alarm functions
The alarm time can be entered as de-
scribed above. If the alarm is enabled
(alarm time displayed on the first press
of the ALARMkey, and permanently
displayed in stand-by mode) then, at
the alarm time, the auxiliary control
line, PE3, will go high. This can be
used to control external hardware, for
example, to switch on the VHF radio
supplying the RDS data, via Re i If the
auxiliary line is already high (decoder
fully on, or on via the sleep timer),
then it stays high. The operation of the
sleep timer is not affected U bit 0 of
Port E (controlled by switch SJl is high.
If this 1/0 line is low at the alarm time,
the sleep timer is actuated for an hour.
This takes place whether the decoder

was previously on, off, or running the
sleep timer, and has the effect of
switching the auxiliary line low an
hour after the alarm time, regardless
of its condition prior to the alarm.
At the alarm time, the alarm output

(PE2)will also be actuated [active high)
as long as it is enabled by bit 1 of port E
being held low (switch S2; alarm enable).
This output is intended to drive an alarm
sounder. When this output is active, a
press of any key cancels it until the next
alarm. This cancellation does not affect
the auxiliary output.

Construction and
adjustment
The artwork of the double-sided
through-plated printed circuit board '
designed for the RDS decoder is shown
in Fig. 4. All components are accorn-
modated on this board, wtth the excep-
tion of the swttches, the two LEDs and
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Fig.4b. Component mounting plan.
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COMPONENTS LIST

Resl8lors:
Rl ;R5;R6; 10kQ
R2;R8; 470Q
R3;R7;R9;Rl0; 100kQ
R4; 10MQ
Rll;R13;4kQ7
R12; 10Q
R14 ; 220Q/350V (e.g.; MRS25)
R15; 2kQ2
Pl ; 1OkQpreset H

Capacilors:
Cl ; 1~F/16V radial
C2;C7; 47pF
C3 ; 50pF trimmer
C4 ; 100nF/400V
C5;C12;C13;C14; 100nF
C6 ; 22~F/16V radial
C8; 82pF
C9; 330pF
Cl0; 560pF
Cll ; 2~F2I16V radial
C15 ; 10~F/16V radial

C16 ; 100~F/16V radial
C17; 100nF SMT

Induclors:
ll; 100~H

Semiconduclors:
01;02; lEO
03;04; lN4l48
05; 1N400l
Tl; BC557
T2;T3 ; BC547
ICl ; 27C64 (order code 6331; see page

70)
IC2; 7805
IC3; SAA6579T (Philips Cornponentsj '
IC4 ; 68HC05EOFN (Motorola)

Miscellaneous:
JPl ; 3-way Sil header with jumper.
Kl ;K3 ; 10-way boxheader, angled.
K2 ; 14-way boxheader, angled.
K4 ; 2-way PCB terminal block, raster

the dtsplay (LCD or VFD).
Start the construction by fitting the

SAA6579T, whlch is an SMT (surface
mount technology) component. Thls
job requires a lew-power soldering tron
with a fine tip. Make sure of the orten-
tation, because the JC Is very dlfficult
to remave onee a11pins are soldered.
Some desoldering braid should be kept
handy in case adjacent pins are acct-
dentally connected by excess solder.
Next, mount a11passive components,
such as resistors, capacttors. the relay
and the connectors. Fit Je sockets in
positions JC, and JC•. Do not forget the
SMT capacttor, Cl7. whtch is fitted at
the solder side of the board , under-
neath IC.

Before you proceed with the rest of
the construction. have a good look at
the HF seetion of the circuit. Ta make
sure that the operation of the sensitive
HF circult Is not upset by digital sig-
nals emanating from the mlcroproces-
sor secnon. the RDS demodulator (JC3
and associated components) is com-
pletely screened. The screen 15 made
from 1.5 to 2 cm wide thin metal sheet,
whtch is bent into shape and then 501-

dered onto the PCB. after the HF parts
have been fitted. The screen Is 501-

dered to six sold er pins, at a hetght of
about 0.5 mm above the board sur-
face. The shape of the screen is indi-
cated by the dashed !ines on the
component mounting plan.

7.5mm.
K5 ; 2-way PCB terminal block, raster

5.0mm.
Sl ;S2; on/oft switch.
Xl ; 4.000MHz crystal.
X2 ; 4.332MHz crystal '.
Ret ; PCB mount relay, coil voltage

12V, 6.g., Siemens V23127-A2-
Al0l.

Bzl ; 12V buzzer.
1 off 68-way PlCC socket.
4 off Oigitas! press-key t •

1 off lCO module, lx16 (lM015A) or
2x16 (lM016A) , or
1 offVFOmodule.
1 offTelet case type lC850
(60x200x132mm).
1 offprinted circuit board and pro-
grammed EPROM; set order code
930121, see page 70).

, C-I Electronics, P.O. Box 22089, 6360
AB, Nuth, Holland. Fax +3145241877.

Although it makes more sense to
mount thern beh!nd the front panel of
the RDS decoder case, LEDs DI and D2
mayaIso be soldered onto the pr!nted
circuit board for tcsüng purposes. The
four press-keys, ON/OFF, Alarm,
RDS(+) and Sleepl-) are mounted on a
small piece of veroboard or stripboard .
which is secured to the inside of the
enclosure front panel with the keys
protrudlng at the front side.
Alternattvely, the switches may be
glued tntc sullably drilled holes In the
front panel. As shown by the circutt dl-
agram. the wiring of the swttches is ex-
tremely simple.
If an LCD display is used, this must

be connected to K2. When the LMO15

ELEKTOR ELECTRON1CS JANUARY 1994
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~ KA~=RE~E~LECTRONIC_S._
P.C. E(E)prom Programmer

t128 INC
HAPPY CHRISTMAS
SPECIAL OFFER 17'/,% OFF

TREATYOURSELF!

Device Programmer
PLD, GAL, PALCE
As weil as E(E)proms, Flash,
Miere-controllers inc PIC'a & Serial E(E)prom.
Fast programming 27C040 4 meg 90 sec '5.
Small enough for briefease.
Made in U.S.A.
Call for leaflet and
further details.

!325 INC

MICRO-CONTROLLERS

BESTEVER
VALUE

For PC, XT, AT, 386, 486.
Internal card for greater security.

verifies & Program's devices to 4 Meg.
Binary, lntel Hex, Motorola S. Format

Fast Program 's 64A in 10 sec.
FuHy Comprehensive & simple to operate

colour software and 60 page manual.
Adaptors availabJe for Micro's, 16 bit, Epson cards etc.

Call today for demo disk and leaflet.

Universal Assembler
Inc H8/3xx H8/5xx PIC16Cxx PICl7Cxx etc.

INCCross 32 Assembler, Table Based Cross-assembler. !17 5
Probably the only assembler you need to buy.
Generates object code in Binary, Hex, Motorola S format.
Full details provided to cornpile tables for future Processors.
To many features to list. Call for leaflet and further information.

All prices include VA.T. plase add E1.50 p&p
for Micro's and P.C.S's and f4.50 p&p for
Programmers and Assemblers. Please send
cheque with order and allow up to 10 days for delivery.

80C31 d.i.1. Plastic D.50 P80C32 d.i.1. Plastic f5.75
D87C51 Eprom Ceramic f24.00 D8748H Eprom Ceramic f7.00
Save Hours hardwiring that controller project.
Printed circuit board for 8040 + latch + 2k memory P'Cß only f4.75
Printed circuit board for 8031/2 + latch + 2k memory PCB only f5.75

32, Pear Tree Ave., Ditton, Aylesford, Kent ME20 6EB. TellFax 0732 844633

or LMO 16 is used. the link is simple
because it is 'straight through' for all
14 connecttons (pin 1 to pin I, etc.).
Next, set jurnper JP1 as requtred (see
above). .
Figure 2 also shows how to connect

a VF display. Note that thts requtres a
separate supply to furmsh the filament
voltage and the high voltage.
A suggested front panel layout for

the RDS decoder ia gtven in Fig. 5.
Having checked the eonstruetion and
fitted the board into the case. all that
remains to be done is adjust preset p]
and trimmer C3.
After applying power (use a

12V/ 150mA mains adaptor). the LCD
display will show a text, which may be
a bit difficult to read owing to poor
contrast. Adjust preset PI for optimum
contrast. This adjustment is not nec-
essary if a VF display is used.
In most cases, trimmer capa cttor C3

can be set to the centre of its travel.
Adjustment is only required if the
clock ts not accurate when no RDS stg-
nal has been received for a relat1vely
long period. In thts way. the clock devt-
ation may eventually be eliminated.
Onee the MPXstgnal is connected to

the decoder input, the RDS tnforma-
tion will appear on the display. That is,

if your radio is tuned astation trans-
mitting RDS, which is indicated by
LED D, going out. •

References:
1. EBU technical document 3244:
Specifications of the Radio Data
System, RDS, for VHF/FM Sound
Broadcasting.
2. Radio Data System (RDS) dernodu-
lator. Elektor Electronics May 1989.
3. Radio Data System (RDS) decoder.
Elektor Electronics February 1991.
4. RDS demodulator with integrated
filter. Elektor Electronics October 1992.
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Fig.5. Suggested front and rear panel layouts (shown at 78% of true size).
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There is a vast number of
communication receivers
around that have an analogue
(needle and dial) tuning scale.
Although the RF performance
of many ex-army and other
surplus receivers (whether
valve, transistor, or 'hybrid') is
quite acceptable for radio
amateur use, their tuning
scales and mechanically
operated dials are really old
fashioned these days, and in
for 'digital' revision.

From a basic design by David
McBright

/\ LTHOUGH their number seems to
~ave decreased considerably stnce
the nineteen seventies, ex-army com-
murucation receivers Irorn the Second
World War and the Cold War years are
still to be found in electronic surplus
stores, and at radio amateur rallies.
An example of a very papular surplus
receiver is the BC348, which was once
used in the B17 'nying. fortress
bomber. Only a few modifications are
required to make thts rcceiver suitable
for radio amateur use, in particular.
for reception of SSB (stngle-sidebandl
and narrow-band FM (frequency mod-
ulatton): Since the short-wave bands
covered by recetvers like the BC348
are pretty crowded these days. there Is
a clear need of an improved (digital)
frequency readout. This allows you to
tune the receiver as accurately as pos-
sible, 'dredging' the station you want
to hear from the noise and interference
caused by other, stronger, stations.
A serious problern with older re-

ceivers is the wtde variety of first and
second intermediate Irequenctes (IFs)
used. Ttus means that the digital dial
we are about to describe must be de-
signed such that it can be used with
many different local oscillator (LO)Ire-
quencies and output levels.
The circuit proposed here has every-

thmg to meet the above requirements,
and more: low power consumption, a
crystal-controlled timebase. and an IF
offset which can be programmed to
any value between 0 and 1.6 MHz in
steps of 1 kHz. The offset frequency
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may be subtracted from the LO Ire-
quency. or added to the LO frequency,
depend tng on whether the LO Ire-
quency ts above ('LO-high') or below
('LO-Iow·)the frequency of the received
stgnai.
The digital dtal has a frequency

range of up to 39.999 MHz at a resolu-
tion of 1 KHz. The display refresh rate
is 4 Hz.

The circuit
The circuit diagram of the digital dial
Is given in Fig. 1. The circuit is based
on tnexpenstve and commonly avatl-
able components only. To make sure
that the tuning frequency can be read
under all ctrcumstances, a brlght or-
ange 4lO-digit LED display is used.
Ctrcutt IClO, an ICM7217A1Pl from
Intersil (Harrts Semiconductors), con-
trols four dtsplay segments. The most
slgntftcant display scgmcnt Is driven
by lC7, a 4543. In this conftguratton.
the highest counter state is 39.999,
which 1S composed as folIows: 0
(blankedl, I, 2 or 3 via LDJ and IC?,
and 0000 to 9999 via the displays dri-
ven by lelQ. The five digits form a sep-
arate unit, tagether with lC7, IClO and
connector K3, to aUow the display to be
mounted in the best visible position
when it is fitted into the receiver.
The performance of the ctrcutt is de-

tennined to a large extent by the sensi-
ttvtty and the frequency range of the
Input amplifier. Here. the input amplt-
fter consists of three low-cost transls-

tors type BSX20. These fast switching
transistors can be used wtthout prob-
lems in the frequency range of the pre-
sent circuit because thetr cut-off
frequency is specified at 500 MHz. An
alternative to the BSX20 is the Zetex
E-line ZTX313. The input amplifier
has a relatively high input impedance.
so that it has virtually no effect If a
characteristic impedance of 75 n is
used 10 couple the LO srgnal to the dig-
ital dial. The highest input level that
may be apphed without the transistors
gomg into saturation is about 4 VPP' In
principle, it ts possible to tncrease the
sensitivity of the input amplifter. so
that stgnals VIi th a level smaller than
100 mVpp or even lower can be rnea-
sured. Unfortunately, increasing the
senstttvtty will result in a narrower
input bandwidth.
According to the datashects. the

HCMOS digital circuits used here op-
erate at the highest possible speed at a
supply voltage of about 6 V. For HCT
ICs, this specification is about 5.5 V.
Hence, the supply voltage in the pre-
sent ctrcutt is rafsed a little above the
usual 5 V, to 5.6 V. Arguably, this is a
reasonable compromise between a lang
IC life expectancy and high speed. As a
matter of interest. both HC and HCT
ICs are begtnning to have a hard time
at supply voltages above 7 V.

The timebase
The central part in the timebase ts an
inexpensive, yet highly accurate,
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32.768 kHz digital watch crystal, Xj .
The osctllator signal generated with
the aid of this crystal is scaled down
by a 4060 to give the required clock
stgnals. Dividing 32.768 kHz by 213
ytelds a stgnal with a frequency of
4 Hz. The half period time of this srg-
nal Is 125 ms, whtch can be found on
pin 2 (Q 12), and ts used to enable the
counter. The second half of the perrod
time, when the signal is low, ensures
that the result of the counter operation
is stored in the display.
lt is readily seen that dividing the

input stgna! by 125, and ustng a time-
base gate of 125 ms, yields the input
frequency in krlohertz (kHz). In thts
timing arrangement, the counter state
is updated four times a second, which
is ample for the present application.
Apart from the 4 Hz gate signal, IC9

also supplies 8-Hz and 16-Hz stgnals.
The 4-Hz and 8-Hz stgnals are corn-
bined in gate IC2, which consequently
supplies a short pulse (62.5 ms) with a
repeat rate of 4 Hz. A differentiating
network, C15-R1• turns this stgnal tnto
a needle-shaped pulse (LD) which is
used to latch the Information tnto Je7.
The short 4-Hz stgnal is also used to
generate a store pulse for lelQ. This 18
achteved with the aid of a buffer, IC3,
and a second differentiating network,
R2-C1B• Gate ICBd combines the 16-Hz
signal with the output stgnal of IC2c to
give an even shorter pulse (31.25 ms)
with a frequency of 4 Hz. Thts stgnal 18
used to reset IC5, ICB and IC7 four
ttrnes a second. IC4 is reset directly by
ICk
The display ctrcult is contained in

the dashed box in the circutt diagram.
IC7 drives the first of the four display
digits, which shows I, 2, 3 or nothing.
The zero that would normally appear
when Je7 receives a 0 18 ingeniously
suppressed by a purposely incorrect
segment connectton order. The num-
ber that appears on the display is de-
terrntned by drive lines LI and L2. The
legte levels on these lines are, in turn,
determined by the nu mber of
carry /borrow (C/B) pulses generated
by integrated counter IClQ. These
pulses also arrtve at ICs via counter
IC6. Both binary scalers supply their
output signal to IC7. Next, the arrtval
of the LD pulse causes the bit cornbi-
nation to be stored into le7• and the
destred segments of LDi- a HD11070.
to light.
Most of the counting work ls done

by lClQ. a complex integrated counter
Type ICM7217 from Interstl (Harris
Semiconductor). This IC is capable of
counting from 0000 to 9999. The C/ß
output of the ICM7217 stgnals an
overflow in the counter. The store
pulse applied to pin 9 dctcrmtncs
when the counter state is transferred
to the display. The multiplexing of the
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the multi-purpose digital dial for communication receivers.

four segments is also done by the elec-
tronies contained in the ICM7217. A
reset pulse at pin 14 c1ears the input
of the counters, and resets the display
to zero. Unfortunately, IC7 can not be
reset to zero with the aid of areset
pulse, so that a different way of dotng
thts has to be devised. The contents of
IC7 are c1eared by supplying the IC
with an LD pulse, after the counters to
which It is connected are reset.
Consequently. a value of nought is
stored in the drtver. and the LED dts-
play goes dark agatn,
Three dual decade counters Type

74HCT390 are used to divide the RF
stgnal, and implement the offset eom-
pensatfon. The counters may be di-

vided into two sections which divide by
2 and 5 respectively. Fu rther. they
share areset input.
As already mentloned. a total scale

factor of 125 is required. This is fairly
simple to achieve by eascading three
dtvtde-by-ftve scalers. The LO-high
and LO-low correction is realized by
varytng the gate time. When LO-high
use ts required, the gate time is length-
ened with an extra measurement pe-
rtod which is deduced from the desired
offset. Strrularly. the gate time Is short-
ened when LO-Iow use is in order.
Swttch SI is used to select between
LO-Iowand LO-high. The gate time can
vary by ±62.5 kHz. On the display, this
means that a margm of 0000 kHz to
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1.999 kHz Is avatlable to compensate
the frequency offset of the Ioeal oscüla-
tor.

The counting operation
Since Iour measurements are taken
every second, aperiod of 250 ms is
available for each complete measure-
ment cycle. The first half period
(125 rns) ts reserved for counttng.
while the second half period ts avail-
able for updating the display. As al-
ready menttoned. the input stgnal
needs to be divided by 125 to obtain
the correct measured value in kHz
within the gate time of 125 ms.
Further. the counter has to take
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care of the IF offset. Thts is achieved
by adäing or su btracüng a certarn
number of pulses to or from the mea-
sured value. The counter ctrcutt con-
sists of lC., lC5 and ICB. These ICs are
connected in a fairly complex way be-
cause they have two functions.
Consequently, the operation of the
counter may not be obvtcus straight
away.
The Type 74HC390 IC (of which

there are three in the counter circuit)
consists of two identical blocks which
will be designated IC"" and ICxB for the
sake of converuence. One block uses
the high ptn numbers, the other, the
low pm numbers. Each block consists
of a dtvtde-by-two and a dtvide-by-ftve

DIGITAL OlAL

counter, which form a (BCO) decade
counter when cascaded. The two coun-
ters are linked by connecUng output
Qa (pin 3 or 13) of the divtde-by-two
section to the clock input (pin 4 or 12)
of the dtvtde-by-üve counter.
Tbe input stgnal reaches the tnpu t

of the dtvtde-by-ftve counter in IC4a via
inverter IC3f. This counter Is connected
in sertes with. successively. the dwtde-
by-flve counters in IC5a and IC6a. This
gtves a total scale factor of 125.
Depending OlL the two control stgnals
at the other inputs of IC2b. the output
stgnal ts fed to the integrated
counter/display driver. ICID.This stg-
nal is also fed to the offset counter via
lC2a. The offset counter consists of
three sertes connected BCD counters.
IC4b• IC5b and IC6b. To realize an extra
dtgtt. these counters are followed by
the divide-by-two section in IC4a. In
this setup, the 13 outputs of the offset
counter allow any desired IF frequency
(offset) to be set in steps of 1kHz.
The output of NANO gate ICI goes

low as soon as the desired offset 1S
reached. This means that pin 13 of
IC2a is first high, and that the passtng
or blocking of the clock pulses de-
pends on the level at pin 2 of this gate
only. The offset counter ts disabled as
soon as the programmed offset value ts
reached.
LO-low use (LO frequency below

that of the received stgnal) is selected
by closing swttch SI' The output of
ICBe ts then always high, while lCBb
controls the flow or interruption of
clock pulses to lCw. The output OfIC8b
is high as long as the offset counter
has not reached its end value.
However, the offset counter is disabled
via ICSa' and not enabled agatri until
pin 2 of lCg goes legte high.
Consequently. ICJO continues to re-
ceive pulses after the measurement
cycle. The result is that the offset ts
added to the measurement value.
When swttch SI Is opened, the digi-

tal dial is programmed for La frequen-
cies above those of the recetved RF
stgnals. The opened switch causes the
pulses for ICIDto be blocked by lC8e at
the start of a measurement cycle.
Durtng this time. the offset counter is
enabled. Thjs counter stops as soon as
the programmed offset value ts
reached, whereupon clock pulses are
fed to ICID.Effectively, the offset value
is subtracted Irom the measured
value.
The btnary counters in IC5a and

IC6aare used to drive display LD1. This
fairly unusual approach 'allows the
leading zero to be suppressed. The
leading zero suppression on le 10 ts
switched off since there is no connec-
tion with the htghest dtgtt of the dis-
play.
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Fig. 2. Copper track layouts (direct reading) and component mounting plan of the double-sided PCS designed for the digital dial.
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COMPONENTS LIST

DIGITAL DlAL

Resistors:
Rl;R2;R3;R6 = 10kO
R4 = 1000
R5 = 100
R7 = 8k02
R8;Rl0 = 2200
R9 = 560
Rll = 3900
R12 = 4k07
R13 = 5k06
R14=6k08
R15 = lkO
R16 = 6800
R17 = 10MO
R18 = 8-way SIL array 10kO
R19;R20;R21 = 3300

Capacitors:
Cl;C2;C3;C5-C11;C14;C15;C17 = 100nF
C4 = 220pF
C12 = 330nF
C13 = 65pF trimmer
C16= lnF
C18 = 100f!F/25V radial
C19 = 100f!F/16V radial
C20 = 100pF

Inductor:
Ll = lf!H

Semiconductors:
01;02 = 1N4148
T1;T2;T3 = BSX20
IC1 = 74HC30
IC2 = 74HC11
IC3 = 74HC14
IC4;IC5;IC6 = 74HCT390
IC7 = 4543
IC8 = 74HC132
IC9 = 4060
IC10 = ICM7217AIPI
ICll = 7805
L01-L05 = HOll070

Miscellaneous:
K1 = 13-way pinheader.
K2 = 8-way pinheader.
K3/K4 = 10-way pinheader.
S1 = on/off switch.
Xl = 32.768kHz crystal.
Printed clrcuit board 920161 (see page
701.

Construction
The digital dial is best buill on the
prtnted ctrcutt board shown in Fig. 2.
In view of the complexity of the track
layout. and the high track density. we
da not recommend etchtng this board
yourself.
Separate the main board Irom the

display sectton before you start fttting
components. The display is aseparate
unit to enable It to be fitted at the most
convenient position in the receiver, or
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IF-Otfset
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Fig. 3. Examples showing how to program the IF offset compensation.

at nght angles on to the main board.
The use of Je sockets is recorn-

mended only to those of you who Ieel
not so certain about thetr soldering
sktlls. Although the ctrcutt operatcs at
fairly high frequencies. the construc-
non ts not criticaL The passive parts
are fitted Irrst. then the acttve parts,
The reststors next to LD 1 are fttted

upnght to keep the display section as
compact as passible. Make sure that
the resistors da not protrude above the
displays. If they da. the completed dis-
play board can not be fitted properly
belund the front panel of the receiver.
If lhe reststors are too large. etther fit
them at the track side of the board, or
fit lC sockets for the displays.
Connector K3 is fitted at the track

side of the display board. KI and K2
are twa single-row pin headers.
Alternatively, use small PCB solder
termtnals.
Once a11components are accommo-

dated on the boards, and the boards
have been interconnected, the osctlla-
tor around XI may be adjusted, and
the recetver IF offset programmed. The
examples in Fig. 3 pravide Information
on programming the offset compensa-
uon. Obviously. you have to know the
receiver's IF offset to be able to da the
programrmng. In most cases, thts is
easy to find out frcm the documenta-
tton. or by looking for the prillt on the
IF filter contatned in the recetver. If
you are still unable to ascertain the IF,
simply tune to astation with a known
frequency, and measure the Iocal os-
cillator frequency. This will also tell
you tf the LO frequency is above or
below the input Signal frequency.
All that remains La be done at this

point is fit the wtre links between KI
and K2. The setting for a number of

commonly used IFs ts already gtven.
The wtrtng example is based on the as-
sumption that the IF frequency ts
475 kHz. lf you are faced with an un-
usual IF. you havc to 'assemble' the
four dtgtts yourself. Look at the
475 kHz example; Lhe last dtgtt (LSD)
ts composed of 4+ 1, the second dtgtt of
4+2+ 1. and the third of 4 only. A
fourth dtgtt is not necessary because tt
ts O. Hence. the 1 ts not used. Having
fitted the appropriate wtres. you need
to set SI for LO-low or LO-high. This
selection should also be based on tech-
nical information you have available
on the communieations receiver, or on
a measurement as mentioned above.
Obviously, if the digital dial is a1ways
used in the same recetver. swttch SI
may be omitted or replaced by a wtre
link.
The finishing touch is, of course, fit-

ting the digital dial tnto the communt-
cations receiver. Alternauvely. some of
you may wish to build the dtal as a
self-ccntatned unrt. i.e., in aseparate
enclosure. If thts is done, the circutt ts
best powered by a mains adaptor with
an output voltage of 8-15 V. and a cur-
rent rating of 250 mA. The input of the
circuit ts conneeted to the local oscüla-
tor vta a short length of coax cable.
Some experimenting may be required
to locate a 'tapptng' point that does not
cause oseillator detuntng. If possible,
go for light inducttve coupling. since
that is electrically safer than eapaci-
live coupling (however light) in valve
receivers.
Switch on the receiver. and tune to

a known station. If necessary. correct
the frequency readout on the digital
dial by carefully adjusling trimmer Cl'
Frorn then on, the digital dial is ready
~u~. •



amplifier?). Theoutput pulse is picked up by
a microphone and fed back into thc IMP
where it is digitized and then fed into an
IBM (compatible) computer via the printer
port. The IMP software then analyses the
input via Fourier transforms and outputs the
results on to the cornputer sereen in graph-
ieal form in the shapeof arnplitude and phase
response curves. Full control is via the Pe.
The amplifier output can be sampled via a
probe to correct for errors in the pu Ise spec-
trum and amplificr response.
IM P allows the collection and analysis

of 12·bilanalogue data up 104,095 sampIes
in length and sam pIe rates are selectable at
eilher61.44I kHz or 1.92 kHz wh ich, along
with the internal filtering, allows rneasure-
ments from several hertz to 20 kHz.
Further information from Falcon Acoustics

Ud, TaborHouse, Norwich Road, Mulbarton,
Norfolk NR14 8JT, England. Telephone
+44 (0)508 78272; fax +44 (0)508 70986.

CORRECTIONS
DIGITAL DIAL (January 1994)

An attentive reader has drawn our auennon
10 the fact that the digital dial can not be
used in conjunction with the receiver illus-
trated (a Yaesu TypeFRG· 7) since the IF of
ihat receiver is much too high for the dia!.
Sorry for that oversight! [Editor]

VHF/UHF TUNER (Oct/Nov 1993)
The tuner module used in this design is no
Ion ger in produciion with Philips and its
availability will thus become a problem.
Fortunately, the Type UV916H is an excel-
lent alternative. The snag is, however, that
this unit is slightly smaller than the UV8 16,

so that the antenna connectorno longer pro-
trudes from the enclosure. This ean be over-
come by terrninating the aruenna eable into
a coaxial plug and making the entrance hole
slightly larger. Moreover, one of the two
earth tags of the UV9 I6H must be eonnected
at a different position.

LETTERS
SCART SWITCHING BOX

(December 1993)
I have a few problems with this project,
which I believe have to do with the conncc-
tions. Pin 1 of one connector is linked 10
pin 2 of the other. The same is true ofpins 3
and 19, which are linked to pins ö and Zü re-
spectively. All other pins are interlinked as
one would expcct, i.e., pin 5 to pin 5, pin 10
to pin 10, and so on.
L. Bastiaenssen

1naSCARTcable. the wiresfor the video and
audio connections are always crossed. That
is why the video outpui (pin 19) at one end
of the cable is linked to the video input
(pin 20) at the other end. This arrangement
ensures that the input of one piece of equip-
ment is always connected properly to the
output of another. There is, therefore, noth-
ing wrong witn your cable.
Note that two pie ces of equipment must

ne ver be connected simultaneousty to K3
and K5/K6. Use SCART connector K3 or the
phono plugs K5/K6, but not both at the same
time! [Editor]

PRECISION CLOCK FOR PCs
(November 1993)

1haveencounteredaproblem with the.Precision
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clock for PCs. I have an IBM (compatible)
PC486 and have, as stated in the article,
eomplemented the CONFIG.SYS file with
the following (last) line:
DEVICE C:\MSDOS\DCFCLOCK.SYS.
I should be pleased ifyou would tell me:

1. Whereto should the files of the software
provided (DCFCLOCK.ASM, DCF·
CLOCK.DOC and DCFCLOCK.SYS be
copied? To the root, the MSDOS or a sepa-
rate directory?
2. Onee the files have becn loaded, how is
the program ealled up to initialize thedriver
and to fill thc options P, I, S, Band D?
(M. Meersschaut)

Thefile DCFCLOC.ASM is the assembler list-
ing of the program. which you no longer
need (it is of interest only to dyed-in-the-
wool programmers). The file DCF·
CLOCK.DOC contains the instructions for
the program, which you can readwith aword
processing program. lt is not necessary 10
store this file on a hard diksk.
The only program that you need to copy

to the hard disk is DCFCLOCK.SYS. Place
thisfile in the directory containing the DOS
commandste.g., C:\DOS). Add a line that in·
dicates where the computer can find that
program to CONFIG.SYS (in C:I), e.g. DE·
V/CE; C:\DOSIDCFCLOCK.SYS. Other suf·
fixes may be addedfor changing certain set-
tings (see DOCfile), but even without these
the system should work correctly.
Note, however, that the receiver circuit must

be connected to the COM port 2 and that the
computer must be restarted ofter the software
has been instal/ed. The program will then au·
tomaticalty set the correct time in the inter-
nal clock of the PC every minute.

[Editor]
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FIGURING IT OUT

PART 12 - BUILDING MODELS
By Owen Bishop

This series is intended to help you with the quantitative aspects of electronic design:
predicting currents, voltage, waveforms, and other aspects of the behaviour of circuits.

Our aim is to provide more than just a coUection of rule-of-thumb formulas.
We will explain the underlying electronic theory and, whenever
appropriate, render some insights into the mathematics involved.

Figure l03showsa verysim-
ple circuit. The capacitor is

previously charged to 9 V by an
external source. The source is re-
moved, current i flows through
the resistor, and the pd across
thecapacitorgradually falls. We
are asked to calculate how lang
it takes fOT the current to fall to
100 1-lA.

~~1470~ iiiii U [~
930010· XII· 103

Fig.103

One way to ans wer this ques-
tion is to set up the circuit, in-
c1uding a microam meter to mea-
sure i, and measure the time
with a stop-watch. Timingis not
the difficulty; discharging takes
several tensofseconds. 'T'heprob-
lern is to find a capacitor of ex-
act1y 470 u.E We are driven to an-
other way of answering the ques-
tion - writing an equation which
behaves in exactly the same way
as the theoretical circuit. Such
an equationis a model ofthe cir-
cuit.

Modelling
It is easy to find the current at
the instant the external source
is removed. At that instent, we
have a pd of 9 V across a 22 kQ
resistor and

i = 9/22xl03 = 409 ~A.

But, as soon as thatcurrentstarts
to flow, the charge on the ca-

pacitor 1S reduced, causing the
pd across it to be reduced, too.
The effect of this is that the cur-
rentisreduced. Itdecreases from
490 I-lA,fallingeventually to zero
(at least, in practical terms: the-
oretically, it never reaches zero).
This circuit is one in which key
quantities are changingin time.
This 1S the reason for uaing the
lower-case symbols i and u; they
are to indicate quantities that
vary in time. By contrast, quan-
tities such as C and Rare con-
stant and are represented by
capitalletters.
The first step of building a

model of the circuit 1S to write
equations to express all the re-
lationships we know. For this
circuit, we know that

q = uC [Eq. 79]

where q is the charge on the ca-
pacitor at any instant. We also
know that

u = iR (Ohm's law)[Eq. 80]

and

i = dq/dt [Eq.81]

The symbol dqldt needs some
explanation. A symbol of ihis
form is know as a derivative,
more particularly, a first deriva-
tive (see Box 1). In this case,
dqldt is the rate of change of
the charge on the capacitor in
coulombs (C) per second (5). By
definition, the ampere is a flow
of charge of 1 coulomb per sec-
ond (1Os-tjandEq. 81 expresses
the lass of charge from the ca-
pacitor in these terms.
Having jotted down the rele-

vant equations, the next step is
to relate q and dq/dt in a single
equation. Cornbining Eq. 79 and
80 gives:

q = uC = iRC [Eq.82] negative sign indicates that the
charge 1S decreasing with time.
Readers will recognize the divi-
sor RC as the time constant
(T) of the circuit.
Because it contains a deriva-

tiveor differential, Eq. 83is know
as a differential equation. The
differential terms in such an equa-
tion express rates of change, so
such equations are widely used
a models for dynamic systems.
Tbey areidealfor modelling elec-

Combining Eq. 81 and 82:

q = iRC = dqldtxRC

dqldt = -<i I RC [Eq.83]

Equation 83 is a model of the
circuit, relating the instanta-
neous current (represented by
dq Idt) to the instantaneous charge,
with Rand C as constants. The

Derivatives Solving the growthldecay
Given that y is a function of x equation
(for ex.ample, y = 4 + 3x), the Equation 83 is a typical ex-
symbol dyldx stands for the ample ofthe decay eqaation.
first derivative ofy with re- It specifies the rate at which
spect to x. It is the rate of the charge diminishes or de-
change ofy with reepect to x. cays. With a positive coeffi-
lfwethinkofagraph in which cient on the right ofthe equa-
y is plotted against x, dyldx is tion, it specifies growth.
the gradient ofthe graph at any Given a differential equa-
point. Finding the derivative tion, itmay be possibletowrite
(sometimes called the differ- it in the form
ential) of a function is known
as differentiation. There are dyldx = ky.
a number of simple rules for
finding derivatives, some of Note that the right-hand side
which were given in Part 5. consista of only a single term
'When a functionhas been dif- in y (no x, DO y2, and so on).
ferentiated, the first derivative Also, kmust be a constant, but
is a new function, which ean may be positive (growth) or
alsohe differentiated. This gives negative (decay), In Eq. 83,
the second derivative, sym- k = -IIRC. The solution of
hol d2yldx2. We can go on and such an equation is:
differentiate this again to ob-
tain the third derivative, y =Aekx,
d3yIctx3,and so on.
Differential equations may where A is an arbitrary con-

contain fugt, second, third er stant. The value of A may be
higher derivatives. The order calculated ifa setofbordercon-
of a differential equation is ditions is specified (see main
that of the highest differen- text).
tial present. Equation 83 is a
first-order equation. Next
month we shall look at some
second-order equations.

Box 1 Box 2
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GENERAL INTEREST

q = A e-tlRC

tronic circuits, and we shall use
thern to build several models, this
month and next.

Solving the equation
The next step is to solve the dif-
ferential equation. We need to be
able to find the value of q at any
given time t. Having faund q,
we can easily find what u and i
are at that time. There 15no
space to go inta the steps of'solv-:
ing Eq. 83, butapplyingthe rules
quoted in Box 2 gives UB the so-
lution:

q = Ae-t/RC [Eq. 84]

For such a simple circuit, this ap-
pears to be rather a complicated
solution but, when looked at an-
alytically, it makes sense. We
will defer the original task of
findingthe current until we have
examinedin more detail tbe way
inwhich q varies with t.At pre-
sent, we have what is called the
general solution to Eq. 83. We
need to find the particular so-
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lution which relates to thevalues
and conditions of our circuit.
The key symbol in Eq. 84 is

e, the exponential constant. This
has a negative index, showing
that q is decreasing with time.
The index is proportional to t,but
has Rand C as divisors to take
into account the effects of sub-
stituting different capacitors and
resistors in the circuit. With the
values given in Fig. 103:

q = Ae-O·0967t [Eq. 85]

The quantity A, known as the ar-
bitrary constant, is the next
to be determined. This constant
is there because the technique
for solving Eq. 83 produces an in-
finitely large number of general
solutions, depending on the the
value we allot to A. Figure 104
showsjust 10 ofthe possibilities.
Which one of these represents
the circuit in our problem?

Border conditions
If the values Rand C were all
that were known, we could not
find A. Any of the curves in
Fig. 104, or any of many others
not drawn there, fits the differ-
ential equation. But we also know
that the capacitor is charged to
9 V when t = o. These two values
specify the border conditions.
Whent =O,C=470IlF andu = 9V,
by substitution io Eq. 79:

q ~ uC = 9x470xlO..o

= 4.23xlO-3 C
Substitutiog q = 4.23x10-3 C
and t = 0 io Eq. 84, the index of
e becomes zero:

4.23xlO-3 = AeO = A.

We now have a value for A to
put io Eq. 84:

q = 4.23e-O·0967tx10-3
[Eq.86]

This is a particular aolution of
Eq. 83. Its graph is the curve
drawn as a heavy line in
Fig. 104, and shows how the
charge on the capacitorfalls with
time at an ever-decreasing rate.
Knowing the instantaneous

valueofq at any time, we cancal-
culateu and i at thesame instant.
From Eq. 79 and 80:

i = u/R =q/RC.

From Eq. 86:

i = (4.23e-O·0967tx10-3)/RC

= (4.23e-0.0967tx10-3)/10.34

~ 409.1e-O·0967x1Q-S.

Wecou1d plota curve for i against
t, and this would have a similar
form to the curve for Fig. 86. In
this problern, we want to know
t when i = 100 1lA. Substituting
i= 100 x 10..0= 10-4:

0.2444 = e-0.0967t.

Taking natural logarithrns:

In 0.2444 = -0.0967t

-1.4088 = -0.0967t

t = 14.57,

that is, the currentfalls to 100 ~
after 14.57 s.

Falling pd
Consider the same circuit but
with C = 220 ~F andR ~ 100 kn.
The capacitor is charged, tben al-
lowed to discharge for 10 s, after
which time the pd across it is
2 V. Fiod the initial pd and the
pd after 15 s.
Tbe differential equation 1S

Eq. 83, and the general solution
is Eq. 84 as above. The border
conditions are that u = 2V when
t = 2 s.
When u = 2, uC = 2x220 x10-6
= 440x1Q-6. In Eq. 84, the index
of e is -10/RC = -0.4545.
Substituting io Eq. 84:

440x10..o = Ae-O.4545
= AxO.6348,

.. A = (440x10..o)/0.6348

= 6.931x1Q-4.

Having used the border condi-
tions to find the arbitrary con-
stantA, find theinitial charge by
puttiog t = 0 in Eq. 84:

q = A = 6.931x10-4.

This gives the initial pd:

u = q/C

= (6.931x10-4)/(220x10-O)

= 3.15 V.

The pd after 15 s is found in a
similar way. The index of e is
-15/RC = -0.6818.

q = 6.931x1Q-4xe-O·6818

= 3.505x10-4.

u = (3.505xlO-4)/(220x10-6)

= 1.59 V.

First-order equations
A first-crder differential equa-
tion has the form:

dyldx + f(x)y = g(x).

Both fex) and g(x) are functions
ofx, but one 01' both may be con-
stants 01' zero, thus simplifying
the equation.
An equation such as this is

needed for mode Hing the circuit
of Fig. 105. Here the capacitor
is being charged through a re-
sistor by a variable pd, u. As be-
fore, wewritedown relevantequa-
tions:

UR = Ri = R-dq /dt;

uc = q/C.

We can relate these by making
use of the fact that, at any in-
stant, KVL applies:

U = UR + uC

u~R·dq/dt+q/C.

Rearranging terms and divid-
ing by R to give dq/dt unity as
its coefficient:

dq/dt + q/RC = u/R.
[Eq. 87]

This is the first-order equation
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that models the circuit.
The equation may be solved

by the routine summarized in
Box 3. This involves calculat-
ing a quantity known as the In-
tegration factor, the purpose
of which is to produce an equa-
tion that is easyto simplify later.
The routine requires integre-
tion: some ofthe prccedures for
this were outlined in Part 5.
We identify the function [(t)

as the constant lIRC andg(t) as
uiR.

F(!) = J lIRC dt = t /RC. The
Integration factor is eil Re.

G(t) = J (uIR) et/RC

If we assume that u is a con-
stant, the integration is simpler.
We will now refer to it as U.

G(l) = RC [CU I R) e'l RCJ

= CUeURC

The solution is:

q =_e-tIRC·CUe'IRC + Ae-t/RC.

In the first term on the right,
the indices of e total zero, and
eO = 1:

q = CU + Ae-tIRC [Eq.88J

This is the particular solution,
assuming that the source is
switched on at t = °and holds a
constant value U. Figure 106
shows thecurve for thisequation
if U = 6. The charge on the ca-
pacitor rises rapidly at first, but
at a gradually decreasing rate
until it alm ost, but never quite,
reaches CU.

In (1/3) = -t2IRC;

t2 = 1.0986RC.

The monostable period is t2-tl
=(1.0986-0.4055)RC =0.693IRC.
This is the period quoted in the
data sheet for this timer.

Inducfors

Charging firnes The derivative which models the
action of an inductor is:

Arelated equation is obtained by
dividing Eq. 89 throughout by
C. The pd aeross the eapaeitor
is q l C, which we will refer to as
uc. Then, dividing:

u = L·dildt.

The induced e.m.f., ll, is proper-
tional to the inductance Land
the rate of change of current, i.
For the circuit of Fig. 107, the
equations are:

uC = U(l-e-'IRC)

uCIU = 1_e-tIRC [Eq. 90J

Equation 90 ean be used to de-
termine the time to reach any
given pd llC expressed as a frac-
tion of the applied pd U. In the
standard 555 timer circuit, the
monostable period is the time
taken for the pd aeross the ca-
pacitor to rise from U/3 to 2U/3,
where U is the supply voltage.

uL = L·dildt.

ByKVL:

U = uR + uL = Ri + L-di/dt.

Rearranging terms and divid-
ing throughou t byL gives the dif-
ferential equation;

llCIU = 113 at tL

1/3 = 1-e-'iRC

-2/3 = -e-' iRC.

dildt + (R /L)i = u /L.

Applying the rules for solvi ng
first-order equations, we have:

This is the general solution. If
the capacitor has zero charge Negatingand taking logarithms: [(t) = R /L;
when t = 0, we have a border
condition: In (2/3) = -t)IRC F(t) = Rt/L.

.. A= -Cil.

0= CU + A, t) = 0.4055RC. Integrating factor is eR'IL

g(l) = u/L;

.'. G(t) = J (ul L) eRUL dt.Equation 88 beeomes:

q = CU (l-e-'IRC) [Eq. 89J

6

i
q

[C X 10-4]
4

Solving{irst-orrlerequations Integration
Given an equation in the form Integratinga constant,1IRC:
dyldx + [(x) + g(x). Table I, Part 2, states that

the integral oftn = tn+!f(n+1),
1. Integrate j[(x) dx and call provided that n " -1. Since t
it F(x). does not appear intbeexpression

2. The integrating factor is beingintegrated,n =0. Thein-
eRx). tegral of /0 is t. Multiplied by

3. Integrate Jgfx) eR%) dx and the constant lJRC, the integral
call it G(x). ofllRCist/RC.

4. The solution is: Integrating ellRC :Table 1
y = e-Flx)G(x) + Ae-Ff%). in Part 2 states that the inte-

gral off'Il1is f'Il1/a.Here, a = lIRC.
Note the negative indices at The integral is
stage 4. Ais thearbitrary COD- (etIRC)/(1!RC) = ReetiRe.
staut; find it by using bound-
ary conditions.

We make simplifying assump-

q=CU(1·e-tIRC)

2

o 2

930010· XII 106
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tions in amoment. Here is the
solution at this stage:

i = e-Rt/L J (u/L) eR,1L dt +
+ Ae-R'IL

Note that the index of e is some-
times + and sometimes -. If U is
a function of t, for example, u is
an alternating pd with a function
such as u. = 2sin rot, we integrate
the flrst expression on the right,
aod obtain a particular solution.
Here we assume that u. is con-
stant and call it U. Integrating
the term gives:

e-Rt/L CU /L)·eRt/L (L/R)
=IlIR.

Now the solution is simplified to:

i = U /R + Ae-R'IL [Eq.91J

Forthe particular solution, take
the case in which the pd is 10 V
up to the time t = 0. The eurrent
·is steady (dildt = 0), being de-
termined only by the pd and the
resistor:

i = 10/(220xl03) = 45.45xlO-6 .

Substituting in Eq. 91:

Box 4
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A = 45.45xlQ-6 - U I R.

Putting this value ofA into Eq. 91,
we have the particular solution:

i = U I R + (45.45x10-L
U IR) e-Rt/L [Eq. 92J

Whent =0, the applied pd is 10V
and we have a constant current
of 45.45 ~A flowing through the
circuit. The voltage SOUTce is
suddenly reduced to 0 V. To find
what happens, insert U = 0 in
Eq.92:

i = OIR + (45.45xlQ-6-
01R) e-R'IL;

i=45.45x10-6xe-Rt/ L [Eq. 93]

Figure 108 is the graph of this.
It shows the current gradually
dying away at a rate depend-
ing on the inductance and Te-

.0

i

sistance,
We can also investigate what

occurs ifthe voltage is reduced
not to zero, but to a lower volt-
age, say, 5 V:

i = 51R + (45.45x10-L51R)
xe-Rl/L.

Or we can model a suddenly in-
creased voltage to, say, 22 V:

i = 221R + (45.45x10-L22/R)
xe-R'IL.

Figure 109 shows the graphs,
which clearly reflect the action
ofan inductor in resistingchanges
in the Ilow of current through
it. We could also modify Eq. 93
by changing the value of Land
seeing what effect this has on
the extent and timing of CUT-
rent changes.
Once a model has been built

j =45 .45x 10-6x e-R1/Li
["Al

20

o 0.2
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mathematicaHy, it is easy to in-
sert new values and determine
its behaviour. This is much eas-
ier than building a circuit, then
replacing resistors, capacitors
01' inductors. Differential equa-
tions are a powerful way of'fig-
uring 'it out'.
Next month we shall model

more complicated circuits with
second-order equations.

Test yourself
1. Writethe particular solution
for the current in the circuit
ofFig.l03, butwith C.e 150~,
R = 4.7 kQ and an initial pd
of 6 V. Find (a) the pd across
the capacitor 1 s after di s-
charge has begun, and (b)
the current2 s after discharge
has begun.

2. Find therise time forthe eir-
cuit of Fig. 105, if U = 10 V,

100

80

i60
i

["Al

40

20

C = 10 ~F and R = 39 kQ.
Rise time is defined as time
for the pd across the capaci-
tor to rise from 10% of U to
90% ofU.

3.InthecircuitofFig.l07,but
withR=4.7lillandL=20rnH,
a steady voltage of 1 V is ap-
plied urrti l t = O. Then the
voltage is changed instantly
to 5 V. Calculate the current
2 us later.

Answers to
Test yourself (Part 11)
1. Zl1 = 6.67 Q; Z21= 4 Q;
z12 = 4.67 Q; z22 = 7.47 Q.

2. zl1 = 9.83 L-5.57°;
z21 = 1.17 L77.59°;
gain = 0.12 L83.16°.

3. hl1=50lill;h21=125;h12=1I3;
h22= 833 us.

22 22
i=R+(45.45X10-6-R )e·R1/L

.55
'=R+(45.45x10-6-"'R )e·RtIL

o 0.2 0.8 1.00.60.'
t [~sl--"~ 9JOO10-XII 109
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
Coding for GSM

By Brian P. McArdle

1. Introduction
The term GSM atood original1y for Graupe Special Mobile. The
meaning Global System for Mobile communications has been
adopted recently as this is now considered to be a more accurate
description. It is the new form of cellular telephone system in-
tended to replace the present TACS.The purpose of'this article is to
review the coding methods for voice and data.
The GSM projects was commenced in 1982 by CEPT inorder to de-

sign a pan-European celJular telephone system which could be op-
erated throughout western countries. Itwas not the first cellular
network as systems, such as TACS, were already in operation by a
number of administrations. However, these other systems tended
to be confined and mobile units could not be used outside their own
countries. Since international travel, especially between countries
of the EC, had become commonplace, a clear requirement existed
for a pan-European system. There was the added advantage that
one system would reduce the difficulties of manufacturers who
were attempt:ingto cater for the specifications ofdifferent national
systems. The EC wished to eliminate barriers to trade between
member states and, consequently, the concept ofjust one system
fitted in with these policies.
The TACS system uses narrowband frequency modulation (NBFM)

forvoice cornmunication. The frequencyrange is 935-960 MHz for
base stations and 890-915 MHz formcbile units. Duringa call, the
mobile transmits on a specific channel and receives from the base
on anotherdedicated channel simultaneously. The frequency sep-
aration between the two ranges permits duplex operation. In both
ranges, the channel spacing is 25 kHz. The frequency deviation at
9.5 kHz is unusually high, but frequencies are assigned to avoid
interference between adjacent channels. However, the system dif-
fers from business radio in that specific channels are not assigned
to individual users. Unknown to users, base and mobile stations
exchange control signals on control channels that are reserved for
this purpose and are not used for voice communications. A roam-
ing mobile monitors the base control channels and selects the
strongest signal. It identifies itselfto the selected base on a mobile
control channel in order to ensure that all appropriate calls are routed
to that par'ticular base. Ifthe mobile moves away into another cell
where a different base has a stronger signal, tbe procedure is re-
peated. While the voice channels use frequency modulation, thecon-
trol signals are transmitted using digital modulation (PSK -phase-
shift keying) at 8 kbits/second. Some control signals are sent over
the voice channels but, in general, the two operate separately.
In GSM, the voice and control channels both use digital modula-

tion. It is an a11digital system. The techniques for modulation and
eoeling are examined in sections 2 to 5. The comments expressed
are purely personal.

2. Control channels
GSM has two basic types of channel: TRAFFrc for voice and data, and
CONTROL. The term LOGICAL is sometimes applied. Both types use
burst transmissions and Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) as re-
quired. Every burst takes a total of 577 microseconds. A PHYsrCAL

channel means a sequence ofsucb time slots for communication of
a full message between base and mobile stations. This is not a
radio-frequency channel as the frequency can be altered. A frame
is a prescribed sequen ce of eight bursts where a caller is assigned
to one in every eight slots. 'I'hus, eight callers are rnultiplexed to-

gether with respect to time. These points are further explained in
Secbons 3 and 4. For operation of a GSM unit, a user is not aware
ofthe complicated signalling procedures fOT implementation.
A control channel can be broadcast(3), common (3) or dedicated

(8). The functions are not examined in this article as the empha-
sis is on coding. Eacb channel can have more than one application.
Itcould contain a combination offrequency eorrection, synchronization
and broadcastinfonnation (e.g., for base station identification). For
example, a synchronization burst(148 bits) is transmitted by a base
on the Broadcast Synchronization Channel with the format

Tail Encrypted Synchronization Encrypted Tail Guard
bits (3) bits (39) sequenee (64) bits (39) bits (3) period (8.25)

.. 577microseeonds -------- ...~
~..ot_-------156.25 bit periods -- ~.~

Tail bits can be taken as '0' unless otherwise stated. Tbe guard pe-
riod is to permit a unit to power down on termination of a burst.
The first six bits after the tail bits represent the base's identifier
and so on. The term'encrypted bits' refers to the information bits
that are encrypted (Appendix 1)before modulation and transmis-
sion. AJternatively, an access burst (88) is transmitted on a Common
Contra] Channel as follows

Tail Synchronization
bits (8) sequence (41)

Encrypted
bits (36)

Tail Guard
bits (3) period (68.25)

In this particular ca se the tail bits are extended to length 8:
00111010 and the 41 synchronization bits are also specified. It
should be noted that the various signals do not contain the same
number ofuseful bits, but the total duration remains constant.
An interesting point is thatfrequency hoppingis in use. It is im-

plemented on mobiles. However, this is not the spread spectrum
form where a radiofrequency signal is deliberately spread across
a bandwidth much larger than required for a message. In true
spread spectrum the bandwidth is independent ofa message, but
is determined by a prescribed modulatingsignal. In GSM, the chan-
nel does not remain the same for the dura tion ofa message. Unknown
to auser, the channel changes automatically on receipt of a spe-
cific signal. The hoppingoccurs between the time slots when a mo-
bile is not transmitting. The main purpose ofhopping is to main-
tain the maximum possible level of spectrum efficiency. However,
the fact that a full message is transmitted on a number of chan-
nels helps to minimize the effect of a poor channel (e.g., due to a
high noise level or an interfering signal).
The control signals undergo encoding procedures similar, but

not identical, to those for voice and data. These are discussed in
the next two sections.

3. Voice communications
GSM is an all digital system, which means that the speech signals
must be digitized. At present, there is one speech codec, known as
RPE-LTP, in use. Another codex, which would reduce the number of
bits by half, is still under development.
Thefull rate codex uses Linear Predicitive Coding(Appendix 3).

Itsuffices to state that the codex is a good representation ofhuman
speech. The analogue audio signal is sampled every 20 milliseconds
and a block of260 bits is formed as follows

Class 1 (182)
do d1 d2 ... dlBl

CIass 2 (78)
d182d183dl84 ... d259

where dOand d259are the MSB and LSB respectively. Class 1 is par-
ticuIarly important and undergoes a series of encoding operations.
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Class 2 remains unprotected. An analysis of the method of selec-
ticn of each class is not necessary to understand the coding proce-
dure. Both classes eventual1y form a new block which is input to
the encryption unit (Appendix 1). The various steps can be SUID-
marized as follows

Input[ClaSS l_Cyclic __ Permutation..convolulional..-456
code & tail bits code t

260 182 185 189' 378
Class2----------------------------~-
78

The cyclic encoder uses a generator polynomial (x3 + x +1) to de-
duce three check bits from the polynomial (dOX52+ d15l + ... d49"3
+ cQX2+clx + c2)' The check bits are chosen such that the residue
polynomial is (x2 + x + 1).Refer 10Appendix 5 for the mathemati-
cal background. Ifan error occurs in just one bit, there is a total of
53 possibilities. However, thecheck bits are limited to a total ofeight
possible combinations, including the case for no error. Obviously,
furtheroperations are required for an adequate level ofprotection.
The new block is reordered according to

o 1 90
da d2 d18a
Uo lil u90 000 0

185 186 187 18894 95 .. 184
dl81 d179 d,
u94 u95 U 184

91 92 93
Co Cl c2
u91 u92 lig3

The even-numbered data bits from 0 to 180 are placed in the first
91 positions. The odd-numbered bits arein the last 9110cations in
reverse order before the tail bits which are set to '0'. The convolu-
tional encoder generates a new block according to the equations

v2n;:(u., + un_3+ un--4) mod 2
Y2n+l= (un + un_l + un-3 + un--4) mod 2

for n= 0 to 188 and the block sizeis doubled. CIass 2bits are placed
in positions 378 10455. Allhis poinl, a fundamental data block is
fullyconstructed. The blocks areinterleaved by reordering and scat-
teringthe bits over a total ofeight blocks. Transmission ofa NORMAL
BURST is-of the form

Tail Data Flag 1 Training Flag2 Data Tail Guard
3 57 1 sequence 26 1 57 3 8.25

encrypted encrypted

The effect ofinterleaving is that 57 bits are fra m the original block
and the remaining 57 are from the next block. A training sequence
is included between the useful information bits. This takes part in
the modulation, but not in the encryption process and need not be
considered further. Two flags are added for control purposes since
control signals are sometimes transmitted on trafflc channels. As
per Secbon 2, GSM has very extensive signalling requirements and,
consequently, traffic signals mustdouble up ascontrol channels when
the deignated control channels have insufficient space for additional
signals. For voiceor data (Section 4), both flags are set to '0'. Ifflag
1or 2 1S set to '1', then the even or odd numbered bits respectively
carry control information. Hence, the term 'stealingftags'is applied.
A full block of456 bits has eight flags added 10produce a final size
of464.

GSM makes extensive use of'TimeDivisicn Multiplexing. Successive
bursts, as per the previous NORMAL BURST, are not from the same
caller. A traffic channel contains eight different callers in succes-
sive time slots and a slot corresponds to a burst. Each caller has
one in every eight slots.
Tbe reader is referred to ETSI Specification I-ETS 300031 for an

exact description. The speech eodec is an improvement on ADPCM
(Appendix 2) whieh is widely used for digital communications.
Decodingprocedures are not analysed as tbey are left to the manu-
facturers. This is in line witb normal practice oflate. Most decod-
ing algorithms will probably be based on the syndrome method. A
previous article in this magazine? has some relevant examples on
the above convolutional code.

GSM otTers a major improvement in the level of confidentiality,
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even withoutencryption, due to the complicated signalling arrange-
ments, frequency hopping and multiplexingofmessages. Low-cost
equipment, which can monitor the TACS system on NBFM, ia useless
against GSM. Even with the speech codec and decoders installed, a
scanner would still have to be capable ofidentifyingtbe appropri-
ate control signals and a particular burst among a total ofeight over
a complete cycle in order to eavesdrop on a particular conversation.
It is quite likely that test and monitoring equipment will become
so sophisticated that itcould be designed and made only by the GSM

manufacturers.

4. Data communications
GSM is not limited to speech, but has the facility to transmit data
at the fol1owing rates:

(a) ful1 rate at 9.6 kbits/second
(b) full rate at 4.8 kbitslsecond
(c) full rate et 2.4 kbits/second
(d) half rate at 4.8 kbits/second
(e) half rate at 2.4 kbils/second.

Since the coding procedures are very similar, the analysis is con-
fined 10(a) and (b).
For (a), the information is input as 60 bits every five millisec-

onds. Foul' blocks are chained together to generate a 240 bit block
which is processed as follows:

Input e-a blocks __ Tail e-Donvolutional __ Reduction to 456
bits code

60 240 244 488 456

The convolutional code uses the same two equations as in Secbon
3 to double the block size. The bits in locations 11 to 42 are removed
to produce a reduced block of 456. This block is interleaved such
that the bits are distributed over 19 blocks. Transmissions are in
the format ofa NORMAL BURST.
For(b), the input is60 bitsevery 10milliseconds. Theprocedure

is:

Input.-Tail---..2 blocks ..... Convclutional-e-Interleaving
bits code

60 76 152 456

The tail bits are included within the 76 bit block as folIows:

Tai!
bits
4

Tail
bits
4
. u75

Data
da-d14
15
uo· .

Tail
bits
4

Tail
bits
4

Data
d3o-d44
15

Another block is genera ted as per above and entered into positions
7610151. Aconvolutional code Irebles the block 10456:

v3n= (un +un-1 + un_3+un-4) mod 2
v3n+l= (un + un-2 +un--4) mod 2
v3n+2=(un + un_l + un_2+ un_3+ un-4) mod 2

and is interleaved, encrypted and transmitted in the format of a
NORMAL BURST. A simplified decoding method is demonstrated in
Appendix 6.
Forvoice and data, the encryption operation occurs after the other

encoding operations andjust befcre the modulation prccess. Thie
is not the standard configuration. Generally, error control encoders
are the last step before modulation and transmission. The arrange-
ment suggests some form ofstream encryption where an error in
transmission has no effect on the decryption operation. An error
in one bit remains a single error which can be corrected by the COTI-

volutional code. (In block encryption, a single error could atfect an
entire block.) It also indicates that the radiofrequency signals
should be transmitted on reliable interference-free channels.
Frequency hopping(Section 2)sbould beofassistance inmaintaioing
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communications.

5. Modulation
The method of modulation is Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying
(GMSK). The term 'Gaussian' refers to the shape ofthe modulating
waveform. After the encryption unit, the bits are sent to the mod-
ulator for digital modulation of a radio frequency carrier. In order
to indicate start and stop positions in the process, the modulator
has the facility to add dummy bits to the stream of data bits, This
consists of a sequence of 15before and after the data burst and the
modulator behaves as ifthese dummy bits are input in the stan-
dard manner. For electronic implementation, the bits are turned
into bipolar form (1 and -1) as per the fol1owingequations and fil-
tered to generate the modulating signal.

qn = (Pn + Pn-l) mod 2.

The last equation represents a differential operation since sn be-
comes the difference between the current bit at stage n and the pre-
viOU8 bit. In electronic terms, the sn s are Dirac pulses which are
input to a filter with very specific characteristics. Its response is
designed to genera te pulses with a Gaussian shapewhich, in turn,
are used to phase-modulate a radiofrequency carrier. The trans-
mitted signal in the time domain is ofthe form

x (I) = -J( 2E IT) cos rot + 8(1) + 801
where e represents a random phase shift and can be assumed to
be constant for the duration ofa burst. The modulation is 6(t) and
produces a phase shift and side bands in the unmodulated carrier.
The other terms are

E = energy per modulation bit
co= angular frequency ofthe carr-ier
T = duration ofone bit
BT = 0.3 where B = 3 dB bandwidth.

The maximum phase shift per modulation bit is 90° and the mod-
ulating index is less than 0.5. Hence, the term 'minimum' reftects
the electronics restrictions ofthe modulation process. The effect is
that the radio frequency spectrum is coropressed in comparison with
the older techniques of angle modulation (frequency and phase mod-
ulation). For example, the first sidelobe is 23 dB below the level of
the main transmission, whereas in PM this figure is 13dB. Obviously
there must be a high level of precision in the interpretation of
phase changes. In the specification for radio transmission and re-
ception, tbere is a requirement for phase accuracy. A burst in the
process is 156.25 bit durations and the modulation rate is
270.83 kbitsJsecond. The reader is referred to ETSJ Specification
l-ETS 300032 for a detailed analysis.

6. Radiofrequency characteristics
GSMhas two bands for dual frequency operation. A base station trans-
mits on one ofthe 124 channels in the range 935-960 MHz and re-
ceives on another channel in the range 890-915 MHz. For mobile
operation, these two bands are reversed. To safeguard other ser-
vices in adjacent bands, channels 1 and 124 are normally not used.
In each band the channel spacing is 200 kHz with eight separate
messages, either voice or data, muItipIexed on to the same chan-
nel as per Secbons 2 and 3. Each frame of a message is allocated a
time slot of 577 microseconds for transmission of 156.25 bits. The
transmission rate is so fast that adjacent channels cannot be op-
erated within the same general area(e.g., between adjacentcells).
Itis recommended that aseparation ofat least400 kHz be applied.
Due to the high frequency range, the transmitted signals are

propagated from base to mobile and vice versa by multipath rather
than directly. They arrive in the general area ofa mobile with ran-
dom variations in level and different delays. In the immediate

vicinity of a mobile there are further variations rncaused by Iocal
reftections, diffractions and the arrival angle. Over distances ofaround
10 metres, tbe criterion for a wide-sense stationary process is sat-
isfied. For test purposes, propagation models have been developed
for different environments: urban, rural, and hilly terrain, but are
outside the scope ofthis paper. It suffices to state that special dif-
ficulties are encountered for high bit rates at high frequencies and
the GSM system has been designed to cope with these probJems. The
frequency hopping mechanism (Section 3) 1S an attempt to maxi-
mize tbe chances of reliable communications by moving a user
through successive electronic channels during a full message.
There are various classes of units for different applications.

Base stations are available in eight ranges from 2.5 watts to 320
watts. There are five classes ofmobile from 0.8 watts to 20 watts.
Seme are fitted with an integral antenna and others have a socket
for connection to an external antenna. In transmit mode, the ouput
spectrum 1S determined by two main effects: modulation process
owing to the use ofburst type modulating signals and switching
transients due to frequency hopping. For the first effect, there is a
table ofvalues for various power levels (e.g., an emission at400 kHz
from the nominal transmit frequency should be 58 dB down for a
unit with an integral antenna and 60dB for a unit with an antenna
connector). For the second effect, there can be inaccuracies in try-
ing to distinguis between a transient and a spurious emission and,
consequently, the two are considered together. The peak trans-
mitted power in specific bandwidths (e.g., 10 kHz, 30 kHz and
100 kHz) at designated frequencies (Inside and outside the GSM bands)
from the nominal trans mit frequency must be within certain lim-
its. A base or mobile in the transmit mode must notemit more than
250 nanowatts at the designated frequencies in therange 9 kHz to
1 GHz. For the range 1GHz to 12.75 GHz, the level is increased to
1 microwatt. For a mobile in the idle mode, the figures are 2 and
200 nanowatts respectively. Both sets oftest are quite complicated
and this explanation is only intended to present an overview ofthe
output spectrum ofa GSM system.
Ingeneral, the radio frequency characteristics are very in volved

and the reader is referred to ETSI Specification I-ETS300033.

7. Summary
This article only covers the coding aspects of GSM from the point of
radio communications. Tbe comments are purely personal and a
reader should consult the specifications for the exact position.
Although GSM was originally intended as a pan-European sys-

tem, it will probably be a number ofyears before users cau trans-
fer automaticalJy between states. Roaming by a mobile as it moves
between states was included in the draft, but this could take some
years. The proposals were very ambitious, which resulted in com-
plex equipment standards. Introducin g and developing any type
ofnew service, which rnust be operated on anational scale through-
out a country,. will remain a major undertaking. The fact that
many states already had cellularsystems did notautomaticallyturn
GSM into a modification. Despite the difficulties, GSM is an out-
standing achievement of design and development for the Europe
oftomorrow.
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Appendix 1:Encryption techniques
This arttele does not examine the method of encryption after the
formation ofthe eight sub-blocks from the456 bits as per Section 3.
However, controversies have arisen over theA5 Encryption Algorithm.
There is the difficulty that the encryption and decryption opera-
tions have not been published as a specification in the usual man-
ner. The algorithm is restricted to manufacturers and i8 available
only to certain categories of personnel. A few general remarks
should provide an overview.
The most widely know encryption algorithm 1Sthe us Data

Encryption Standard (DES) introduced in 1977 for the encrypt.ion
of computer data. The input block is 64 bits and, in early applica-
tions, was usually constructed from eigbt xacn characters of eight
bits per character. It is a block cryptosystem operating on groups
of bits rather than on individual bits (i.e., stream cryptosystem).
The operation is fixed with the exception of a key block of 56 bits.
Any combination of'bits can be used and, therefore, there are 256
possible keys. The particular key in use is the secret information
ofthe cryptosystem. The key block is sub-divided irrte 16 separate
internal keys, which are applied to the input bleck in 16 steps to
generate the output block of64 bits. The decryption operation to

Feedback Logic
KeyBIt

t t t
SlIift - Register 01 A stages

K

p
.1'+

c

940009 -12

Fig. 1a. Stream encryption system. The method of generating key
bits is the secret information and must not be known by an unau-
thorized user.

Kn_r

'. L, L ,., L,

940009 - 13

Fig. 1b. Linear feedback shill register. The incoming bit on the
lell is given by r

Kn= LLjKn_jmod2
j=1

Lj = 1 or 0 for the latch closed or open respectively. Since addi-
tion modulo 2 is a linear operation, the feedback logic is the lin-
ear variety.
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recover the original block is the same process, but the 16 sub-keys
are apphed in reverse order. Since the standard is over 16 years
old, it is no longer considered suitable for many applications. ETSI

is now developing new algorithms for its own particular require-
ments. However, the DES remains a milestone in the development
ofmodern secrecy systems and has been used as a basis for further
designs. It should be around in updated versions until the year 2000.

GSM is believed to use sa shift register with non-linear feedback
logic similar in principle to thatin Fig.1. It does not use a DES type
block system. For a shiftregisterofrstages(i.e., JE: flip-Hops) there
are

1. 22' possible feedback arrangements. If r = 3, then 23 = 8 and
28= 256. The possible sequence of states in the operation ofthe
shift register is

State 000 001 010 Oll
Successor 1: 000 000 001 001
Successor 2: 100 100 101 101

100 101
010 010
110 110

l11
Oll
111.

110
Oll
111

Each state has two possible suceessor as an incoruing bit is 1 or
O. In reality, a shift register is designed such that each state has
a unique predecessor and successor. 'This means thateach state
occurs cnly once in a complete cycle ofstates (i.e., period). Thus,
the number ofdifferent feedback arrangements is reduced to 22fT-11•
For r = 3, 24 = 16. Ifthe logic required to implement a particu-
lar sequenee must consist of AND and OR operatione, this ia
known as NON·LINEAR. In mathematieal terms, they are repre-
sen ted by non-linear functions.

2. 2' feedback arrangements with linear logic. The arrangement
consists oflatches and an EXCLUSfVE-OR operation to represent
addition modulo 2. Each Hip-flopofthe register is connected through
a latch, which 1S open 01' c1osed, to the addition operanon.
Obviously, if a latch is open, the corresponding state ofthe reg-
ister has no effecton the generation ofan incoming bit. Itis the
simplest form offeedback logic and the mostcommonly used by
circuit designers. One ofthe principal applications is in the gen-
eration ofpseudo-random binary sequences.

3. (2'-1) linear feedback arrangements whicb do not generate the
state all zeros.

4. 4> (2r-1)/ r linear feedback arrangements which generate max-
imum length sequences ofperiod (2' -1). $isEuler's ThtientFunction.

The main reason for using non-linear logic is security. The tech-
niques of cryptanalysis are considerably more effective against
linearthan non-linear logic. Forexample, the encryption operation
ofFigure 1 is given by C = CP + K) mod 2. Since the cperation is
linear, decryption is given by P = (C + K) mod 2. In the same man-
ner,K can be deduced from a known pair as follows:K = (C + P) mod 2
and the seeret information has been compromised. This couJdapply
to a full sequence ofkey bits. It is a general guide1ine that linear-
ity is the main cryptographic weakness in a system. It is the friend
ofhackers and the enemy of designers. Figure 1 is intended to il-
lustrate the overall category and should not be taken as accurate
representation ofthe techniques in GSM.

Q
:tU) x,

Adaptive '. •Sarnpler Oua.ntlzer

'.

'. Adaptive
Pfedk:tor

v;

940009 ·11

Fig_ 2. General arrangement for ADPCM_
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Appendix 2: Adaptive differential pulse code
modulation (ADPCM)
Figure 2 illustrates the general principles, but is not a detailed
circuit. The main point ia that the output is not merely a sampled
version ofthe input sequence. The difference between the inputand
a prediction is quantized to produce another signal. It should be
noted thatxn,Yn and en are digital numbers and not bits. The out-
put, en" will always have atleasta quantization error. In non-math-
ematical terms, the original signal 15sampled very often and the
difference between each sampIe and a predicted value ofwhat the
sampie should be is quantized and transmitted.
The process ofprediction 1Scritical for accuracy and depends on

the assumption that any two successive sampIes and their corre-
sponding predicted values do not differ too much. Consequently,
the rate ofsampling must be sufficiently high for this assumption
to remain valid. There can be a major variation over a large num-
her of sam ples. In fact, the process must be able to handle widechanges
as a voice signal can vary substantially in level and frequency. In
general, xn and xn-l should be very similar. Then, ifthe deduction
ofYn by the predictor is accurate, the difference (xn - Yn) is small.
The difference signal is quantized intoeg, which is transmitted. The
result is a reduction in the number ofbits which would be required
to transmit xn as ordinary PCM.

The simplest form of'prediction is based on a recursive filter type
operation as foUows

r

Yn,=Lajxn-J
j=l:

where r 16 the number of stages in the prediction process and the
ajs are the prediction coefficients. Yn is an estimate of Xn as per the
previous paragraph and Xn_j is the reconstructed estimate of the
original input at stage (n-j). The coefficients are calculated by a
minimization ofthe Mean Squared Error (MSE). Consider a simplified
process where y, can be replaced by axn_}.

dlda(MSE)= -2E(xn xn_,)+ 2aE (xnj) = o.

The expectations can be replaced by autocorrelation functions de-
duced from N input sam ples as follows

N-k

R(k)= ~ LXjXj+k
)=1

for k =0 and L The same principle can be used for a predictor with
a number ofstages. Algorithms have been developed to allow au-
tomatie calculation. In an adaptive configuration, the values would
not be constant.

CCITI' Recommendation G. 721gives the process required to turn
straight PCM at 64 kbits/second into ADPCM at 32 kbits/aecond. The
adaptive quantizer has 15 levels producing an output block offour
bits (three for magnitude and one sign bit) per input. For a sam-
pling rate of 8 kHz, the transmission rate is 32 kbits/second. The
quality of speech is only slightly lower than PCM, but the consider-
able reduction in the numberof output bits more than compensates.
Recommendationa.722tumsanaloguevoiceintherange50Hzto7kHz
into SB-ADPCM at 64 kbits/second. The frequency band is split into
two sub-bands and each is encoded using ADPCM. Further analysis
ia outside the scope ofthis paper and is not needed for GSM, which
uses Linear Predictive Coding (Appendix 3).

Appendix 3: Linear Predictive Coding (LPC)

This is quite different from ADPCM in that the original signal or a
compressed version is not transmitted. The input is sampled and
the samples processed as ifthey had been genera ted by an all-pole

digital filter type operation. In this requirement, LPC is very aimi-
lar to ADPCM at the input stage. However, the methods differ con-
siderably beyond this point. The main advantage in LPC is that the
number ofbits required to represent a sam ple is greatly reduced
when compared to PCM. At present, the principal application is in
speech codecs.
Figure 3 shows the general technique, but should not be taken

as an accurate representation ofa verycomplicated process. In PCM,
the signals are analysed in the time domain. However, LPC uses the
frequeney domain and the output block is primarily a representa-
tion ofthe spectraJ information ofthe voice sampIe. Coarse spec-
tral information is represented as the equivalent offilter coefficients
similar to the overall model in the equations ofAppendix 2.
Refer to voice communication in GSM. The codec is known as

RPE-LTP. The voice is sampled every 20 ms and the actual output
signal is a 260 bit block, which is processed as inSeciion 3 andinput
to the modulator (Section 5). The blockis a representation ofa num-
ber of different characteristics ofhuman speech as per the previ-
ous paragraph. Since the characteristics vary in importance, the
bits are not of equal value. For signal processing, the bleck is di-
vided into two main categories -182 bits are knows as CLASS 1and
the remaining 78 as CLASS 2. These two sub-blocks are processed
separately in accordance with the various operations in Seetion 3.
There is a considerable difference hetween LPC at 260 bits every 20ms
(i.e., 13 kbits/second) and ADPCM at 32 kbits/second. LPC has major
advantages and further research is needed.

Appendix 4: Integrated Services Digital
Network (ISDN)
This has no direct connection with GSM, but it is envisaged that the
two systems will be able to interface with each other. GSM is cellu-
lar radio, whereas ISDN is designed to provide a very comprehen-
sive range oftelecommunication services, especially data, via the
public telephone network. Itdoes not have a radio facility. Although
voiceis still the principal form oftraffic, data has heen growing steadily
over the years. The requirement for the integration ofvoice and data
within the same service was essential1y market driven.

ISDN is an al1digital system from ened to enmd. The voice is dig-
itized using ADPCM and transmitted along with other data on a
traffic channel at 64 kbits/second. This type of channel is known
as the B Channel to signify bearer. Control signals are transmit-
ted at 16kbits/second on a different channel, called the D Channel.
The standard interface consists of two B Channels, which are to-
tally separae from one another, and one D Channel. Henee, the term
2B+D is often used.

Appendix 5: Cyclic codes
Let: n = block size

(xn + 1)=modulus
g (x) = generator polynomial
w (x) ~ code word represented by a polynomial of degree

(n - 1) or less.

In the majority of applications of such codes,g(x) and w (x) are fac-
tors of(xn+ 1). The check bits are chosen such thatg(x) divides w(x).
In Seetion 3 the position is as folIows:

Parameter Estlmation ~&
Frequeney Oelector for Hj.s.volce Pitctl ~8,-
Contra! Logic E 0••e,

Output
~t_

940009·14

Fig. 3. General arrangement tor LPC codec.
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Digital Equipment Corp. in partnership with PhilJips.

8051 BOOK !.49.95
A very good text on the 8051 architecture, programming and
application. The book is supplied with free (un-supported)

IBM/PC based assembler and simulator.

Other tools available prices exclude VA T and delivery

Micro AMPS Limited
66 SMITHBROOK KILNS,

CRANLEIGH,
SURREY GU68JJ, UK ~
Tel: +44(0)483 268999 __
Fax: +44(0)483 268397

n = 53 and (x53 + 1) is the modulus

There is a total ofeightresiduepolynomials: 0, l,x, (x + 1), (x2 + 1),
(x2 + x), (x2 + x + 1). The mathematical properties of the encoding
operation are:

Thus, (x53 + 1)and w(x) have the same residue polynomial modulo
(x3 + x + 1). In Set Theory, they are in the same equivalence dass.
Any element ofsuch a dass is fully representative ofthat dass.

Appendix 6: Convolutional code
From the equations in Section 4:

The sequence of ca1culations at both ends is

Transmitter

V3n ee Un + un_l + Un-3 + Un-4 mod 2

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS JANUARV 1994

V3n+l = un + un_2 + un ...4 mod 2

V3n+2 = un + un_l + un-2 + un_3 + un-4 mod 2

Receiver

Un-2:::; v3n + v3n+2 mod 2

Un-l = v3n+3 + v3n+5 mod 2

Ifan error occurs in v3n+6orv3n+8,such that the calculated un is in-
correct, this can be detected by calculating vg., v3n+land v3n+2from
the deduced un-4, un-3, un_2.un-lo and un0If these do not equal the
values received, un should be corrected. END



MONOCHROME VGA ADAPTOR
Today, the choice of a monitor for your pe is limited to
monochrome VGA or colour VGA. Both types of monitor are
driven bya VGA video card which supplies analogue colour
signals. This article discusses a low-cost adaptor that gives a
significant improvement in grey value rendering when a
monochrome display is connected to a VGA card.

Design by T. Scherer

THE dectstve factor in the choice be-
tween a colour and a monochrome

(black and white) monitor is usually
cost. If the budget is tight, most begtn-
ning computer enthusiasts opt for a
monochrome display, which, they are
informed by shop assistants, ts capa-
ble of translating colour drive stgnals
inta corresponding shades of grey.
There are two good reasons to

eh oase a monochrome VGA display.
Firstly. it is considerably eheaper than
a colour type, the prtce difference
being of the order of f:100~200.
Secondly, colour may not be required.
for instance, if your work on the pe is
limited to ward processing.
Most modem pes have a built-in

256-colour VGAcard. Just in case you
think you have missed out on a few de-
velopments in the pe scene, anything
'below' VGA, t.e., CGA, EGA, MGAand
Hercules. is hopelessly out of date, ob-
solete. and srmply not used any more.
Today's standard ts the VGA video
card. which is almost tnvartably a
colour system, and usually capable of
emulating a11of the oider standards.
Although a monochrome mode is avatl-
able on most VGA cards, this Is rarely
if ever used because tt Is a very poorly
supported feature. So, colour it ts, but

how will it look on q monochrome
monitor?
Unfortunately, if a monochrome

monitor is connected to a VGA card,
the resulting ptcturc quaIity leaves
much to be destred , mainly because
the monitor translates the intensity
value of a parttcular colour into a cor-
responding grey level, Alas, this con-
version is far from perfect. and some
colours are virtually lost. Even a cur-
sory look at the problem reveals that it
is caused by imperfections in the de-
sign of the link between the VGA card
and the monochrome display. The
fault Is fairly obvious: the monitor
looks at only one colour stgnal sup-
plied by the VGAcard, while the other
colour signals are simply not used.
Fortunately. this shortcoming is easily
overcome with a ctrcutt that costs next
to nothing, yet gtves a stgnrftcant im-
provement in the quality of the picture
as it appears on your monochrome
VGAscreen.

The eyes have it
The ptcturc quality on a monochrome
VGA screen driven by a VGA card can
be optimized by ensuring that evcry
colour is properly converted into a cor-

VGA--------
red

monochrome monitorr-----
1 1
1 1
1 1

1
y 1
1 1
1 1
1 11 1

930129-11

Fig. 1. Luminance summing network in which Input and output impedance requirements have
been disregarded.

responding grey level. As already men-
tioned, most inexpensive monochrome
VGAmonitors use only one colour stg-
nal, usua11y red or green. to write the
picture. The result of this far too sim-
ple conversion is that some picture de-
tails are completely lost, while others
appear as black blocks.
A proper conversion of the three prt-

mary colour stgnals. R. G and B, Into a
monochrome picture can be achreved
at practically no cost. All you require
are a couple of reststors that combine
the three colours inta a composite sig-
nal, However, the signals can not be
coupled just like that, and the values
of the reststors need to be gtven some
consideratton.
The human eye has different senst-

tivities for the three bastc colours, red
(R), green (G) and blue (B), Extensive
research has shown that the brtght-
ness, or luminance (Y), of a picture
must be composed as folIows:

Y = 0.3R + 0.59G + O.IIB.

The equation shows clearly that up to
40% of the picture contents are lost if,
for Inatance, only the green component
ts used to generate the Y stgnal.
Obviously, a colour picture can only be
faithfully displayed on a monochrome
monttor If the calour components are
added ('summed') at the ratios given by
the above equation.

The circuit
Turrung the above theory into practice.
l.e., implementing the summing net-
work, ts not as easy as one would ex-
pect. A complicating factor is the need
of matntammg an impedance of about
70 Q at the momtor input and each of
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VGA monochrome monitorr-----
I I
I I
I I

I
I
I
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I I
1 1

Rm1 Rm2 Rm3

930129·12

Fig. 2. The same as Fig. 1, but ta king inta account a certain Input and output impedance.

VGA monochrome monitor

I
I
I
I
I
y

I
I
I
I

I I
~~5 ~5~

I I
~" "~
I I
@13 13@
I I
014 140
I I-------- ------

930129~13

Fig.3. From theory to practice. Circuit diagram of the monochrome VGA adaptor.

Fig.4. Prototype of the adaptor network fitted tntc a 15-way sub-D connector.
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MONOCHROME VGA ADAPTOR

the outputs on the VGAeard. Figure 1
shows a network that complies with
the above luminance equation. but
pays little attention to the characterts-
tic impedance requirement. This cre-
ates a nusmatch between the monitor
and the VGA eard. Inevitably. some Te-
sistors have to be added to make sure
thal both the card and the monitor
'see' an impedance of 70 n. Figure 2
shows an extended schernatic inwhtch
resistors Rm 1- Rm2 and Rm3 serve to
correct the terrnmaung impedance of
the VGAcard, while reststor Rms does
the same for the source tmpedance of
the monitor inpu t.
The number crunching needed to

come up with the correct reststor val-
ues was left to a computer. The result
is shown in Fig. 3. It will be noted that
Rms and Rm2 shown in Fig. 2 are mts-
sing. The reason is simple: they have
such a high value (>10 kQ) as to have
no effect on the effective tmpedances.
Fortunately, it was possible to round
off the resistance values such that or-
dinary resistors from the E12 sertes
could be used (resistor R3 consists of
two 120-0 resistors connected in se-
ries). Although 1% resistors may be
used, the conversion accuracy of the
network is more than sufficient If you
use 5% types.
With some dexterity, the stx rests-

tors may be buiJt into the monttors
sub-Dl5 plug. provided this is not a
moulded, riveted or otherwise com-
pletely sealed type. To cut down eost,
many morutor manufacturers orrut
non-used pins on the DI5 connector.
Unfortunately, that means that you
have to purchase a new connector.
Before you start soldering, cover the

inside of the connector with insulatiog
tape. This prevents short-circuits with
the metal layer which 1Soften damped
onto the plastic connector hoods. The
photograph in Fig. 4 shows the au-
thor's prototype of the adaptor.
After installing the VGA adaptor

network, the morutor should show a
picture with perfect grey levels, and no
picture elements missing. If not, check
the settings of the VGAcard, and those
of the brightness and contrast controls
on the monitor. As regards the VGA
card. be sure to have this running in
256-colour mode, not, of course. in
any of the (primitive) monochrome
modes. •
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TELEPHONE-CONTROLLED SWITCH

The switching unit described here is capable of controlling up
to seven mains-powered loads with the aid of commands
received via telephone. Any tone-dialling (DTMF) telephone set
or hand-held tone dialler may be used to send commands to
the switching unit, and remotely control a wide range of mains
appliances in and around the horne. With personal access
code and system feedback!

Design by F. Zapf

THE circuit ts connected to the tele-
phone netwcrk" j ust like any nor-

mal telephone set. On being called, the
crrcutt waits a predetermined number
of ring srgnals, and then answers the
call [electrically, it 'lifts the receiver').
Next. it watts for a pre-programmed
system access code, which the ca1ler
must transmit with the DTMF keypad
on his telephone.
The untt ts capable of switching up

to seven loads on and off. By virtue of
relays, high voltages and currents may
be switched, so that loads may include
mains-powered ones. Reception of the
carrect system code is acknowledged
wtth a shart tone. which the caller can

hear. Next. load number '1', for in-
stance. a coffee machine. may be
switched on by presstog the 'L' key two
times. The same load Is swttched off by
dialltog land then O. The status of
load T [on or off) may be called up by
pressing I and then 2 on the DTMF
keypad. The switchtog unit res ponds
to this by two short tones to signal
that the load is on. or a stngle long
tone to signal that the load is off. The
contral of the other six loads ts identi-
cal to that of load "l '. i.e., the channel
[load) number is dialled first, then 0 or
1 for switching off or on. or 2 to re-
quest the channel status. An exception
is formed by number 8: dialling this

• The term 'telephone network' in this article refers to a closed system installed in the home or office.
The switching urnt described here is not BT type-approved for connection to the Public Telephone
Network (PTN).

number allows you to swttch all chan-
nels on or off siroultaneously. On/off
status requesting does not work in this
mode,

The circuit
The heart of the circuit diagram. given
to Fig. I, is formed by an 8031 micro-
controller. The computer control sec-
tion stts between a telephone interface
circuit and apower swttching inter-
face. An integrated DTMF decoder
Type MV8870 (Fig. 2) decodes the tone
dialling codes received via the tele-
phone line.
The telephone line interface con-

sists of two parts: one to detect the
ring stgnals that enables the unit to
answer the call at the rtght moment,
and another to recerve and trans mit
tones via the telephone line.
The nnging signal detector is rela-

tively sirople. A bridge rectifter, D3-D6,
connected to the telephone lines ('a'
and 'b'l turns the rtngtng signal [an al-
ternating voltage) into a pulsating dl-
reet voltage. which is smoothed by C3,
and limited to 15 V with the aid of
zener diode 07, The direct voltage
across D7 supplies the LED to opto-
coupler IC?, with resistor R9 acting as
a current ltmtter. Durtng the nnging
stgnal, the collector of the phototran-
sistor in the optocoupler [pin 8) is at
ground potential. The microcontroller,
IC" interrogates the state of the opto-
coupler output stgnal via port line
P1.7. To suppress error pulses, the Icw
level at the optocoupler output ts also
used to trtggcr monostable multrvtbra-
tor [MMV)IC6.The MMV'smonotime is
started by the rtngtog stgnal, and sup-
plies a Iogic high level to mtcrocon-
troller pin INTO/P3.2 for about
10 seconds. This is the pertod avail-
able for transrmtttng codes to the
switching unit. As long as the circuit
has not 'lifted the receiver', t.e., as long
as relay Re i is not energtzed, the MMV
ts tnggered agam via the RET connec-
tion.
The coupling with R7-C2 ensures

that the nnging signal detector re-
sponds to alternattog voltage only. Any
direct voltage levels that may exist be-
tween terminals 'a' and 'b' are ignored.
An LED, 010, provides a visual indica-
tor for the call and DTMF signals.
When the microcontroller has

counted the programmed number of
nngtng pulses. it res ponds by pulling
output Pl.6 logic high, which causes
relay ReJ to be energized via R6and Tl .
This means that the switching untt
'lifts the receiver' t t.e., answers the
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TELEPHONE-CONTROLLED SWITCH
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Fig.1. Circuit diagram 01 the telephone-controlled DTMF switching unit - a typical microcontroller application circuit based on a 8031.
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TELECOMMUNICA nONS
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Fig.2. Internat structure and pinning 01 the M-8870 DTMF decoderfrom Teltone (second source: Plessey Semiconductors).

call. Consequently, the series network
R4-R5 and the primary winding of tele-
phone line transformer Tr I is con-
nected to the 'a' and 'b' lines via the

relay contacts. The current flowing
through this network is sufriciently
large to majntajn the connection. One
end of the transformer secondary

winding is connected to the positive
supply voltage via RI, while the other
end ts connected to ground via R2 and
T2. This means that reetangular volt-

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors: zener 15V/400 mW 07 Mains transformer 15V/8VA
2 8kn2 R1;R2 LEO red 3mm (e.q., Monacor/Monarch"
10 10kQ R3;R6;R10; (w. mounting clip) 010 VR8115) Tr2

R17-R23 6 LEO green 3mm 1 Crystal 3.579545MHz X1
1 470Q R4 (w_mounting clip) 020-026 1 Crystal 12MHz X2
1 820Q R5 9 BC547 T1;T2;T4-T10 1 Heat-sink SK129/25
1 560Q R7 1 BC516 T3 1 Type 'Power Manager' case;
1 22kQ R8 1 8031 or 80C31 IC1 Conrad'' order code 999008-11
2 2kn7 R9;R11 2 74HC573 IC2;IC3 Printed circuit board and EPROM
2 1MQ R12;R13 1 27C64 (order code 6271, set order code 934054 (see
1 390Q R14 6271; see page 70) IC4 page 70)
1 4Mn7 R15 1 74HCOO IC5
4 100kQ R16;R31 ;R32; 1 4047 IC6 1 Chesilvale t.td., 10 Woodland Road,

R35 1 CNY65 IC7 Clitton, Bristol BS8 1 UQ. Telephone:
7 1kn2 R24-R30 1 M8870 (Teltone)';5 or (0272) 736166, fax (0272) 736516_
1 39kQ R33 MV8870 (Plessey 22001 Electronic Components (0438)
1 56kQ R34 Semiconductorsj2 IC8 742001; Celdis Ud. (0734) 585171; ESO
1 270kQ R36 7812 IC9 Oistribution (0279) 441144; FarneIl

7805 IC10 Electronic Components (0532) 636311;
Capacilars: Gothic Crellon Ltd. (0734); Semiconduc-
4 100nF MKT Cl ;C2;C8;C18 Miscellaneaus: tor Specialists (UK) (0895) 445522;
11 1OOnFcerarnic C11-C17;C22; Fuse 1OOrnAslow F1 Unitel t.td. (0438) 312393.

C23;C26;C27 PCB terminal block, 3 ElectroValue, Unit 3, Central Trading
1 22~F/35V radial C3 pitch 5mm K1 Estate, Staines, Middlesex TW18 4UX.
1 lOuF/10V radial C4 14-way box header and Telephone: (0784) 442253_ Fax: (0784)
2 47pF C5;C6 10C socket K2 460320_
1 4uF7/16V radial C7 2 16-way boxheader and 4 Monacor Nederland BV, P.O_ Box 40,
2 100uF/25V radial C9;C24 10C socket K3;K12 6580 AA Maiden, Holland. Telephone:
1 470uF/10V C10 8 PCB terminal block, (+31) 80 585400. Fax: (+31) 80 584790_
2 1OnF/1500V MKT C19;C20 pitch 7.5mm K4-K11 5 C-I Electronics, P_O_Box 22089,
2 1000uF/35V radial C21 ;C25 V23037-A0002-A 101 6360 AB Nuth, Holland, Fax: (+31) 45

(Siemens)3" (OPOT; 241877_
Semiconductors: 12V1250V/5A) Re1 6 Conrad Electronic Nederland BV, P_O_
1 B40C1500/1000 B1 7 V23127-BOO02-A101 Box 12, 7500 AA Enschede, Holland.
2 zener 5V6/400mW 01;02 (Siemens)3,5 (SPOT; Tel (+31) 53 282000. Fax: (+31) 53
16 1N4148 03-06;08;09; 12V/250V/5A) Re2-Re8 283075_

011-019 VLL3715T5 Tr1
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TELEPRONE-CONTROLLED SWITCH

ages genera ted by the controller on
line TO/P3.4 are coupled directly on to
the telephone network lines. Two zener
diodes. Dr and D2. limit the voltage
across the secondary winding to safe
levels.
The received DTMF stgnals are ca-

pacitively coupled to the decoder. ICB.
The externaJ components that enable
the M8870 DTMF decoder to opcratc
reliably are limited to four reslstors. a
capacttor and a quartz crystal. The
four decoder outputs, Q I-Q4. supply a
btt pattern that corresponds to the re-
cetved DTMF number, sign Of letter.
The structure of lhe bit pattern ts
gtven in Table 1. The 4-bit DTMF code
is applied to the rrncrocontroller via
port lines PI.O to P1.3.
The rrucrocontroller has its external

address (EA) line tied to ground. and
fetches its instructions from an exter-
nal 8-KByte EPROM Type 27C64. The
address and data signals are dernu ltf-
plexed at port PO by an 8-bit latch
Type 74HC573. A RAMIC is not found
in this application, since it ts not re-
quired to store large amounts of data.
The only two user programmable para-
meters. the number of nngtng stgnals
and the 'access code', are eonveniently
stored in the controller's internal RAM.
A second 8-bit latch with three-state
outputs, IC2, allows the controller to
output 8-bit words. Seven of the etght
latch output bits QI-Q8 are used to
control relays Re2 to ReBand LEDs D20
to D26 via driver transistors T4-TIO.
Both the relays and the LEDs are
'commoned to the 12-V positive su p-
ply rail. This enables 'true' logic to be
used, i.e., a legte one at latch output
Q I-Q7 swttches the associated relay
on. Flyback diodes D13-D19protect the
switching tranststors against back-
e.m.f. surges produced by the relay
coils when these are switched off.
The power supply of the telephone-

controlled switch is conventional, and
based on Iixed voltage regulators. The
12-V and 5-V supply voltages used for
the relay sections and the digital sec-
ttons respectively are derived Irom a
stngle mains transformer with a sec-
ondary voltage of 15 V.

Construction
The artwork of the smgle-stded printed
circuit board desrgned Ior the tele-
phone contralIed swttch Is shown in
Figs. 3a and 3b. The board consists of
two parts. One accommodates the
mams transformer, the power supply
and the relays, the other, the tele-

Fig. 3a. Component mounting plan 01 the
printed circuit board designed tor the tele-
phone-controlled switch.



TELECOMMUNICA TIONS

phone line interface and themtcrocon-
troller circuit. Before you start fitting
parts. separate the two boards by cut-
ting.
Populating the boards is straightfor-

ward since the component densities
are fairly low. It is good practice to
start with the low-profile parts, fol-
lowed by the taller and larger ones.
On the component overlay, small

trtangles indicate the position of pins
'1' of boxheaders or pin headers K2,K3
and K12. Boxheaders are preferred
he re because of their greater stability
and orientation notches, which make
it impossible to insert the flatcable
connector the wrong way around.
The channel activity LEDs, D20 to

D26, are not fitted on to the board. It is
suggested to mount these LEDs on to
the enclosure front panel, near the de-
vice on Zoff swttches, and connect
them to the board via a length of flat-
cable and press-on (IDC)connectors.
The etght connectors marked with

asterisks (*) in the wiring diagram in
Fig. 4 are the seven mains sockets to
which the loads are connected, ans!
the mains input socket.

Mechanical construction
The presence of the mains voltage in
the circuit rules that the enclosure of
the telephone-controlled switch be
electrically safe in all respects. To meet
this requirement, and to keep mechan-
ical work to a rninimum, the prototype
of the telephone-controlled switch was
built mto a 'Power Manager' case sup-
plied by Conrad Electronics. This case
is basically an on Zoff switching unit
for seven mains powered devices. The
case only contains wiring, a mains
inlet. seven switches plus neon lamps,
and seven mains sockets to which ap-
pliances are connected. The switches
on the front panel allow each appli-
ance to be individually switched on
and off. The case contains no elec-
tronic parts, only electromechanical
parts and wiring.
The holes in the relay board are 10-

cated such that the board is easily se-
cured on to the mounting screws for
the mains socket strip in the Power
Manager case. The board is secured
with the aid of M4 (4-mm) PCB stand-
offs and screws. The other board is fit-
ted on to the enclosure bottom plate
with the aid of PCB spacers, nuts and
screws. Finding a suitable location for
the board is not a problem because
there is plenty of space.
The actual construction of the

o
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Fig. 3b. Track layout (direct reading) ot the
peB designed tor the telephone-controlled
switch.
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Fig. 4. Circuit diagram of the power supply and mains/switching sections.

Power Manager case rs a litt1e un-
usual. The swttches and the mains
sockets are fitted on to the angled
front and rear part, respectively, of the
cover plate. Since all wires run under-
neath the cover plate, travelling the
distance between the switches and the
sockets, the free space tnstde the case
is almost fully crossed by wtres. If you
want to construct your switching unrt
ltke Dur prototype. it is, unfortunately,
necessary to install completely new
wiring, and bundle wires in neat
trunks.

Operation
Apart from the central orr/off switch
and the channel ou/off switches on
the front panel. the telephone-con-
trolled switch has no IDeal controls. All
commands reach the unlt via the tele-
phone lme in the form of DTMF codes
genera ted on a telephone set with a
tone dialling keypad, or a packet tone
dialler. Commands are, obviousIy, onIy
accepted tf the unit has answered the
call. Wrong commands or pauses
Ionger than 10 seconds cause the untt
to lransmit a long signal and then ring
off.
As already rnentioned, the com-

mands consist of two numbers pressed
Oll the telephone keypad. The first
number is the channel number, 1
through 7, and the seeond number ia
either 0 [channel off), I [channel on).
or 2 to request the on/off status of the
ehannel.
Pressing 8 followed by 0 or 1

switches all ehannels off or on respec-
tively.
The system access code is a ktnd

of personal identification number (PfN)
that prevents non-authorized use of
the switching unit. Ta pro gram or re-
program the system aecess code, wait
Ior the unit to answer your call, and
then dial "'1. The unit res ponds with
two short signals. You now have sev-
eral options. Pressing # disables the
access proteenon. and clears the exist-
tng access code. This ts confirmed by
the unit producing a lang and a short
signal. and then rmgtng off.
To overwrite or program an access

code for the first time, the desired code
is entered following the "'I. The code
can have up to eight numbers, and the
un.it confirms reception of each of
these by a short slgnal. 'The sequence
is terminated by pressing the # key,
which, consequently, can not be part
of the system access code. On receipt
of the # tone, the unit transmits a lang
and a short signal. Prcssing # is not
required if the access code consists of
exactly eight numbers. The new access
code is retained until it is overwritten,
or the unit is switched off and on
again. When this happens, the access
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Pie 16C541S/617 DEVELOPMENT Develop and test PICI6Cxx software on your IBM
PC.The poweriul integrated package contams a Text Edlrcr.Assembler; Disassembler and
Pie sirnularcr.All functions are available from Wichin ehe PICDEV program.The slmularor
atlows you to step through rour code er ser breakpoints. Register fltes an be altered ar any
time. The PleSIM even includes VDT, timer and option reg. Supplied whh example programs
and user manual......... . _ l29.95

EPROMIROM EHULATOR Works with ANY computer wich cerurenies printer port.
Fm download.ldeal far MleRO development. l19.95

pe SCOPE Tum rour IBMpe into a powerlul Storage Osclllcscope. DigitalVoltmeter er
Sound Sampier. Sampie rare lOk - 30K per sec. Converter plugs into printer port with no
power required. The AlD converter with scope and volrmeter softwäre (VGA required)
ready tc plug in and go. _ _ _ _.......... . ~~ _ Only l29.9S

ASMSI + SIMS I Complete Text Editor lAssembier plus Simulator for Ncrcccntrcllers
8051/52 Runs on IBM PC. Full control Registers & memory. Label generared disassembly,
program trace. single-step, go with break many more fearures .. l19. 95

ASM48 + SIM48 As above bur for 8048149 controllers..... . lI9.9S
P!..EASf AOD I /.50 POST & PACKJNG

P!3WI JOHN MORRISON (MICROS) DEPT EI ~
~ 4 REIN GARDENS,TINGLEY,WESTYORKSHIRE, .......

WF3 IjR. TELEPHONE 0532 537 507

"" ij'1l~';Z
, ,rlf;q. IF AN
::-' / ~ADVERTIS WRONG..~ ,
..!t~~WHOPUTSITRIGHT?

\\'C oo. The Advertising Standards Autherf ty ensures
adverusements meet wlth lhe strtct Code orAdvertising Pracuce.

So Ir you quesuon an .adVertiSer. they have LO rl1
answer LOUSo

lb find OUl more about the ASA. ptease wrtte to
AdverUslng Standards AUlhority.

Departmeru X. Brook House.

'lbrrtngton Placc. Lonoon weiß 7HN. AS.A
Thlsllpat'.r.ls donaled In Ihe Inlerr.!lt8 or hlflh ~Iandardliin adn'rUSl'ment8.

TELEPHONE-CONTROLLED SWITCH

PROGRAMMER & EMULATOR
Jhe affordable and complete solytion rar microprocessor development work

o Programs and emutates al1commonly used eproms 27(C)64to 27(C)512.

:i A 2764 programmed and verlüeo in 50 secs (seven different algorithms),
using 38400 Baud serial comms, downloadlupload at 3kbytes/second.

o PC based sottware includes. hex eottor, saving 10 disk, otteet setting,
oirectory & drive setting and controlling programming & emutatlon.

:i Auto reset of target option at start of emulation.

er File format converslon utüttles and emulator command ltne verstön lncluded.
;:J Sv. supply only, programming vottaqes generated by irrtemal SMPSU.

The PROGULATOR: E180 inc.
Further details and a free DEMO DISK fram:

White House Systems Tel: 091-373-4605
48 South Terrace, Esh Winning, Durham DH7 gPS

BADGER ~ BOARDS
Printed Circuit Boards fer Amateur Radio Sehuols Colleges
Short WH\'e Listencrs Clubs I-Iobbyists & tndustry

A range of Printed Circuil Boards in stock frorn many of the Prcjects in Magazines
PRACTICAL \VlRELESS 0 SItORT Wi\VE MAGAZINE 0 ELEKTORD !lRT

RADIO COI\·II\1UNICATION
Kits Projects and Malerials for manufacturing YOUf own boards Artwork and plnning Irom
your cwn Sehemarie drawings and also C.A D. facilhies. We supply ONE OFF Prototypes
Phone between 9.001111Ilind 5.JOllm Monday 10 F"riday for helpful advice and asslstance
Club talks ;tnd demonstrations of Prinled Circuil Board manufaclure QRP involvement eIe

code Is automatically changed into
123456.
The number of ringing pulses ts

programmed by caJling up the untt,
and then pressing *2. The untt will re-

spond by transmitting two short sig-
nals. Next. enter the desired number of
rtngtng pulses before the unit will an-
swer a call, First enter the tens (0, 1 or
2), then the units (1 through 9). Each

87, Blackbc ...·y Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield. 11744JF
(Please mcraion where yOU sponed tbis advertisement)

021-353 9326
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1
o
1
o
1
o
1
o
1
o

Table 1. M8870 DTMF decoder output codes as a function of received tone pair. The OE (out-
put enable) input anows all outputs to be switched to high-impedance.
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• •

acceptable entry is confirmed by the
untt transmitting a short signal,
Reception of a wrong number causes
the unit to transmit a long stgnal and
then break the telephone connection.
If the number of rtnging pulses is ac-
cepted. the un.it responds with an in-
terrupted signal. whereupon it rings
off. The programmed number ts re-
tatned until it is overwritten, or reset
to the default vaJue of 6 when the unit
ts switched off and on agam.
The thtrd special function is the

DTMFtransmitter test, wh ich is in-
voked by calltng the uriit. and pressmg
*3. In this mode, the urut responds to
the number pressed on the telephone
by generating a correspondtng number
of sbort stgnals, for instance. four If
your press the '4' on your telephone.
Presstng the ". # or letter code (A-D)
keys should produce 11, 12 or 13
through 16 short stgnals. A pause
longer than 10 seconds prompts the
swttchtng unit to ring off. •



I
READERS' CORNER

CORRECTIONS
Liquid crystal displays
(February 1994 - p. 46)

Same pin nurnbers afIe] in Fig. 1 are
shown incorrectly: pins land 3, and pins 4
and 6, should be interchanged.

Telephone-controlled switch
(January 1994 - p. 58)

The address of Chesilvale Ltd. in the
Components List on p. 60 should read:
Unit 3, Maes Glas Industrial Estate,
Newport, Gwent NP9 2NN;
Telephone +44 (0)633 223 552;
Fax +44 (0)603 223 948.

PRODUCT NEWS

Parallel port data acquisition offers
high performance at low cost

New from Computer Instrumentation Ltd
is the 'Parallel Pad' Data Acquisition
System. Connected to a PC or Notebook
computer parallel port, the 'Parallel Pad'
achieves data acquisition at up to 100 kHz
using a 12 bit converter with program-
mable ranges from ±I 0 mV to ±IO V.
An additional screw terminal block as-

sembly may be plugged in providing 8x4
wire inputs suitable for a range of sensors
including thermocouples, PRTs, accel-
rometers, mV signals and mA signals.
Also provided are 32 programmable logic
input/ourpur channels and lWQ
counter/tirners for frequency measure-
ments, and so on.
Powered from the rnains, 01' iis own in-

ternal batteries, the unit is suiiable for lab-

COMPONENT RATINGS
In resistorand capacitor values, decimal points
and large numbers ofzeros are avoided wher-
ever possible, Small and large values are usu-
ally abbreviated as folIows:

P (pico-)
n (nano-)
~ (micro-)
rn (miLli-)
k (kilo-)
M (rnega-)
G (giga-)

= 10-12
= 10-9
= 10-6
= 10-3
= 103
= 106
= 109

Note that nano-farad (nF) is the international
wayofwriting 1000pForO.001 W.
Resistors are 1/3watt, 5% metal film types un-
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oratory, Iactory 01' field use. A stand-alone
(wake/sleep) data logghing mode then al-
lows the notebook to be taken home. leav-
ing the 'Parallel Pad' to eolleet data under
battery power.
At f445·00, the basic cost inc1udes a

range of software drivers for BASIC,
Pascal, C, and Visual BASIC for
Windows, together with versions of
Computer Instrumentation 's SoftSeope
and Data Logging software.
Computer Instrumentation Ltd, Bld. 110. 3
Woods Way, Goring, Worthing, England
BNI24QY;
Telephone +44 (0)903 700755;
Fax +44 (0)903 700 788.

Let Maplin Electronics help beat the
fuel VATman

With the imposition of VAT on fuel to
corne into operation this month, it is not
wo soon to be planning ways and means of
reducing the household and office tuel
bills. One sure fire way is the implementa-
tion of fuel saving devices and controllers
and it is here that Maplin Electronics can
help everyone to save moncy. The new
Maplin catalogue (see back cover) fea-
tures many cost effective, value for money
products designed with energy saving in
mind.
New from Maplin is the 24-hour Pro-

grammable Timer which has many secu-
rity and energy saving uses. Lights and
radio can be timed to switch on and off
throughout the day and night for security
purposes, and a randorn program mode al-
lows lights to be switehed ar random for
even higher protection.
Also from Maplin is the Digital Time-

switch comprising a battery powered
clock with LC display which controls
power throughout to a mains outlet. The
unit plugs into a standard wall socket in
which position the display and controls are

less otherwise speeified.

Thedirect working voltageof capacitors (other
than eleetrolyticortantalum types) is assumed
to be ~60 Y. As a rule of thumb, a safe value
is about 2x direct supply volrage.

Direct test voltages are measured with a 20 kQJV
meter unless otherwise specified.

M ains (power line) vol tages are not Iisted in the
articles, It is assumed that our readers know
wh at voltage is standard in their parr of the
world.

Readers in countries that use 60 Hz supplies,
should note thatoureircuitsare usually designed
for 50 Hz. This will not norrnally cause prob-
lerns, although ifthe mains frequency is used

easily seen.
Also new is the 7~day Immersion

Heater Controller, a wall mounted uni!
that provides rconomical and convenient
control of eleetric immersion heater sys-
tems. Easily programmable, the controller
allows up to seven on/off switching pro-
grarnmes with automatic everyday alloea-
tion, providing up to 49 on/off settings per
weck. An optional 'boosr' facility enables
instant override for one or two hour peri-
ods.
Also available is a Room Thermostat

whieh fearures easy-to-use eontrols for all
kinds of hearing sysrern. Mounted on the
wall, this thermostat, onee set to the re-
quired temperature, will autornatically
trigger the heating system to come on and
go off in order to rnaintain that tempera-
ture. This unit can be linked to any pump
to control gas, solid fuel or oil fired central
heating, warm air and electric underfloor
Of ceiling systems. The unit includes an
'accelerator' which reacts quickly to
changes in room ternperature so as to
maintain an even level.
All items available from Maplin shops

(including the new Northampton, Milton
Keynes and Slough stores) 01' by mail
order. (Please note: there is a f.I 040 charge
levied on every mailorder to go towards
the cost of handling and paeking. On large,
fragile or heavy iterns, an additional
charge is made to contribute towards the
eost of carriage, up to a maximum of
fS·70 per order).
The Maplin 1994 Catalogue is available

at;[2·95 from W H Smith, R S McColl
(Seotland) arid loeal Maplin shops. Mail
order price UK: f3-45.
Maplin Electroncis, PO Box 3,

Rayleigh, England SS6 8LR; Telephone:
Sales +44 (0)702 554 161;
Enquiries +44 (0)702 552 911;
Fax +44 (0)702 553 935.

for synchronization, some modification may
be required.

The international letter symbo!' U' is used for
voltage instead ofthe ambiguous 'V'. The let-
ter V is reserved für 'volts'.

The size of ametrie bolt or screw is defined
by the letter M followed by a nurnber corre-
sponding lO the overall diameter of the thread
in !TIm, the x sign and the lengrh of the bolt or
screw, also in mm. Forinstanee, an M4x6 bolt
has a thread diameter of 4 nun and a length of
6 mrn, The overall diameterofthe thread in the
BA sizes is: 0 BA =6.12 rnrn; 2BA =4.78mm;
4 BA = 3.68 mm; 6 BA = 2.85 Olm; 8 BA =
2.25 Olm.
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High sensitivity frequency

counter/finder

Quantek Electronics have introcluced a
high sensitivity pocket size frequency
counter/finder, Model FC2000, capable of
measuring frequencies frorn 1 MHz to
2.4 GHz.
Conventional frequency counters typi-

cally have a specified sensirivity of 10 rnV,
whereas that of the FC2000 is <I mV be-
tween 10 MHz and 850 MHz and is typi-
cally 225 uv at 150 MHz. This enables the
FC2000 ro be used für measuring trans-
mitted radio frequency signals as weil as
für laboratory bench measurernents.
The cornpact and rugged design of rhe

FC2000 makes it ideally suited for use by
field service engineers, radio amateurs,
scanning receiver owners für frequency
finding, and counter surveilJance opera-
tors.
The FC2000 has a bright 8-digit LED

display, two gate times, hold function,
charge and gate LEDs, 50-Q BNC input,
internal 700 mAh NiCd batteries, and is
supplied campiere with a.c. mains adap-
tor/charger and telescopic BNC antenna.
The FC2000 costs fl19 + f5 p&p and

is available direct from Quantek Elec-
tranics,3 Houldey Road, Birmingham.
England B31 3HL. Telephone +44 (0)21
411 1821; Fax +44(0)21 411 2355.

Mitsubishi 38000 Series of 8-bit micro-
controllers from Highland Technology

Available from Highland Technology is
the Mitsubishi 38000 Series of 8-bit mi-
crocontroller, which includes general-pur-
pose types as weil as devices designed
specifically for controlling vacuum fluo-

Produced and published by ELEKTOR
ELECTRONICS (Publishing)

rescent and liquid crystal displays.
The controllers are designed for ease of

use and versatility, with ROM, RAM, 1/0
and contra I registers all wirhin rhe same
address space to allow data transfer and
operanon to be perforrned by common in-
structions,
The devices can operate in either sin-

gle-chip mode, accessing only internal
mcmory, or in expanded and external
mernory müdes in which 1/0 ports become
address, data and control lines, mapping
external memory and peripherals.
Further details from Highland

Teehnology, Alben Drive, Burgess Hili,
England RH 15 9TN. Telephone
+44 (0) 444 236 000; fax +44(0)444)
236641.

TOR 1502 Digital Multimeter

The TOR 1502 Digital Multimeter is an
easy-ro-use, hand-held, high-accuracy
meter, all range and funetions of which are
selected by roiary switch and displayed on
a large 23mm31/2 digit liquid crystal dis-
play. Among its Features are: frequency
testing up to 1 MHz, capacitance testing in
five ranges up to 99.9 w; when used in
conjunction with any of the optional
K-type thermoeouples, it has a wide tem-
perature testing range of -20 "C to
1300 °C. With automaue positive and neg-
ative indication, diode rest, over-range in-
dication, overload protection, low bauery
indication, continuity beeper and current
testing up to 10 A, it is panieularly useful
for all kinds of service engineering, test
management and laboratory applicaticns.
The TOR 1502 is supplied complete with
test leads and instruction manuaL

Pull details from TOR Technologies,

Unit 4, Gibbs Reed Farm
Pashley Road
TtCEHURST TN5 7HE
Telephone: (0580) 200 657 (National )
or +44 580 200 657 (llllemarimw/)
Fax: (0580) 200 616 (National]
or +44 580200 61 (j (I//lernariol1al)
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GENERAL NEWS
Piracy on the high CDs

Recent IFPI (International Federation of
the Phonographie Jndustry) figures show
that the number of pirated CDs i1legally
printed 01' iruported inro the UK reached
700,000 in 1992. In 1991 there were
hardlyany.
CD piracy is increasing drarnarically

rhroughout Europe -IFPI research sug-
gests there were 13 million illegal discs in
1991 and nearly 19million in 1992-and
whilst the nurnber ofillegal discs sold in
the UK last year amounted to only 1% of
total sales, that figure is expected 10 in-
crease greatly this year both here and in
Europe.
With the growth of the dornestic and

cornmercial multimedia and CD-ROM
markets, it can not be long before they,
too, become noticeably affected by illegal
c-ounterfeiting - with resultant revenue
loss to publishers, game-ware producers,
film companies, and others.
Disctronics, Europe's leading indepen-

dent CD manufacturer, have sailed to the
rescue with the introduction of a low-cost
and effective counter measure which iden-
tifies the CD as being genuine and also
prevenis a disc Irom being copied. They
have announced their ability to print holo-
grams in colour on CDs. This not only
provides securiiy - it is virtually impossi-
ble to copy a hologram
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ble to copy a holograrn without extrernely
sophisticated (and expensive) equipment-
but the discs also look highly artractive.
More imporrantly, it alJows the cusromer to
identify the genuine product and avoid buy-
ing a sub-standard imitation.
lntegrating this hologram into the CD

has been developed by Disctronics by plac-
ing the optical security information on the
same side as the sound/data track. Ir will
also include hidden optical information for
the independent evaluation requirernents of
the trading standards authorities.
Disctronics is one of the pioneers of the

CD-ROM and multimedia revolution. Last
December, they became the first company in
the world to produce Video-CD (the use of
digital compact discs with film footage) to
the agreed White Book Standard. This al-
lows CDs to be played on all platforrns, in-
c1uding Cornrnodore Amiga CD32, CDi and
Multimedia Pe.
For consumers, this wi U mean that they

can buy any Video-CD player in the knowl-
edge that it will play not only their music
CDs, but also open up the huge range of
Video-CDs which will be coming on to the
market in the next few months - including
fiolms, games-warc and music videos.
Further Information from Disctronics

UK CD-ROM Division, Southwater
Business Park, Worthing Road, Southwater,
England RH 13 7YT. Telephone +44 (0)403
732302; fax +44 (0)403732313.

SWITCHBOARD
Switehboard allows aUPRIVATE READERS of
Elektor Electronics one FAEE advertisement
of up to 108 characters, including spaces,
commas, numerals, etc.. per month.

Write the advertisement, which MUST
relate to electronlcs, in the coupon on thls
page; it MUST INCLUDE a private telephone
number or name and address; post office
boxes are NOT aeceptable.

Elektor Electronics (Publishing) ean not ac-
eept responsibility for any eorrespondence or
transecnon as a result of a free advertlsement
or of any inaccuracy in the textof such an ad-
vertisement.

Advertisements will be placed in the order
in which they are received.

Elektor Electronics (Publishing) reserve
the right to refuse advertisements without
giving reasons or without returning them.

FOR SALE. Data base disk of Elektor Eleet-
ronics 1983-1993, DB3 based; ineludes seareh
program; f 9·95. Catt Gary on 081-861-2216.

!HELP! Can anyone suggest a souree of
~10 kV ~20 mA fast diodes for my home-brew
switeh-mode PSU? Phone Alan on 081 800 0982.

WANTED. 27128 EPROMs 21 V. Please phone
(0222) 566 413.

WANTED.lnformation on PCBand sehematie
programs used in Elektor Electronics. Please

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICSAPRIL t994

Increase your electronics
know-how and skills

The speed and intensity wtth whieh eJectronics penetrates our daily Iives
at horne. at work, or in our car. tends to make us forget that we can use
electronics creatively by building destgns with a practical application
and having the satisfaction of a successfully finished project, Elektor
Electronics, which is distributed all over the world, can help you achieve
these goals. Throughout the year, the magazine features original
construction projccts, informative articles and news on the gamut of
electronics, science & technology, book reviews and Information on new
products. The past 11 issues contained 80 major anc1 97 minor
constructton arucles. 21 articles of an educative or instructional nature.
and 10 a.rticles deallng with Seien ce & Technology.
Ifyou wtsh to mcrease your eleetronies know-how and skills. take out an
annual subscriptlon to Elektor Electronics by wriUng or faxing to

World Wide Subscription Service Ltd
Unit 4, Gibbs Reed Farm
Pashley Road, Ticehurst

East Sussex TN5 7HE, England
Telephone (0580) 200657; Fax (0580) 200616

You will then have the converuence of having the magaztne delivered to
your horne, and the peace of mind that you will not miss any issue. The
1994worldwide rates for an annual subseription (li issues) are shown
on page 72.

write to Wittiam Wattace, 934 Sharon Drive,
Lebanon, Ohio 45036, USA., or phone (513)
932-1277.

FÜR SALE. Z80-based computer, keyboard,
monitor, disk drive, documentation, software,
f 150 o.n.o. Catt after 6 p.m. (0905) 353 531.

WANTED. Acorn Atom with disk drive, any
condition. Please ring (0729) 860 224.

WANTED. Epsom FX800eircuit. Pleasewrite
to R. Click, 12 Avon Grove, Cheadle, Stokeon
Trent, Staffs ST1 01 QR.

FÜR SALE. Philips scope PM3217, 50 MHz,
calibrated witt Oetober 1994, with leads and
pouch. f250 o.n.o. Please ring 091 372 0923.

HELP! I need same information about the
Oread program. I need the file 'LiB EDIT' for
3.21 version. Thanksin anticipation. Please write
to Luis M. Pinte, C. de Vila-Nespereira, 4620
Lousada, Portugal.

FüR SALE. PDP 11/23 main frame, 3 RL02
disk, 2 VT320terms, 12 hard drive disks, work-
ing. f2500.n.o. Please phone (0642) 711368.

WANTED. Information/manualW.H.Y. for S.E.
Labs 2001 A frequency response analyser.
Please ring (0602) 372 109.

FÜR SALE. Z8 mieroeontrotter-based single
boardcomputer system EPROM monitor,RS232,
non-volattile RAM from f32. Catt (0642) 480620.

Send this coupon 10
Elektor Electronlcs (Publishing)

P.O. BoX"1414
Dorchester DT2 8YH

England

Block capitals please - one character to each box

ELEKTOR ELECTRONtCS 03/94

Name and addrcss MUST be given



DX TELEVISION

A two-monthly column by Keith Hamer and Garry Smith

SUSTAINED openings throughout
August gave way to a dramatic drop

in sporadic-E activity within the first few
days of September. On the whole, the
season has been a satisfying one far most
long-distance TV enthusiasts, despite it
being a comparatively short one.
Reception from the Middle East has

been less favourable for DX-ers in the
United Kingdom this season, whereas in
Europe Iranian transmissions have been
regularly identified on channels E2, E3
and E4. Ta make up fOT this, enthusiasts
in the United Kingdorn have witnessed
at least three transatlantic operrings this
season, albeit shcrt ones. AJthough late
August is not traditionally an 'exotic' pe-
riod, the 22nd brought in 525-line signals
on channels A2 and A3 for ten rninutes
for Simon Harner in New Radnor
(Powys). During the same opening,
Band III sporadic-E signals were evident
from Iceland on channels E6 and E7, and
later from Denmark on channel E5. This
1S the only reported incidence ofBand In
sporadic-E reception so rar this season.
SiITIon had virtually an identical pattern
of reception in early June 1988, and two
days later signals from Algeria, Libya
and Tunisia were seen in Band In.
Unfortunately, these signals were not
around on this particular occasion!
August 21st was also an action-

packed day, wi th continuous reception
from early morning until late at night.
Signals were first noted from
Scandinavia, then Central Europe, with
favourable reception from stations to the
south-east and south during the early
evening.
September saw a sudden decline in ac-

tivity with signals rnainly from the south
on the 4th and 5th. The last operring of
any siguiflcance occurred on the 10th
with signals frorn Scandinavia and Spain
in evidence th.roughout the day.

Reception reports
Tim Webbs (New Romney) watched ex-
cellent-quality tropospheric signals from
Belgium, France and the Netherlands on
September 8th, using an Antiference
XG14 wideband array, without a maat-
head amplifier. or particular importance
was h.is reception of 'Zuid-Holland TV', a
new regional station on chan nel E49
with an ERP of around 10 kW. At the
time of bis recept.icn (1845 UTC), colour
bars were being transmitted.

lain Menzies (Aberdeen) has recently
returned from the French AJps, with
news of DX-TV possibilities there.
During his visit, 1ai11 logged NRK, TVE,
RTP and same stations from the former
Yugoslavia in Band 1. Tropospheric re-
ception on channel E4 from La Döle in
Switzerland, and a French station just
above E4 (channel L4) were evident. RAl
Uno on channels JA and IB also appeared
by tropospheric enhancement on some
evenings.
Chris Howles (Erdington) repotts a

mystery 'JRT BGRD-l' (Serbia) PM5544
test card seen on channel R2 during the
second half of August. The test pattern
was floating with other known channel
R2 signals, thus confirming the fre-
quency. One possible explanation is that
an Eastern European country was relay-
ing Serbian TV from Eutelsat II-F4. The
Serbian TV logo lPTC BI' has also been
seen on channel Rl by other enthusiasts.
Marc Vissers (Belgium) has received

most of the 'usuals' this summer, such as
TVE-l, RTP-l, RAl UNO, OK-l (Russin)
and HTV-1 (Croatia). In addition, some
rarer signals were noted inc1uding MRT-
1 (Macedorual, and surprisingly TV
Shqiptar (Albania) on ch annel C. This
latter transmitter is no Ionger listed in
the WRTH 1993, but the station was
identified by the PM5534 test card, indi-
cating that it is still on-air.
Stephen Michie (Bristol) comments

that August was quite reasonable wi th
CIS programmes being seen From
Latvian transmitters. Stephen queries
Latvta's TV transmitters listed in publi-
cations such as the WRTH, and wonders
whether these are locally produced ser-
vices 01" relays of Ostankino TV (Rusaia).
The identifications used on the G-204
test pattern are also causing concern for
may DX-ers. The different idents seem
meaningless, and do not indicate the
country of origin.
At 1237 UTC on August 15th, Stephen

noticed an announcer on channel E4 with
the initials 'MRT' in the top right-hand
corner of the picture. This signal is
thought to have originated from the
Pellster transmitter in the south of
Macedonia.
Bernd Truteneu (Lithuania) has cor-

rected a news item concerning
Lithuania. The channel R11 transmitter
1S no Ionger atop the parliament building
in Vilnius (it was originally installed
there for security purposes durtng the

Swedish programme schedule received by
Bob Brooks via sporadic-E on channel E2.

period of occupation of the facilities of
Lithuanian Radio and TV in 1991).
Channel R11 programmes are now
broadcast frorn the main TVIFM tower in
Vilnius frorn where the other TV pro-
grammes are also aired.

Log tor August
Speiradic-E reception occurred on most
days throughout the month, but only the
more prolonged operrings are shown
below.
12.08.93: Sporadie-E signals between
0605 and 1447 UTC; Sweden E3; Norway
E3 and E4; Spain E3; Denmark E3;
many unidentified signals on channels
Rl and R2.
14.08.93: Reeeption from 0705 until
1705 UTC: Spain E3 and E4; ltaly IA and
lB; Czech Republie R2; Hungary R2;
Polarid Rl; Switzerland E2.
21.08.93: An excellent all-day opening
between 0844 and 2250 UTC with sig-
nals from Sweden E2 and E3; Norway
E3; Poland Rl, R2 and R3; Denmark E3;
Hungary R2; Italy IA and IB; Spain E2,
E3 and E4; Portugal E4; Czech Republie
Rl; Corsica on channel L3.
15.08.93: Signals between 0719 and
0815 UTC: Czech RepubJie Rl; Austria
E2a; ltaly IA and IB; Norway E2 and E3;
Macedonia E4; Germany E2.
22.08.93: Sporadie-E reeeption between
0851 arid 1916 UTC ineluded: Norway
E2, E3 and E4; Sweden E2, E3 and E4;
Denmark E3, E4 and E5; Poland Rl, R2
and R3; Czeeh RepubJie R2; Slovakia R2;
Spain E2; CIS Rl, R2, R3 and R4;
Albania JC; USA/Canada A2 and A3;
Iceland E3, E4 and E6.
23.08.93: Reeeption from 0715 until 1330
UTC included: Ieeland E4; Portugal E2
and E3; Spain E2, E3 and E4; ltaly IA;
Hungary Rl.
25.08.93: Sporadie-E noted between 0740
and 2105 UTC incJuded: Sweden E2, E3
and E4; CIS Rl, R2, R3 and R4; ltaly JA
and IB; Rumania R3; Poland Rl; Finland
E4.
26.08.93: Reeeption between 0845 and
2030 UTC: Norway E2 and E3; Sweden
E2 and E3; Portugal E3; Spain E2 and
E3; Czeeh RepubJie Rl; Slovakia R2;
Slovenia E3; Germany E2.
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30.08.93: Countries identified from 0619
until 1700 UTC included: Italy IA and
IB; Corsiea L2; Spain E2 and E3; Czech
Republie R1; CIS R2; Sweden E2, E3 and
E4; Norway E2 and E3; Finland E3;
Ieeland E3.

Log for September
04.09.93: Sporadic-E reeeption mostly
around midday: Norway E4; France L2
and L3; Spain E2, E3 and E4.
10.09.93: Norway E3; Sweden E2; Spain
E2 and E3 (including va rious regional
news programmes areund midday).

The DX-TV logs were kindly supplied by
Andrew Jackson, Stephen Michie, Sillion
Hamer, Bob Brooks, Garry Smith and
Barry Bowman.

German DAB plans
shelved
Plans for the intrcduction of DAB
(Digital Audio Broadeasting) in 1995
have been shelved by ARD due ta a short-
age of funds. It seems that 1997 will be
the earliest possible starting date, de-
pending on whether the EC or the
German government will help to finance
the project. It will cost at least DM
30 million just to vacate cbannel E12,
which is the part of Band UI where DAB
transmissions would be.

Service information
Belgium: BRTN is to reduce its airtime
as part of a drastic cost-cutting exercise.
Needless to say, plans for the introduc-
tion of morning television and the exten-
sion of afternoon transmissions have
been shelved. This is mainly as a result
offierce eompetition from its commercial
rival, VTM, with the resultant loss of ad-
vertising revenue. BRTN intends to re-
main committed to information,
education and general entertainment
programmes rather than move down-
rnarket, presumably resisting Amer'ican
imports and 'satellite-style' TV.
However, BRTN could face further prob-
lems when new rules allow Dutch ser-
vices to be distributed by cable.
The Belgian government is to allow an
increase in power (400 W maximum ) for
50 MHz amateur operation, with no re-
strictions on the type of transmitting
aerial used.
France: Two new channels (one educa-
tiona l, the other news) may soon be
launehed by TFl. The educational chan-
nel will broadcast during the day via the
former La Cinq transmitters, which at
present broadeast ARTE from late after-
noon onwards.
Netherlands: Programmes are being
shown as ear1y as 0700 Iocal time via the
NED-1 network.
Omroep Fryslan, a local TV service in

the province of Friesland, is planning to
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Identification caption received by Bob
Brooks from the Eesti TV (Estonia)
transmitter at Tallinnon channel E2.

be on the air from January 1994, but ini-
tially the service will only be available
via cable. The proposed channels Ior the
service (front the Franeker transmitter)
are E22, E25 and E28 with a ruaxi mum
ERP of300 kW.
'Zuid-Holland TV' ('ZH-TV') is now on

test on ehannel E49 with an ERP of ap-
proximately 10 kW. The proposed start-
ing date was September 1st, 1993, but by
late September test transmissions, con-
sisting of colour bars (witb the identifica-
tion 'NOZEMA', 'KANAAL 49' and
'ZUID-HOLLAND TV') were eontinuing.
At present, a temporary 'standby'
Marconi transmitter is in use, but the
final transmitter will be located at the
PTT tower at Rotterdam-Waalhaven,
wi th the aerials mounted at a height of
200 m ASL.
The Duteh publisher VNU and the

Luxembourg television company CLT are
launehing the country's second eommer-
eial channel, RTL5, which will offer
sport, Films and 'adult' entertainment.
'I'his new service will originate in
Luxembourg.
Germany: SW-3 is now showing a
'Wetterpanorama' after closedown for the
benefit of tourists. The Information cov-
ers many areas of southern Germany. A
new private regional TV service called
'Scharnoni-TV' is coming on-air soon in
the Berlin area. The studios are located
at the foot of the Alexanderplatz TV
tower.
Austria: ORF -2 now shows a
'Wetterpanorama' programme during the
rnorning.
Luxembourg: The Dudelange transmit-
ter on channel E7 is currently operating
with an ERP of 130 kW.
Switzerland: Only the SSR-1 (French
language) network seems to show the
FuBK test eard at switch-on; the DRS
and TSI networks show text pages (Text
Vision). All three networks open at
0600 UTC without an opening sequence
or identification logo, and switch straight
to 'Euronews'. The same pictures are
shown via the three networks with sound
straight in tbe appropriate langauge, ei-
ther Frencb, German or Italian, depend-
ing on the network.
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Sweden: SVT-l has been showing colour
bars with a special test transmission an-
nouncement. A PM5544 test pattern
headed 'TV1' has been radiated, as weIl
as the usual 'SVERIGE' PM5534.
Portugal: The new names for the
Portuguese first. and second networks
are 'Canal l' and 'TV-2' respectively.
Finland: MTV has launebed a special
news programme called "I'alousuutiset',
whicb re ports on various issues abaut
the economy. lt commenced in August,
and is screened after the regular news on
MTV-3 on Mondays at 1920 (local time)
and on Tuesday to Friday at 2220 (loeal
time). Local televisicn broadcasts have
commenced in Närpiö. They have also
been avai1able in Kristiinankaupunki
from August 16th.
Slovakia Republic: The STV-1 trans-
mitter at BratislavaIKamzik is now
using CCIR system B with 5.5 MHz
sound spacing.
Poland: TVP-2 will commence using the
PAL calour system from January 1st,
1994. There are many SECAM-only re-
ceivers still in existence, but the type of
compensatian for viewers with these sets
has yet to be agreed.
Moldova: TV Moldova is relaying vari-
aus satellite services at the following
loeal times: 1000-1015: news from TRT
(Wednesday and Friday Euronews);
1700-1715: News from TV5. The ehannel
R3 transmitter at ChisinauJStrasenl is
reported to have an ERP of 800 kw!
Jordan: A teletext service has DOW been
introduced.
Ir-aq: lraq Television International plans
ta esteblish a DBS satellite service uaing
Arabsat and Eutelsat transponders from
the end of 1993. Coverage will extend to
more than 35 countries in Asia and
Europe.
Israel: The Iranchises for a commercial
second network (Channel 2) have been
awarded to three of the seven groups
that tendered for the licence - after a
wait of more than 15 yeara'. The pro-
posed operring of Channel 2 is planned
for October. Each franchise owner will be
alloeated two days per week Ior broad-
casting, with Saturdays assigned to the
three groups in rotation.
Samoa: The TV New Zealand Pacific
Service and its trausmisaion subsidiary
BCL haye helped establish "I'elevise
Samoa', which went cn-air last May.

This rnonth's service information was
kindly supplied by Gösta van der Linden
and the BDXC, Netberlands; Reflexion,
Gerrnany; Garry Smith, UK; PerUi
Salonen, Finland; Roger Bunney, UR;
Andrew Emmerson, UK; Thomas Pahlke,
Germany; Bernd Trutenau, Lithuania.

Please send any news about DX-TV in
your part of the world to: Keith Hamet-, 7
Epping Close, Derby DE3 4HR, England.


